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Dean James F. Williams II, Presiding

Order of Exercises

Boulder Brass

Processional
The audience will please be seated during the processional

Boulder Brass

The National Anthem
Aaron Jenkins

America the Beautiful
Rebecca Robinson

President's Welcome
President Bruce D. Benson

Chancellor's Welcome
Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano

Commencement Address
Kelly Graziadei

Conferring of Awards

Chancellor's Recognition Awards:

Honorary Degrees:

Conferring of Advanced Degrees
Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano

Recognition of Honors Graduates
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor Russell Moore

Recognition of the Graduates of the School of Education
Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano

Carissa Eileen Marsh

Conferring of Baccalaureate Degrees
Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano

The Outstanding Graduates of the Undergraduate Colleges and Schools

Alumni Association
Assistant Vice Chancellor and Executive Director Ryan D. Chreist

Charge to the Graduates
John Carson

Alma Mater
Rebecca Robinson

Hail, all hail our Alma Mater!
We will sing forever your praises
Ever will our hearts be true:
Ever more our love renew.
You will live with us forever,
Pledge our whole devotion to you.
Loyal we will be to you.
Dear old CU!

Recessional
Boulder Brass

The audience will please be seated during the recessional
Dear Graduate:

One of the greatest honors for the University of Colorado Board of Regents, the institution’s governing board, is to be part of a graduation ceremony. Your success is a success for us all. Your degree is a measure not only of an accomplishment of dedication and talent, but also notice to the world that you have the intellectual gifts and discipline to contribute greatly to our community.

Your commencement ceremony, like every University of Colorado graduation since 1935, will close with the reading of the timeless Norlin Charge. Today “marks your initiation in the fullest sense of the fellowship of the university, as bearers of her torch, as centers of her influence, as promoters of her spirit.” Each year, the University of Colorado grants thousands of bachelor’s, master’s, professional and doctoral degrees to some of the greatest minds in our country and the world. Today, we proudly add your name to this notable group of individuals. Congratulations on your hard-earned accomplishment.

Sincerely,

The Regents of Colorado

Back Row: Glen Gallegos, District 3 (Grand Junction); Steve Bosley, At Large (Longmont); Stephen Ludwig, At Large (Denver); Michael Carrigan, District 1 (Denver); John Carson, District 6 (Highlands Ranch).

Front Row: Linda Shoemaker, District 2 (Boulder); Kyle Hybl, Chairman, District 5 (Colorado Springs); Irene Griego, Vice Chair, District 7 (Lakewood); Sue Sharkey, District 4 (Castle Rock).
Dear Graduate,

Congratulations, your hard work has brought you to this day. But your work is not done. In fact it is only beginning. Our future as a society rests in your hands. The University Seal you will soon see stamped on your diploma depicts a lamp in the hands of youth with a Greek inscription that reads: “Let Your Light Shine.”

At the University of Colorado Boulder we have aspired to give you a love of lifelong learning and empowered you to lead the way with your youthful light.

You are in the morning of life and the transformative experience of college has prepared you for career and contribution in a diverse world and a global economy. In your academic career at CU-Boulder you have learned valuable lessons in critical thinking, civil discourse, collaborative decision-making and creative solutions, skills admired by employers and essential in a complex society.

Since 1882, when six young people graduated from the university as its first class, the University of Colorado has been conferring degrees to prepare graduates to succeed in a constantly changing world. Just as you carry on the legacy of our first alumni, your path of achievement and accomplishment will be followed by future generations.

Congratulations. You have earned it. Hold your flame high.

Sincerely,

Bruce D. Benson
President of the University of Colorado

Philip P. DiStefano
Chancellor of the University of Colorado Boulder
Norlin Charge to the Graduates

The first commencement at the University of Colorado was held for six graduates on June 8, 1882, in the chapel of Old Main. It was not until 40 years later, on September 4, 1922, that the first summer commencement was held. Since the first commencement in 1882, 342,814 degrees have been awarded by the University of Colorado Boulder. The traditional Norlin Charge to the graduates was first read by the late President George Norlin to the June 1935 graduating class.

You are now certified to the world at large as alumni of the university. She is your kindly mother and you her cherished sons and daughters.

This exercise denotes not your severance from her, but your union with her. Commencement does not mean, as many wrongly think, the breaking of ties and the beginning of life apart. Rather it marks your initiation in the fullest sense into the fellowship of the university, as bearers of her torch, as centers of her influence, as promoters of her spirit.

The university is not the campus, not the buildings on campus, not the faculties, not the students of any one time—not one of these or all of them. The university consists of all who come into and go forth from her halls, who are touched by her influence, and who carry on her spirit. Wherever you go, the university goes with you. Wherever you are at work, there is the university at work.

What the university purposes to be, what it must always strive to be, is represented on its seal, which is stamped on your diplomas—a lamp in the hands of youth. If its light shine not in you and from you, how great is its darkness! But if it shine in you today, and in the thousands before you, who can measure its power?

With hope and faith, I welcome you into the fellowship. I bid you farewell only in the sense that I pray you may fare well. You go forth, but not from us. We remain, but not severed from you. God go with you and be with you and us.
The Regents of the University of Colorado

Kyle Hybl, Chairman
  District 5
Irene Griego, Vice Chair
  District 7
Steve Bosley
  At Large
Michael Carrigan
  District 1
John Carson
  District 6
Glen Gallegos
  District 3
Stephen Ludwig
  At Large
Sue Sharkey
  District 4
Linda Shoemaker
  District 2

The Official Commencement Delegation

President Bruce D. Benson
Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor Russell Moore
Senior Vice Chancellor and Chief Financial Officer Kelly Fox
Interim Vice Chancellor Larry Levine
Vice Chancellor Robert Boswell
Vice Chancellor Terri Fiez
Vice Chancellor Frances Draper
Vice Chancellor Christina Gonzales
Vice Chancellor Deb Coffin
Chair of the Boulder Faculty Assembly and Professor Melinda Piket-May
Boulder Staff Council Representative Laura Edlin and Joanna Iturbe
Senior Class Council President Dakota Smith
CU Student Government Boneth Ahaneku, John Lurquin and Joseph Soto
Assistant Vice Chancellor and Executive Director of the Alumni Association, Ryan Chreist
Campus Marshal and Dean James F. Williams II
The Academic Deans
Outstanding Graduates of the Undergraduate Colleges and Schools
Chancellor’s Recognition Award Recipients
Honorary Degree Recipients
Elected Officials
Academic Dress

In 1896, the colleges and universities in the United States adopted a uniform code governing academic dress. Those who are receiving a master's or doctoral degree from the University of Colorado wear hoods lined with the university colors, silver and gold. The velvet border of the hood indicates the degree and usually follows the same code as the color of the tassels.

The Oxford cap, usually referred to as a mortarboard, has a long tassel that is fastened by a button on the top. Candidates for baccalaureate degrees wear the tassel pendant over the right front of the cap before the degree is conferred, and over the left thereafter. The color of the tassel on the bachelor's cap indicates the field of study, with the exception of the BA degree whose candidates wear white tassels indicating the arts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and Planning</td>
<td>Blue-violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Sapphire blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Presidential Chain of Office and the University Mace were created by Mary Sartor, MFA, University of Colorado Boulder. Both were gifts to the university by Mr. and Mrs. David G. Hawthorn, class of 1924.

Colorado gold and silver are used in both pieces to symbolize the importance of these minerals to the history of the state. The chain’s gem stones also consist entirely of minerals from Colorado.

The chain, created in 1980 for the inauguration of President Arnold R. Weber, holds three suspended pendants. The back pendant is the seal of the state of Colorado surrounded by a golden ribbon representing the golden circle of knowledge. The top pendant in the front is the seal of the University of Colorado surmounted by an arch set with diamonds and topaz, signifying the necessary link between the search for knowledge and its practical application to the world beyond the university. The laurel wreaths that decorate the bottom of the seal symbolize honor and success. At the center of the bottom pendant is a gold topaz indicating the quest for knowledge. The surrounding ring is paved with fragmented cubes and diamonds.

The University of Colorado Mace was created for the commencement ceremonies of May 1984. The foot of the scepter is encased in sterling silver bound in 14-karat gold, ending in an intaglio of the seal of Colorado. The shaft of the mace was carved from a black walnut tree thought to have been one of the saplings given to the settlers of the Colorado Territory by President Abraham Lincoln.

Sterling silver is also used in the crown, and the university seal is bound in gold and supported by an inner rod of gold surrounded by eight arching tapered silver ribs. At the base, the motto of the university, translated as “Let your light shine,” circles the crown in Greek characters. The wooden staff is bound at intervals in gold and silver rings.

The University Seal

In its history, the University of Colorado has used three different seals. The current seal, adopted in 1908, depicts a male Greek classical figure sitting in front of a pillar and holding a scroll. Next to the figure, laurel branches frame a burning torch. The inscription in Greek reads “Let Your Light Shine.” The seal’s designer, Henry Read of Denver, chose the classical motif because Greek civilization “stands as the criterion of culture.” The laurel symbolizes honor or success; the youth suggests the “morning of life”; and the scroll represents written language.

From 1893 to 1908, the university seal was a copy of Wyon’s medallion, “Science Trims the Lamp of Life.” In this version, a Greek woman knelt before a lamp, and stalks of mariposa lilies decorated the border. Before 1893, an adaptation of the Colorado state seal was used, but it was never adopted by the Board of Regents.

The seal is used primarily on official documents, such as diplomas and transcripts that have been issued on behalf of the university. The Board of Regents uses the seal on its official documents and publications. The seal also appears on the President’s Chain of Office, the University Mace, regent regalia, and various formal publications.
Excellence in Leadership and Service
Katherine Eggert, Department of English
Ann C. Schmiesing, Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures
Paul Sutter, Department of History
Martin E. Walter, Department of Mathematics

Excellence in Teaching and Pedagogy
Brian C. Cadena, Department of Economics
Suzanne M. Magnanini, Department of French and Italian
Charles Rogers, Department of Physics
Phoebe S.K. Young, Department of History

Excellence in Research, Scholarly and Creative Work
Jeffrey P. Thayer, Department of Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Stephen Graham Jones, Department of English
James L. Nagle, Department of Physics

Julie Carr, Ph.D., associate professor, Department of English, University of Colorado Boulder

George H. Born
Harold Hastings Bruff
Cynthia Carey
Bruce E. Eaton
Margaret A. Eisenhart
Allan D. Franklin
Alan R. Greenberg
Kris Diane Gutiérrez
Allen Harlow
Anne Katherine Heinz

Kenneth Ross Howe
Roger A. King
Ricardo L. Landeira
Chris H. Lewis
David G. Meyer
Laurel Rasplícə Rodd
Paul Shankman
Guillermo Solano-Flores
Sousan Urroz-Korori
Christine Yoshinaga-Itano

Faculty Excellence Awards

Thomas Jefferson Award

Recognition of Retired Faculty
Honorary Degree

Charles “Chuck” W. Hull

In the Wikipedia description of 3D printing, a process used to make plastic or metal objects and models for medicine, industry and education, Charles “Chuck” W. Hull is cited as the inventor. Without his far-reaching vision and engineering expertise, there would be no models of tumors and organs to guide surgeons, no complex parts used in cars and machines and no prototypes designed by student project teams.

Hull grew up in the Colorado towns of Clifton and Gateway and is a graduate of Central High School in Grand Junction. In 1959, he earned an associate’s degree in science and engineering from what is now Colorado Mesa University. After receiving a bachelor’s degree in engineering physics from the University of Colorado in 1961, Hull began his career as an engineer with Bell & Howell, followed by a term as engineering manager with DuPont before joining UVP Inc., a manufacturer of UV products. While at UVP, Hull developed the idea that later became 3D printing. In 1986, Hull co-founded 3D Systems to further develop his technology and make it commercially viable. Not only did he invent the solid imaging process known as stereolithography, but he and 3D Systems also developed the .stl file format that allowed the successful communication of data between computer-aided design software and the printing of 3D objects. With the founding of 3D Systems, he initiated the 3D printing industry and continues to lead it today with cutting-edge innovations ranging from state-of-the-art production of 3D printers that have changed the game of manufacturing to the first home-certified 3D printer, the award-winning Cube.

Hull has over 90 U.S. patents and more than 20 other patents around the world in ion optics and rapid prototyping, while 3D Systems has over 400 U.S. patents. Calling him the “Father of 3D Printing” is no exaggeration. Today, nearly 30 years after the founding of his company, 3D printing and rapid prototyping have made their way into mainstream automotive, aerospace and medical device manufacturing, to name just a few. As executive vice president and chief technology officer for 3D Systems, Hull continues to advance the technology.

Numerous professional organizations have recognized Hull for his accomplishments and impact on society, most recently the Industrial Research Institute’s Achievement Award (2015), the European Inventor Award (2014), the National Inventors Hall of Fame (2014), the Economist’s Innovation Award (2013) and an Honorary Doctorate in engineering from Loughborough University in the U.K. (2005).

The Board of Regents is pleased to award the honorary degree Doctor of Science, honoris causa, to Charles W. Hull for his innovations in engineering and as a strong advocate for education and training for students.
It is often said when one door closes, another door opens. Life’s difficulties intervened while Antonio “Tony” Mendez was pursuing a visual arts education at CU in 1959. Unable to continue due to financial constraints, Mendez left the university after his first year to work as an illustrator and tool designer for Martin Marietta where he designed components for the Titan IIIC ICBM (intercontinental ballistic missile). In 1965, the CIA hired Mendez as an espionage artist for the Technical Services Division, specializing in the support of clandestine and covert CIA operations. His work in the agency focused on forging documents and creating disguises for undercover operatives in espionage work in support of national security.

Most notably, he engineered and conducted the “Canadian caper,” the successful exfiltration of six American diplomats hiding in the Canadian embassy in Tehran during the Iran hostage crisis of 1979, a feat for which he was awarded the Intelligence Star for Valor. The 2012 movie *Argo*, directed by and starring Ben Affleck, is based on the daring rescue. During his time with the CIA, Mendez served his country with distinction in times of great turbulence, showing dedication, creativity and courage. By the time Mendez retired in 1990, he had been promoted to SIS-2, the equivalent of a two-star general, and was also awarded the CIA’s Intelligence Medal of Merit and two Certificates of Distinction. On the 50th anniversary of the CIA in 1997, he was one of 50 officers chosen from tens of thousands who had worked at the CIA, who were awarded the Trailblazer Medallion. In 2000, he received the Order of the Sphinx Cross for serving the Allied cause for freedom behind enemy lines.

After his retirement, Mendez served as a consultant to the U.S. Intelligence Community. He is the author of three nonfiction books: *Master of Disguise: My Secret Life in the CIA*, *Spy Dust* and *Argo: How the CIA and Hollywood Pulled Off the Most Audacious Rescue in History*. An award-winning artist, Mendez has had scores of exhibits in the U.S. and abroad. He is a founding board member of the International Spy Museum. As he battles Parkinson’s, Mendez is an active spokesman helping raise funds for new treatments for the debilitating disease.

While Mendez may not have been able to finish his degree at CU, he nonetheless carries special memories and joy about his experience and has shared that energy with the parents of CU students.

The Board of Regents is pleased to award the honorary degree Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa*, to Antonio “Tony” Mendez in recognition of his incomparable contributions to the nation.
Honorary Degree

Polly Dix Schaafsma

Polly Dix Schaafsma is considered one of the world’s foremost authorities on aboriginal rock art and has contributed significantly to both the cultural and scientific development of the American Southwest through her studies. Her influence on the field of rock art studies covers a wide swath of geographical territory and time. Not only has she spent over half a century documenting and interpreting rock art, she has also changed the way historians, anthropologists and archaeologists understand the pre-contact period in the present day Southwest. Through frequent collaborations with Native peoples, Schaafsma greatly enhanced the understanding of contemporary Pueblo and Navajo peoples. These collaborations in turn enriched her understanding of complex theoretical issues in the areas of art, history and anthropology.

Schaafsma has also expanded our understanding of Katchina ceremonialism, Navajo cosmology and Pueblo warfare, and she shed light on the interaction of southwestern tribes with cultures in Mesoamerica. In 1974, Schaafsma and her husband, Curtis, published a path-breaking article marshaling all of the known archaeological evidence on the topic of the origins of Katchina ceremonialism.

In 1962, Schaafsma earned a master’s degree in anthropology from CU-Boulder. She served as a graduate assistant to the late Joe Ben Wheat, who was a professor of natural history, an archaeologist and the first curator of anthropology for the Museum of Natural History at CU-Boulder. In addition to publishing seminal overviews of aboriginal rock art in New Mexico, Utah and Chihuahua, and writing monographs on Canyon de Chelly National Monument, Chaco National Historic Park and several other sites, Schaafsma has authored and co-authored 10 books and 50 articles and book chapters in leading academic publications. Her writings cover a broad range of topics, including Pueblo kiva murals, war imagery and ideology, Katchina origins, shamanism and magic, visual ecology, sacred bundles and warfare versus ritual violence, among others.

Three of her most popular books are *The Rock Art of Utah* (still in print and selling after 34 years), *Rock Art in New Mexico* (revised and reprinted in 1975 and still selling) and *Rock Art of the Southwest* (now in its 10th printing since 1980). Her work is highly regarded by tribal elders and Native scholars and she has become a household name among naturalists, photographers, amateur archaeologists and government field agents.

The Board of Regents is pleased to award the honorary degree Doctor of Science, *honoris causa*, to Polly Schaafsma for her pioneering contributions to the understanding of aboriginal rock art in the American Southwest.
Candidates for Graduate Degrees

The following list of candidates is not an official record that all candidates have been awarded degrees.

**Graduate School**
John Stevenson, Dean

**Doctor of Audiology**
Brianna Mary Chai
Jessica Jones
Tristan Nicole Lien
Alison Marie Meagher
Joanna Oropeza
Anne Marie Swanberg
Nancy Warren

**Doctor of Musical Arts**
Allan Glenn Armstrong, Collaborative Piano
Brian Wayne Casey, Jazz Studies
Andrew Crust, Orchestral Conducting & Literature
Jason Michael Dougherty, Conducting & Literature-Choral
Laura Elise Eakman, String Performance
Clara Glasheen-Artem, Woodwind Performance & Pedagogy
Julian Alejandro Gómez Guillén, Conducting, Orchestral
Tokutaka Kawata, Piano
Ingrid Jasmin Larragoity, Conducting & Literature-Instrumental
Justin Donald Little, Woodwind Performance & Pedagogy
Kurt Michael Mehlenbacher, Composition
David Kenneth Rajewski, Jazz Studies
Joshua David Reed, Jazz Studies
Peter Dacey Ryan, Piano
Robert Michael Schwartz, Conducting & Literature-Instrumental
Paul Shinn, Jazz Studies
Lucy Wan Tan, Piano
Paul Hendrix Thompson, Conducting & Literature-Choral
James Kellan Toohey, Woodwind Performance & Pedagogy
Heath Ryan Walton, Jazz Studies
Hee Jung Yoo, Voice Performance & Pedagogy

**Doctor of Philosophy**
Paul Jeffrey Ackerman, Electrical Engineering
Self-Assembly of Topological Solitons and Functional Nanoparticles in Liquid Crystals
Umut Akalp, Civil Engineering
Multi-Scale Modeling of Matrix Production and Degradation in Biodegradable Scaffolds
Alaa Ali Alaidroos, Architectural Engineering
Thermal Analysis of Ventilated Wall Cavities with Spray Evaporative Cooling Systems
Khaled Alanezi, Computer Science
Supporting Collaboration between Co-Located Devices for Context Monitoring in a Mobile Environment
Ashar Fawad Ali, Applied Mathematics
ULF Waves and Diffusive Radial Transport of Charged Particles
Carrie Denise Allen, Education—Learning Sciences and Human Development
Towards Equitable Teaching and Learning Opportunities: An Examination of STEM Education Reform Implementation
Berkeley Blaine Almand-Hunter, Mechanical Engineering
Development of Low-Cost Sensing Technologies for Air Quality Monitoring
Luke Amer, Chemical Engineering
Enzymatically Degradable poly(ethylene glycol) Hydrgels for Diverse Tissue Engineering Applications and for the Study of the Foreign Body Response
Adam Perou Hermans Amir, Environmental Studies
Folk Filmmaking: A Moral Methodology for Addressing Conflict Between Wildlife Conservation and Local Communities
Evan P. Anderson, Geology
Understanding Soft-Bodied Taphonomy: An Integrated Approach Incorporating Theoretical, Fossil, and Experimental Studies
Eric Israel Antillon, Civil Engineering
Justin Ball, Geophysics
Passive Seismocoustic Imaging from the Seafloor to the Lithosphere: Methods and Applications to New Zealand and Ascension Island
Lei Bao, Applied Mathematics
Efficient Time-Integration Schemes for the Discontinuous Galerkin Non-Hydrostatic Atmospheric Models
Patrick Michael Barbour, Chemistry
Property-Guided Analysis of Triyclic Indoles to Confront Antibiotic Resistance in Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus
Mario Bernardo Barrenechea, Computer Science
The Crowdrouter Framework: Addressing Issues of Software Design in Support of Crowwork
Christina Barstow, Civil Engineering
Sustainability Analysis of Water and Energy Product Implementation in Rural Rwanda
L. Erin Baxter, Anthropology
A New Archaeological History of Aztec Ruins, New Mexico: Excavating the Archives
Nicole Marie Beckage, Computer Science
Predictive Modeling to Capture the Words a Toddler Will Learn Next
Wesam Beitelmal, Civil Engineering
An Infrastructure Asset Management Organizational Model for Developing Countries
Traci Bekelman, Anthropology
Using the Protein Leverage Hypothesis to Understand Socioeconomic Variation in Diet and Obesity
Megan Bela, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Cloud and Biomass Burning Effects on the Tropospheric Ozone Distributions over the Central U.S. and Amazon Basin
Christopher Gene Bennett, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Investigating the Molecular Mechanisms and Function of the Musashi-2 RNA-Binding Protein
Kyle Joseph Berger, Chemical Engineering
On the Role of Collisions in the Ejection of Lunar Regolith During Spacecraft Landing
Gaddy Bergmann, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Diet, Gut Microbiota, and Management of American Bison (Bison Bison) in Conservation and Commercial Herds of the Great Plains
Robert Blackwell, Physics
Modeling Systems of Cytoskeletal Active Matter
Holly Borowski, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Performance Tradeoffs in Distributed Control Systems
Cameron Waldo Bracken, Civil Engineering
Characterizing and Modeling Hydroclimate Extremes in the Western United States
Eric James Brown-Dymkoski, Mechanical Engineering
Adaptive Wavelet-Based Turbulence Modeling for Compressible Flows in Complex Geometry
James R. Browning III, Mechanical Engineering
Effects of Right Ventricular Diastolic Dysfunction on Coherent Flow Structures in the Human Right Atrium and Right Ventricle

...
Grant Thornton Buckingham, Chemical Physics
Spectroscopy and Pyrolysis of Cyclic Aromatic Combustion Intermediates
Tyson Burch, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
The Compatible Solute Glycerol as a Photosynthetic Sink and Energy Carrier in Freshwater and Marine Chlamydomonas
Margaret Burns, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
“Compromises That We Make”: Biculturalism, Equity, and Whiteness in the Dual Language Context
Carla Valentina Bustamante-Viveros, Business Administration
Institutions as Drivers of Firms Strategic Decisions, Performance and Market Functioning
Seth Charles Caliga, Physics
Experimental Realization of Atomtronic Circuit Elements in Non-Equilibrium Ultracold Atomic Systems
Antonio Miguel Caravaca Aguirre, Electrical Engineering
Light Control for Non-Invasive and Minimally Invasive Imaging
Adam Forrest Cayton, Political Science
Local Economies and National Politics: How Members of Congress Respond to Economic Crisis
Laura E. Eglin Cesaro, Spanish
The Poetics of Time in the Poetry of Ida Vitale, Hilda Hilst, and Juana Bignozzi
Patrick Chaffey, Chemistry
Chemical Biology of O-Glycosylation
Katelyn M. Chando, Linguistics
The Poetics of Time in the Poetry of Ida Vitale, Hilda Hilst, and Juana Bignozzi
Krisztian Havasi, Mathematics
Piecewise-Stationary Level Set Methods for Persistent Surveillance
Andrew Edward Daigle, English
Defining Highways: Regionalism, Routes and Circuits in American Road Literature
Ogheeneovo Dibie, Computer Science
Computational Methodologies for Understanding the Dynamics of an Online Community of Educators
Steven E. Duman, Linguistics, Cognitive Science
The Space-time Topography of English Speakers
Fiona Dunne, Electrical Engineering
Optimizing Blade Pitch Control of Wind Turbines with Preview Measurements of the Wind
Jason Durrie, Aerospace Engineering
Sciences
Piecewise-Stationary Level Set Methods for Persistent Surveillance
Anne Elizabeth Emmons, English
Sermons in Stones: Discovering the Nation
Christine Fanchiang, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Development of a Quantitative Human Spacecraft Design Evaluation Model for Assessing Crew Accommodation and Utilization
Juliana Danette Feldhacker, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Incorporating Uncertainty into Spacecraft Mission and Trajectory Design
Alaina Christine Feltenberger Beaver, Education—Curriculum and Instruction
Social Interaction and Design in an Online Multiliteracy
Carles Ferrando Valero, Spanish
Realismo mágico y vanguardias en España (1927–1936)
Christopher Roth Florian, Geology
Multi-Proxy Reconstructions of Holocene Environmental Change and Catchment Biogeochemistry using Algal Pigments and Stable Isotopes Preserved in Lake Sediment from Baffin Island and Iceland
Maha Saliba Foster, Linguistics, Cognitive Science
Visual Speech Perception of Arabic Emphatics and Cognituals
Melissa Foster, Geology
From the Mountains to the Plains: Constraining the Evolution of Front Range Surfaces Through Quaternary Dating
Joshua Tyler Garland, Computer Science
Prediction in Projection: A New Paradigm in Delay-Coordinate Reconstruction
Steven R. Gehly, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Estimation Of Geosynchronous Space Objects Using Finite Set Statistics Filtering Methods
Rachel Anna Gioscia-Ryan, Integrative Physiology
Mitochondrial Oxidative Stress and Antioxidant Therapy in Arterial Aging
Odessa Mason Gomez, Civil Engineering
Characterizing Responses of Primary Biological Aerosols to Oxidative Atmospheric Conditions
Courtney Elizabeth Crean Goodheart, Communication
Marginalized, Ostracized, and Omitted: What an Examination of Non-News Claims Reveals About Press Coverage of Tent City 4
Patrick James Gourley, Economics
Three Essays in Applied Microeconometrics
Matthew Grau, Physics
Measuring the Electron Electric Dipole Moment with Trapped Molecular Ions
Matthew Grimes, Mathematics
Compactifications of the Universal Moduli Space of Sheaves and the Log-minimal Model Program on the Moduli of Curves
Xiaokun Gu, Mechanical Engineering
First-Principles-Driven Prediction of Nanoscale Thermal Transport
Daniel Ernest Gustavson, Psychology
Investigating the Cognitive Underpinnings of Procrastination: An Intervention Study and a Longitudinal Analysis
Jaegue Ha, Electrical Engineering
High Power Wideband Antennas for Electronic Warfare Systems
Sara Lynn Hagedorn, Political Science
Taking the Lead: Congressional Staffers and Their Role in the Policy Process
Ali Harajli, Civil Engineering
Modeling of Multi-Layered Protection Systems for Chloride-Induced Rebar Corrosion in Bridge Decks
Krizstian Havasi, Mathematics
Geometric Realization of Strata in the Boundary of the Intermediate Jacobian Locus
Katie Heiser, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Activation and Utilization of DNA Damage Signaling by Murine Polyomavirus
Ian Pervis Her Many Horses, Education—Curriculum and Instruction
From Lived Experiences to Game Creation: How Scaffolding Supports Elementary School Students Learning Computer Science Principles in an After School Setting
Kurtis Hessel, English
Elementary Symbols: British Romantic Poetry, Chemistry, and the Disciplinary Divide
Daniel Higgins, Chemistry
Spatial Atomic and Molecular Layer Deposition for Flexible Barrier Applications
Jeffery Hoehl, Computer Science  
Exploring Web Simplification for People with Cognitive Disabilities

Homa Hosseinmardi, Computer Science  
Holistic Labeling and Characterization of Social Network Data to Detect and Predict Cyberbullying

Sean M. Hudson, Psychology  
Perceptual Influences on the Mental Representation of Face Identity and Social Category

Ashkaan Hushmand, Civil Engineering  
Seismic Performance of Underground Reservoir Structures

Warren Christopher Jochem, Geography  
Social and Spatio-temporal Patterns of Arsenic Exposure and the Impacts on Respiratory Health in Rural Bangladesh

Maxwell Benjamin Joseph, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology  
Tools for the Occurrence of Free-Living and Symbiotic Organisms in Space and Time

Bharadwaj Kannan, Business Administration  
Essays on Labor and Finance

Zana Karimi, Civil Engineering  
Seismic Performance of Shallow-Founded Structures on Liquefiable Ground: An Experimental and Numerical Study

Nurlaybek Kasimov, Mechanical Engineering  
High and Low Fidelity Simulations of Variable Mach Number Compressible Flows Around Moving and Deformable Complex Geometries

Noah Kastelowitz-Lieberman, Biochemistry  
Effects of Membrane Shape and Lipid Composition in Extracellular Vesicle and Platelet Biology

Geoffrey Thomas Kerr, Psychology  
Neuroscience and Self-Control

Niloofar Nathalie Khallili, Linguistics  
Contact-Induced Cross-Dialectal Phonetic Variability in an Endangered Iranian Language: The Case of Taleshi

Josephine Wanjiru Kilde, Technology, Media, and Society  
Collaborative Learning and Support Environment for Teachers in Native American Pueblo Schools in New Mexico

Daniel Kim, Communication  
The Rhetoric of Visual Aesthetics: Image, Convention, and Form in New Media

Ronald Kneusel, Computer Science  
Improving Human-Classifier Interaction through Enhanced Highlighting Techniques

Laura E. Kohler, Civil Engineering  
Statistical Modeling of On-Site Wastewater Treatment System Life Performance and Risk

Fande Kong, Computer Science  
A Parallel Implicit Fluid-Structure Interaction Solver with Isogeometric Coarse Spaces for 3D Unstructured Mesh Problems with Complex Geometry

Hui-Shun Kuan, Chemical Physics  
Active Pattern Formation in One and Two Dimensions

Rachel L. Landman, Geology  
Thermochronologic Investigations of Cenozoic Uroofing and Surface Uplift in the Southern Rocky Mountains and High Plains

Daniel R. Larson, English  
Raising the Last Hope: British Romanticism and the Resurrection of the Dead

Alexander Philip Lee, Environmental Studies  
Conservation Ethics: An Obligation-Centered Approach

Sarah J. Leibrandt, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice  
College-Going Capital: Understanding the Impact of College Readiness Policies on Schools and Students

Katherine Jean Reeder Lewis, Chemical Engineering  
Modeling Alveolar Epithelial Cell Behavior in Spatially Designed Hydrogel Microenvironments

Colin Metz Lindsay, Geology  
Carbon Dynamics of the Deglacial and Contemporary Ocean Inferred from Radiocarbon Measurements in Foraminifera, Seawater and Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide

Julie Marie Linman, Mathematics  
Minimal Functions on the Random Permutation

Michael Philip Litchfield, Electrical Engineering  
Efficiency Enhancement Techniques for Outphasing Power Amplifiers

Herbert Eugene Longenecker III, Geography  
Evaluating the Effects of Induced Development on Flood Hazard Vulnerability and Losses

Allison Marie Louthan, Environmental Studies  
The Relative Strength of Abiotic and Biotic Controls on Species Range Limits

Fenglong Lu, Electrical Engineering  
Autonomous Control of Series-Connected Low Voltage Micro-inverters (LVAC) for Photovoltaic Panels

Julia C. Luongo, Mechanical Engineering  
Towards Defining Healthy Buildings: Investigating the Effect of Building Characteristics and Interventions on Indoor Microbial Exposures and Energy Efficiency

Kelsey Irene MacConaghy, Chemical Engineering  
Molecular Design and Engineering of Photonic Crystal Hydrogels for Biosensing Applications

Aous Mansouri, Linguistics  
Stative and Stativizing Constructions in Arabic News Reports: A Corpus-Based Study

Tyler Biron Martin, Chemical Engineering  
Entriec and Enthalpic Driving Forces on Morphology in Polymer Grafted Particle Filled Nanocomposites

Ruth Maria Martinez Cervantes, Anthropology  
The Colonial Heritage of Mestizaje in the Era of Tourism

Christopher James Massina, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
Characterization of Dynamic Thermal Control Schemes and Heat Transfer Pathways for Incorporating Variable Emissivity Electrophoretic Materials into a Space Suit Heat Rejection System

Yevgen Matviychuk, Electrical Engineering  
Learning and Mapping onto Manifolds with Applications to Patch-based Image Processing

Ryan Michael McGranaghan, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
Determining Global Ionospheric Conductivity in the Satellite and Data Assimilation Age and Assessing its Influence on the Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere System

Matthew Scott McJunkin, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences  
Far-Ultraviolet Spectroscopy of the Circumstellar and Interstellar Environment of Young Stars

Krystal Yvonne McMillen, English  
The Edible Eighteenth Century: Eating, Dining, and Digesting in Literature from Defoe to Austen

Paula Messamer, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences  
Self- and Partner-Reported Functional Communication and their Relation to Language and Non-Verbal Cognition in Mild to Moderate Aphasia

Michelle Miller, Physics  
Time Resolving Electron Dynamics in Atomic and Molecular Systems using High-Harmonic Spectroscopy

James B. Millette III, Anthropology  
The Effects of Dental Impairment on the Biology and Behavioral Ecology of Wild Ring-tailed Lemurs (Lemur catta) at the Beza Mahafaly Special Reserve, Madagascar

Kaniska Mohanty, Electrical Engineering  
Fundamental Limits of Wireless Interference Networks Under Transmitter Channel Uncertainty

Bradley Morse, Technology, Media, and Society  
Project Cell and Tell: Native Texting Circle- mHealth in the Urban American Indian and Alaska Native Clinical Setting
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Park</td>
<td>Architectural Engineering</td>
<td>Evaluation of Reduced Equations for Rotating, Stratified and Non-hydrostatic Flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Sara Osatinski</td>
<td>Theatre Sciences</td>
<td>Dysfunction in the Thermosphere-Ionosphere as Determined from Dynasonde Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Ann Ochreiter</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Cultural Construction: An Indigenous Computing Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert P. Ocampo</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Expendable Launch Vehicles under Epistemic Uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Nita</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Self-Adjunction of the Sympletic Dirac Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Nieves</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics</td>
<td>Investigations of Reduced Equations for Rotating, Stratified and Non-hydrostatic Flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared George Nishikawa</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Applications of Cryptographic Hash Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Helena Rudosky</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Poetics of the Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel Michael Rodenius</td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>Territory and Protest in Taiwan and The Geopolitics of Tourism: Mobility, Smartphones in Online Social Networks and Diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahnaz Roshanai</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Design, Synthesis, and Characterization of New Imidazolium-based Ionic Liquid Crystals and Ionic Liquid Crystal Monomers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Russell Rollins</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Domestic Surveillance in the United States: World War II to Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin W Romero</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Learning Lament: Transcultural Flamenco Guitar Practice and Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Gabriel Rowen</td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>The Geopolitics of Tourism: Mobility, Territory and Protest in Taiwan and China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Nieves</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Multistage Reliability-Based Design Optimization Applied to Single-Stage Expendable Launch Vehicles under Epistemic Uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne W Suggs</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Missions in the Thermosphere-Ionosphere as Determined from Dynasonde Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert P. Ocampo</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Expendable Launch Vehicles under Epistemic Uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael David March</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Multistage Reliability-Based Design Optimization Applied to Single-Stage Expendable Launch Vehicles under Epistemic Uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Lee</td>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>Tectonic Evolution of the Thermosphere-Ionosphere as Determined from Dynasonde Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan B. Pfeiffer</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Exploring Novel Crystals and Designs for Acousto-Optic Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Hunt Pfleger</td>
<td>Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice</td>
<td>The Social Construction of Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Polaski</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>Structural and Mechanistic Aspects of Ligand Selectivity and Gene Regulation by Cobalamin Riboswitches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Moore Powell</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>A Study of Methods for Improving Volume Conservation in Incompressible Two-Phase Flow on Unstructured Meshes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignacio Ramos</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>GaN Microwave DC-DC Converters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Richardson Vance</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Organizing for Political Empowerment? Explaining the Effects of Women's Organizations on Women's Political Participation in Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesley Ann Ochreiter</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Limits to Human Rights Protection: Regime Type and Asylum Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenji D. Okochi</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Self-Assembly Using Alkene/Imine Orthogonal Dynamic Covalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Ortega Martinez</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Development of 2-D MAX-DOAS and Retrievals of Trace Gases and Aerosols Optical Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Sara Osatinski</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Disney Theatrical Productions: Twenty Years of Disney on Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Park</td>
<td>Architectural Engineering</td>
<td>Evaluation of Thermal Performance of Hollow Core Ventilated Slabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inkwon Park</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Dynamical Realism and Uncertainty Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Paulson</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Multistage Reliability-Based Design Optimization Applied to Single-Stage Expendable Launch Vehicles under Epistemic Uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Aaron Moses</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>A Quantum Gas of Polar Molecules in an Optical Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woong-Ju Mun</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Compression Mechanisms of Soils under High Stresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Ann Myers</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Evaluating Admission Practices as Potential Barriers to Creating Equitable Access to Undergraduate Engineering Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalin Negrea</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Characteristics, Variability and Impact of Atmospheric Gravitary Waves in the Thermosphere-Ionosphere as Determined from Dynasonde Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Nichols</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Gas-Phase Ion Chemistry: Kinetics and Thermodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Nieves</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics</td>
<td>Investigations of Reduced Equations for Rotating, Stratified and Non-hydrostatic Flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared George Nishikawa</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Applications of Cryptographic Hash Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Nita</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Self-Adjunction of the Sympletic Dirac Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Nusbaumer</td>
<td>Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences</td>
<td>An Evaluation of Atmospheric River Moisture Transport and Hydrology Using Isootope-Enabled CAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Ortega Martinez</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Development of 2-D MAX-DOAS and Retrievals of Trace Gases and Aerosols Optical Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Sara Osatinski</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Disney Theatrical Productions: Twenty Years of Disney on Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Park</td>
<td>Architectural Engineering</td>
<td>Evaluation of Thermal Performance of Hollow Core Ventilated Slabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inkwon Park</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Dynamical Realism and Uncertainty Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Paulson</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Multistage Reliability-Based Design Optimization Applied to Single-Stage Expendable Launch Vehicles under Epistemic Uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Aaron Moses</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>A Quantum Gas of Polar Molecules in an Optical Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woong-Ju Mun</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Compression Mechanisms of Soils under High Stresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Ann Myers</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Evaluating Admission Practices as Potential Barriers to Creating Equitable Access to Undergraduate Engineering Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalin Negrea</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Characteristics, Variability and Impact of Atmospheric Gravitary Waves in the Thermosphere-Ionosphere as Determined from Dynasonde Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Nichols</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Gas-Phase Ion Chemistry: Kinetics and Thermodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Nieves</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics</td>
<td>Investigations of Reduced Equations for Rotating, Stratified and Non-hydrostatic Flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared George Nishikawa</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Applications of Cryptographic Hash Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Nita</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Self-Adjunction of the Sympletic Dirac Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Nusbaumer</td>
<td>Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences</td>
<td>An Evaluation of Atmospheric River Moisture Transport and Hydrology Using Isootope-Enabled CAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Ortega Martinez</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Development of 2-D MAX-DOAS and Retrievals of Trace Gases and Aerosols Optical Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Sara Osatinski</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Disney Theatrical Productions: Twenty Years of Disney on Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Park</td>
<td>Architectural Engineering</td>
<td>Evaluation of Thermal Performance of Hollow Core Ventilated Slabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inkwon Park</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Dynamical Realism and Uncertainty Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Paulson</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Multistage Reliability-Based Design Optimization Applied to Single-Stage ExpendableLaunch Vehicles under Epistemic Uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Aaron Moses</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>A Quantum Gas of Polar Molecules in an Optical Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woong-Ju Mun</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Compression Mechanisms of Soils under High Stresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Ann Myers</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Evaluating Admission Practices as Potential Barriers to Creating Equitable Access to Undergraduate Engineering Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalin Negrea</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Characteristics, Variability and Impact of Atmospheric Gravitary Waves in the Thermosphere-Ionosphere as Determined from Dynasonde Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Nichols</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Gas-Phase Ion Chemistry: Kinetics and Thermodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Nieves</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics</td>
<td>Investigations of Reduced Equations for Rotating, Stratified and Non-hydrostatic Flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared George Nishikawa</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Applications of Cryptographic Hash Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Nita</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Self-Adjunction of the Sympletic Dirac Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Nusbaumer</td>
<td>Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences</td>
<td>An Evaluation of Atmospheric River Moisture Transport and Hydrology Using Isootope-Enabled CAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Ortega Martinez</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Development of 2-D MAX-DOAS and Retrievals of Trace Gases and Aerosols Optical Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Sara Osatinski</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Disney Theatrical Productions: Twenty Years of Disney on Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Park</td>
<td>Architectural Engineering</td>
<td>Evaluation of Thermal Performance of Hollow Core Ventilated Slabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inkwon Park</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Dynamical Realism and Uncertainty Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Paulson</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>Multistage Reliability-Based Design Optimization Applied to Single-Stage Expendable Launch Vehicles under Epistemic Uncertainty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anne Meredith Sugar, Communication
Untapped: Fermenting Feminism through the Craft Beer Movement
Md Arafat Sultan, Computer Science
Short-Text Semantic Similarity: Algorithms and Applications
Nathan Sutton, Electrical Engineering
Millimeter-Wave Single-Aperture Based Components for Electronic Support and Methods of Fabrication Thereof
Jessica Diane Tarsi, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
On Taking a Thermal Approach to Fragmentation Research
Jonathan Tebbe, Chemical Engineering
Electrolyte and Cathode Degradation Mechanisms in Lithium Ion Batteries
Leah Anne Teeters, Education—Learning Sciences and Human Development
Studying and Designing for Equity-Oriented Social Change
Evan Thomas, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Exploring Species Boundaries Using Morphology, Phylogeny, Ecology, and Biogeography of the Diatom Genus Phaeodactylum
Gregory Thompson, Atmospheric and Ocean Sciences
A Numerical Weather Model’s Ability to Replicate Observed Supercooled Liquid Water Events at the Surface and Aloft
Lei Tian, Computer Science
Mobile Random Video Chat: Understanding User Behavior and Misbehavior Detection
TY Tuff, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Relative Motion as an Ecological Mechanism
Kim-Lee Tuxhorn, Political Science
Why do Some Trade Agreements Take Longer to Conclude than Others? An Explanation for FTA Bargaining Delay
Cody Vogel Vaudrin, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
New Observational and Modeling Techniques for Multistatic Specular Meteor Radar
Jessica Marie Vera, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
A Computational and Evolutionary Approach to Understanding Cryptic Unstable Transcripts in Yeast
Andrew Paul Verdin, Civil Engineering
Stochastic Space-Time Modeling for Agricultural Decision Support in the Argentine Pampas
Xin Wang, Economics
Essays on Trade and Factor Markets
Yu Wang, Mechanical Engineering
Smart Surface Wrinkling Enabled by Shape Memory Polymers
Michael Weeks, History
Industrializing a Landscape: Northern Colorado and the Making of Agriculture in the Twentieth Century
Joanna Renee Weidler-Lewis, Education—Learning Sciences and Human Development
Engineering Genders: A Spatial Analysis of Engineering, Gender, and Learning
James Westfall, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Efficient and Flexible Solution Strategies for Large-scale, Strongly Coupled Multi-Physics Analysis and Optimization Problems
James Williamson, Electrical Engineering
Low Power System Design for Human-Borne Sensing
Anthony E. Wong, Applied Mathematics
The Impact of Stable Water Isotopic Information on Parameter Calibration in a Land Surface Model
Kyle Joseph Woolwine, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
A Reduced Order Model of an External Compression Supersonic Inlet
Yuqing Xia, Physics
Multielectron Effects in Strong Field Processes in Molecules
Minghui Xu, Physics
Theory of Steady State Superradiance
Fnu Yanto, Civil Engineering
Development of Data and Watershed Modeling Tools for Understanding and Forecasting Indonesian Hydroclimate
James Luke Young, Materials Science and Engineering
Solar Energy to Hydrogen Fuel via Highly Efficient III-V Semiconductors
Chao Yu, Chemistry
Molecular Architectures Constructed through Dynamic Covalent Chemistry: a Voyage from Phenylene Vinylene Macrocycles and Porphyrin Cages to Their Self-assembled Complexes
Ramzi Nicholas Zahreddine, Electrical Engineering
Hybrid Imaging for Extended Depth of Field Microscopy
Alan Andrzej Zarychta, Political Science
It Takes More Than a Village: Governance & Public Services in Developing Countries
Xiaoge Zeng, Physics
Integrated Nonlinear Photonics Based on Coupled-Cavity Resonator Systems
Yuanzhe Zhang, Electrical Engineering
High Frequency GaN Drain Supply Modulators for Radio-Frequency Power Amplifiers
Yuchen Zhang, Business Administration
Knowledge Transfer and Recombinant Innovation: Evidence from Three Types of Organizations
Xin Zhao, Economics
Essays on the Industrial Organization of the Health Care Markets
Tianxiao Zheng, Economics
Three Essays on Financial Frictions in Macroeconomics
Shan Zhou, Economics
Estimation of a Nonparametric Model of Profit Frontiers with an Application for the Swedish Paper Industry
Daniel Wallace Zietlow, Geophysics
Four Brothers and a Waka: Investigating Lithospheric Accommodation of Shear and Convergence Underlying the South Island of New Zealand
Miles L. Abarr, Mechanical Engineering
Modeling Pumped Thermal Energy Storage with Waste Heat Harvesting
Lameese Dana Akacem, Integrative Physiology
Understanding Circadian Physiology in Early Childhood: The Role of Napping and Light at Night
Aaron Jason Angello, English
The Broken Poem: Ephemerality, Gitch and De-Performance in Digital (and Non-Digital) Poetry
Craig Anthony Benko, Physics
Extreme Ultraviolet Frequency Combs for Precision Measurement and Strong-field Physics
Kristen E. Borgen, Mechanical Engineering
The Benefits of Internalizing Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Externalities in the US Energy System
Jennifer Calvano, Theatre
The Written Body: A Study of Movement-based Actor Training Approach Language and Pedagogy
Cao Chen, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Exploration of the Mystery of Polar Wave Dynamics with Lidar, Radar, GCMs, and New Wave Analysis Methods
Thomas Cook, Political Science
Untested Membership: Reputation, Ambiguity and International Relations
John Purvis Corson, Physics
Bose-Einstein Condensates with Exotic Interactions
Eric Robert Coughlin, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
The Evolutionary Pathways of Tidal Disruption Events: From Stars to Debris Streams, Accretion Disks, Relativistic Jets
Benjamin Dunham, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
High-Order Automatic Differentiation of Unmodified Linear Algebra Routines via Nilpotent Matrices
Cody Daniel Eldredge, Political Science
The Political Determinants of Sovereign Wealth Funds
Giulia Evolvi, Communication
Blogging Religious Change: Identity, Heterogeneity, and Pluralism in Italy
Rachel Fleming, Anthropology
Working For a Happy Life In Bangalore: Gender, Generation, and Temporal Liminality In India’s Tech City
Katherine S. Ridgeway, Linguistics
Alison Pienciak Siewart, Mechanical Engineering
Zubin P. Olikara, Aerospace Engineering
Kathryn Marie Nowotny, Sociology
Eric Luke Netterlund, Communication
James Mason, Aerospace Engineering
Sierra Love Stowell, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Kendra Kumley, Electrical Engineering
Nicholas A. Ketz, Psychology
Youlong Zhu, Chemistry
Joseph Ryerson, Chemistry
Morphological and Photophysical Considerations in Singlet Fission
Organic Thin Films for Solar Photochemistry
Carleigh Clayton Samson, Civil Engineering
Modeling Relationships between Climate, Source Water Quality and Disinfection Byproduct Formation and Speciation in Treated Drinking Water
Julie Lynn Schiro, Business Administration
Using Humor To “Sell” Good Life Choices
Edward Micahel Benjamin Thiemann, Electrical Engineering
Multi-Spectral Sensor Driven Solar EUV Irradiance Models with Improved Spectro-Temporal Resolution for Space Weather Applications at Earth and Mars
Nicholas Lee Underwood, History
Staging a New Community: Immigrant Yiddish Culture and Diaspora Nationalism in Interver Paris, 1919–1940
Sibylle Walter, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Optimization of Pressure Probe Placement and Data Analysis of Engine-Inlet Distortion
Chen Wang, Chemical Engineering
Micron/Sub-micron Polymer Networks and Dynamic Covalent Polymerizations
Justin Michael Whiteley, Mechanical Engineering
Design and Materials Innovations in Emergent Solid-State Batteries
Nicholas Williams, Linguistics
Place Reference and Location Formulation in Kula Conversation
Sarah S. Wu, Psychology
Measurement and Classification Issues in Mathematics and Reading Disorders
Alexander Yersak, Mechanical Engineering
Roll-to-Roll Atomic Layer Deposition for Ultrabarriers
Youlong Zhu, Chemistry
Design, Synthesis and Structure of Covalent Organic Polymers and their Applications in Small Molecule Gas Adsorption/ Separation

School of Law
Philip J. Weiser, Dean

Juris Doctor
Kelly Ann Adams
Deanna I. Alfred
Sonia Nicole Anderson
Brandon J. Archuleta
Francis B. Arena
Candide Bailey
Craig James Bannister
Alejandro Barraza
Eric M. Beamish
Evin V. Berg
Emily Euginia Bobenrieth
Chloe Elizabeth Bourne
Kurt J. Brandner
Chelsea E. Brooks
Erika Lynn Brotzman
Katherine Christine Brown
Kassandra J. Buss
Erin Butler
Michelle A. Callaghan
David Morgan Camerucci
Clinton P. Carlisle
Kaitlin Cara Clark
Lauren Conception
Kathleen Coulter
Corey Fitzgerald Cox
Caitlin Michelle Cronin
Allison Nicole Daley
Nathan E. Davis
Jose Caetano de Castro Hecht
Tyler R. D' Egidio
Joely Denkinger
David Dingess
Starla Doyal
Cayce A. Duncan
Nicholas Andrew Eaton
Anthony Nicholas Falcone
Margaret Farrell
Alexandria Nicole Featherstone
Kendra Ann Fettig
Annan Jane Finch
Kathleen Finn
Christine Lynn Fitch
Austin E. Fletcher
Adam L. Fonta
Samantha T. Ford
Emily Claire Foster
Megan Elizabeth Foster
Katie Frayler
Andrew J. Frazier
Brett Austin Gaddis
Nathaniel Smith Gaffney
Reid M. Galbraith
Paul Garboczi
Gregory Marcus Garcia
William B. Gillespie
Ruthanne H. Golf
Benjamin Philip Golopol
Amber Rose Gonzales
Lauren P. Goschke
Tlago J. Guevara
Amelia Grace Gunning
Tyler S. Gurnee
Megan T. Gutierrez

Randall Fullington, English
Teach Me Your Word, O Lord: Religious Discourse, Literary Congregations, and Evangelism in American Fiction
Mohammad Hadigol, Aerospace Engineering
Uncertainty Quantification of Coupled Problems with Applications to Lithium-Ion Batteries
Sarah Raquel Hernandez, English
Colonizing and Decolonizing the Dakota Literary Tradition: The Process of Claiming, Reclaiming and Revitalizing Dakota Language and Literature
Anderson Foster Hoke, Electrical Engineering
Active Power Control of Photovoltaic Systems, and EV Charge Optimization Including the Costs of Battery Degradation
Megan C. Hurson, Communication Networks of Many Loves: A History of Alternative Media In the Polyamory Movement
Madalyn Diane Kern, Mechanical Engineering
Adhesion Characterization of a Biologically Inspired Micro-Patterned Material
Nicholas A. Ketz, Psychology
Influences of Attentional Inhibition on Long Term Memory Binding
Kendra Kumley, Electrical Engineering
Effect of Parameter Variations on the Electromagnetic Response of a Metalfilm Comprised of Resonant Elements
Sierra Love Stowell, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Conservation of the Greenback Cutthroat Trout: From Genomics and Controlled Crosses to Educating Students and Stakeholders
James Mason, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Solar Eruptive Events: Coronal Dimming and a New CubeSat Mission
Eric Luke Netterlund, Communication
Precarious Protestants: Economic Agency in Evangelical Self-Help Literature
Kathryn Marie Nowotny, Sociology
Understanding Health Disparities: The Health and Healthcare of Incarcerated Adults
Zubin P. Olikara, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Computing Invariant Tori and Connecting Orbits in Astrodynamics
Alison Pienciak Siewart, Mechanical Engineering
Sensorimotor Adaptation in Whole-Body Postural Control
Katherine S. Ridgeway, Linguistics
Phonetic Training Strategies for Non-Native Speech Perception
Megan Gutwein
Jeremiah T. Hampton
Nicholas John Hancock
Otto M. Hanson
Mahir Faisal Haque
Austin Clark Harbach
Abby C. Harder
Benjamin J. Hares
Jonathan Hayden
Jesse D. Heibel
Molly J. Hogan
Otto M. Hanson
Mahir Faisal Haque
Austin Clark Harbach
Abby C. Harder
Benjamin J. Hares
Jonathan Hayden
Jesse D. Heibel
Molly J. Hogan
Nicholas John Hancock
Jeremiah T. Hampton
Megan Gutwein

Leeds School of Business
David L. Ikenberry, Dean

Master of Business Administration
Huwall Alantari
Khawla Alshenkiti
Nathan Anderson
Tunyaporn Anukulkarnkusol
Scott Edward Battat
Carlos Alejandro Bermudez
Nicholas Berntson
William George Boyd, Jr.
David Lawrence Brady
Kelly Ann Champion
Yuan Wei Cheng
Parawee Chivapuntsris
Justin Randall Clark
Craig Coppock
Jacob Robert Davis
Megan Delaney
Alexandria Dennis
Roy Dillow
Michael Dooley
Daniel Scott Dore
Priyanka Durishetti
Megan Kathleen Easterling
Benjamin Eichorst
Kathryn Lauren Eisenbrown
Ehab Salah Salama Salama El Deeb
Mark Wisnom Elving
Cassandra Lee Erickson
Elise Claire Ferguson
Angelo Gregory Scott Gilmore
William Scott Golemon Jr
Scott Andrew Gregory
Bryant Richard Hadden
John Robert Heitmann
Peter Tyler Hochla
Lauren Quinn Hogan
Jeffrey Allen Hopfenbeck
Edward Huang
Anna Martin Hughes
Napat Irangpitakkul
Adam Leslie Jones
Manojna Kantipudi
Bryce Kirchhausen
Matthew Aaron Kotin
Brian Michael Krantz
Ramesh Kuduvu Rajaram
Vaidehi Kukreja
Joseph Kulpa
Samuel Hurd LaCassee
Qingyang Li
Amy Link
Ye Liu
Christopher E. Lutz
Michael Stanton Mankoff
Zachary W. Mason
Derek S. Maul
Lindsay Josephine McGee
Jill Elizabeth Metchikoff
Robert Micsak II
Olivia Riley Miller
James Miner II
Paul Andrew Mountain
Margaret Kinnard Mulhern
Lawrence Samuel Nichols

Recipient of a double degree.
Graduate School

John Stevenson, Dean

Master of Arts

Katherine Annette Akey, English
Maryam Jasser Alfadhl, Linguistics
Sonia Amodeo, Journalism
Ellen Anderson, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Kelly J. Anderson, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kelsey Ansari, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Amanda Nicole Arnold, Classics
Paul Beno Ashour, Linguistics
Eunice Balderrama-Licea, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Paula Banuelos, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Madison Elyse Basch, English
Sarah Catherine Bason, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Natalia Maria Bayona, Journalism
Aidán Taylor Beers, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Jonathan Adam Belcher, Mathematics
Michael Andrew Benedetto, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Anna Christine Berger, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Kiersten Bradley, Linguistics
Hayley Ann Breden, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Jonathan Breiten, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Adam Brink, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Morgan Kara Butts, Art History
Taylor M. Cannon, Journalism
Mary Caron, Communication
Michael Robert Carrick, Philosophy
Alexander Konrad Carrie, English
Nicole Castro, Communication
Katherine Cavaliere, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Beth Marshall Christopher, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Gillian Goodrich Cleary, Spanish
Rebecca Cornell, Linguistics
Erin Cousins, Comparative Literature
Lauren Coyne, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
William Franklin Cuthbertson, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Hannah Rose Cuvillier, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Nathan Kim Davidoff, Mathematics
Brenna Kathleen Day, Linguistics
Jonathan Dickstein, Religious Studies
Kyle Jordan Donahue, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Dalton Cunha Dorr, Political Science
Jennifer Anne Dowdy, French
Cameron Matthew Duff, Economics
Emma M. Duffy, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Joshua William Egner, Philosophy
Roger Keith Emmelhainz, Political Science
Tayler Maree Eppler, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Audrey Farber, Linguistics
Rachel Fernandez, Classics
Susana Fuentes Escalante, Comparative Literature
Keegan Jeffrey Funderburk, Linguistics
Nadia M. Ghooseh, Classics
Michael Patrick Gillis, Linguistics
Alliea Elaine Godfrey, Sociology
Vincent Gonzales, English
Caroline Good, Linguistics
Scott Alexander Goodstein, English
Eric Samuel Gordon, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Holly Elaine Gosa, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Anna Marie Gray, Political Science
Sarah Svea Grover, Psychology
Erkan Gunes, Political Science
Sarah Louise Hagerty, Psychology
Madelyn Ann Hammel, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Allison Kristine Hanson, Anthropology
Allison Hargett, English
Andrew Carl Harrington, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Ryan S. Hartsfield, Linguistics
Jill Powell Harvey, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Will Robinson Heberlein, Classics
Patricia Ann Helfenbein, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Patricia Ann Helfenbein, History
Kevin Paul Hemphill, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Marc Andrew Hohe, German Studies
Lorel Joy Holsinger, Political Science
Sarah Elizabeth Holst, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Jordan Taylor Hoskins, German Studies
Jacob Howard, Economics
Kathryn Agnes Huether, Religious Studies
Michelle Hunsicker, Linguistics
Sara Jacovelli, Comparative Literature
Jennifer Ashley Ida, Anthropology
Kevin Scott Jefferson, Classics
Qian Jia, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Lauren Ann Johnson, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Eli Jeremy Jones, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Rebecca Jones, English
Alexandra Elyse Jordan, Sociology
Christopher Jorde, Political Science
Leah Justin-Jinich, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Shea Christianne Kennedy, Economics

Jeremiah V. Osborn
Matthew Ragnar Pagano
Cassandra Palmer
Erik Wesley Phillips
Steven Phillips
Daniel Peter Pierson
Nicholas Politte
Nickolas J. Rendall
Melissa Ann Ricksecker
Alyssa Quander Riley
Marcus Roberson
Nathan Roberts
Joseph Douglas Russum
Daniel E. Rutledge
Joshua Dennis Sarpen
Adam Christian Schlegel
Anna Elizabeth Schneider
Adam Christian Schlegel
Joshua Dennis Sarpen
Daniel E. Rutledge
Joshua Lawrence Viegut
Claudia Vaughan
Chris Anthony Valentine
Claudia Vaughan
Joshua Lawrence Viegut
*Jose Gilberto Vieitez
Joshua Lawrence Viegut
Claudia Vaughan
Chris Anthony Valentine
Claudia Vaughan
Joshua Lawrence Viegut
*Jose Gilberto Vieitez
Melanie Edwards Virreira
Blake Sellers
William Serene
Ryan Michael Severns
Amanda Erin Sarpen
Kenneth James Smith
Elizabeth Ann Spencer
Jessica Suzanne Zaritengo Strouse
Kirsten Marie Suddath
Aidi Sun
Suthan Thrivani
Sarah E. Tucker
Jill Marie Urbanek
Chris Anthony Valentine
Claudia Vaughan
Joshua Lawrence Viegut
*Jose Gilberto Vieitez
Melanie Edwards Virreira
Sarah Blei Voboril
Varanya Voravetvuthikun
Julia Lauren Waggoner
Benjamin Weiner
Brian Matthew Weisburd
Timothy McDow Weiss
Andrew James Wetzig
Alexandra Pavlovna Zelinskaya
Joseph Scott Key, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kyoung-Gon Kim, Economics
Nathaniel Wade Kingsbury, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Jacob Andrew Kirsch, Economics
Amanda Valory Knopf, English
Sarah Rose Koch, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kylie Sabrina Koger, Classics
Lauren Maurine Kottenstette, Theatre
Stephanie Krause, Classics
Sara Elisabeth Krumminga, Geography
Howard Leslie Kuhhn, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Tracy Ellen Kurzy, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Christine Kuster, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Gretchen Lang, Geography
Stefani Rene Langehennig, Political Science
Allison Elizabeth Langley, Linguistics
Jordan Langton, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Jillian Nova Laucius, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Elizabeth Faith Laughlin, English
Kevin Thomas Lawrence, Classics
Jae Min Lee, Mathematics
Tyler A. Lehrer, Religious Studies
Wendy Levin, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Michael Alan Levine, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Melisssa Ann Lewis, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Xiaorong Liu, Mathematics
Cassandra T. Longo, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Kelly Rose Lubkeman, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Lingshuang Mao, Linguistics
Theresa Masciale, English
Caroline Liggett Matson, Mathematics
Adam McCurdy, Geography
Paul Monet McDivitt, Journalism
Bridget Mary McFadden, Spanish
Avery Franklin Thureau McGaha, Journalism
Raffi Aram Mercuri, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Christina M. Minich, Religious Studies
Marlene Elsa Miyamoto, Linguistics
Jingxuan Mo, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Joshua Lane Moore, English
Christine Elena Morrison, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Susana Mosqueda, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Roxann Montana Elliott Mulligan, Journalism
Ashley Ann Mumford, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Jessika Andrea Munoz, Spanish
Stephen Myer, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Arielle Marie Myers, Art History
Daniel J. Niedrinhous, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Emma Elizabeth Niehaus, Comparative Literature
*Patrick Normile, Mathematics
Sonam Nyenda, Religious Studies
Claire R. Opel, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Anna Osipova, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Christopher J. Pacheco, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Emilie A. Pagano, Philosophy
Jennifer Alexandra Pappas, English
*Elizabeth Ellen Parsons, Mathematics
Lance Edward Pechon, Philosophy
Talia Yocheved Pfeiffer-Lapid, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Michael Piel, English
Mollie Frances Putzig, Journalism
Akhil Rao, Economics
Kelly Zipser Rapp, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Kelsey Ray, Journalism
Brynn Raymond, English
Marianne Cumella Reddan, Psychology
Nicholas Ryan Reese, Linguistics
Jamie Richilano, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Daniel Rilling, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Ann Elizabeth Roddy, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Kayla Cherice Rodriguez, Comparative Language, Literature
Monica Rodriguez, Linguistics
Jason Jesse Romero Jr, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Jeremy Allen Rud, Linguistics
Rachel Elizabeth Sauter, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Gregory Donald Schaefer, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
*Anna Elizabeth Schneider, Anthropology
Melissa Christine Schultheis, English
Joanna Christine Shoefner, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Ji Young Shouse, Linguistics
Lauren E. Silk, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Malia Lee Silver, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Christopher Tom Smith, Philosophy
Kimberley Aura Smith, History
Marshall Somers, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Anne Spalding, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Brandon Michael Spears, Economics
Jonathon Jacob Speese, English
Carey Stapleton, Political Science
Jamie M. Summers, Art History
Zachary Nicholas Szlundak, Economics
Caleb Jose Tardo, English
Darane Tanya Teng, Education-Social, Multicultural, and Bilingual Foundations
Breanne Tidik, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Jonnia Torres, Linguistics
Dominic John Toscano, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Marni Grace Trowbridge, History
Katherine E. Turner, Journalism
Maite Jo Urcaegu, English
Mark Andrew Valkovich, Economics
Courtney Van Der Linden, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Cuauhtemoc Vital-Guzman, Anthropology
Martin Vieiro, Political Science
Emily Louisa Vollmer, Geography
Shelby Wardlaw, Comparative Literature
Timothy Wouter Watervoort, Linguistics
Juliana White, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Brianna Ivy Wiens, Communication
George Washington Williams, Sociology
Josayn Christine Williams, Political Science
Brennen Colby Williamson, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Jacob Wipf, History
Alexander Evan Wolf-Root, Philosophy
Laura Anne Wreschnig, Economics
Joshua David Wright, Religious Studies
Jinhui Wu, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Jessica Nicole Yamashita, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Zhuming Yao, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Lindsay Michelle Yates, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Bunyamin Yilmaz, Geography
Benjamin Wei Yao Zhang, Economics
Jiannan Zhou, Economics

*Recipient of a double degree.

Master of Engineering
Agudemu
Abdisalam A. Almad
Alicia Ann Allen
Jesse Austin
Nathan Ross Bastow
Robert Nicholas Burke
Daniela Castaneda
Peemin Chen
*Christopher M. Christensen
*Christopher M. Christensen
Ryan Cutter
Adam Hans Danielson
*Jaron Davis
*Jaron Davis
Andrew L. Giebler

*Recipient of a double degree.
Zachary A. Hofbauer-Daiber
Shawn Michael Johnson
Luke Edwin Ladtkow
Adam Randall Marrapode
*Colin Brian McHugh
Erin McRae
Abhilash Menon
Todd Molz
Melanie Jane Myers
*Sammit Sunil Nene
*Sammit Sunil Nene
Amanda Shea Parker
Amber Dawn Paterno
Erik Pfister
Stacey Lynne Phillips
*Bryan Toliver Rodman
*Bryan Toliver Rodman
Carmen Sasser
Evan Schurr
Faroq Sheikh
Stan Simms
Shyam Surthi
Akshatha Vennamaneni
Christina Marie Weeks
Ryan David Whit
James Wills
Caitlin Zoetis

Master of Fine Arts
Bailey Anderson
Amanda Marie Benzin
Michelle Bernier
Terry Robert Campbell
Catherine Colleen Cartwright
Ansayle Jean Clark
Rosely Conz
Stephanie Lynne Couey
Lance Michael Duncan
Kelly Grace Eisworth
Megan Elizabeth Gafford
Morgan McKinney Goad
Nicole Ashley Krou
Zachary Nathaniel Loyd
Lindsey Ann McGehee
Oakley Chad Merideth
Anna L. Merritt
Samantha Salter
Eric L. Stewart
Kathleen Jean Woods

Master of Music
Brett Armstrong
Stephen Dexter Bott
Kaleb Whelan Chesnic
Jennifer Nichol Elgin
Elizabeth Rae Fryer
Kathryn Maria Harms
Kenneth James Howe
Amelia Marie James
Emily Mae June
Alicia Keener
Matthew John Koveal
Jenna Christine Margiasso
John Paul Merz
Elisa Marie Muzzillo
Ariel Patkin
Joseph Paul Piontek
Nathan Andrew Southwick
Nathaniel Stanton
Suzanne Whitney
Sara Lin Yoder

Master of Music Education
Rebecca Lynn Knack
Alison Jane Reifschneider Mayes
Melanie Rachel Reiff
Tyler Allen Richardson
Harolyn Mary Scheuerman
Jiahang Zhang

Master of Science
Heena Rakesh Agrawal, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Monica Aksam, Accounting
Matthew Scott Aitken, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Ashik Imran Akbar Basha, Electrical Engineering
Suhas Akshar Kumar, Electrical Engineering
Mohammad Mobasher Alasmary, Computer Science
Khaled Alawadhi, Accounting
Dea Allen, Computer Science
Tahani Almanie, Computer Science
Austin Michael Anderson, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Scott Thomas Anderson, Telecommunications
Albert Angiolillo, Integrative Physiology
*Cole Anthony, Civil Engineering
André Lucas Antunes de Sá, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Nooshin Sadat Arabi Hashemi, Business Analytics
Carolyn Ardizzone, Integrative Physiology
*Avana Samantha Ashby, Physics
Mariam Ghoulom Ashkanani, Supply Chain Management
*Gunnar Vigeland Ashton, Mechanical Engineering
*Raymond Au Yeung, Accounting
Jordan Taylor Ault, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jaylen Devaughn Baca, Finance
*Ahmed Badran, Mechanical Engineering
*Jason Alan Baer, Accounting
*Andrew Bainbridge, Accounting
*David William Baird, Computer Science
Jennifer Fletcher Baker, Telecommunications
Pranav Paul Balachandran, Electrical Engineering
*Riccardo Balin, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Samuel Lee Carty, Telecommunications
*Courtney Lynn Ballard, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Vishwa Banker, Business Analytics
FNU Shirin Bano, Telecommunications
Aakash Gautham Baskar, Electrical Engineering
Julia Nicole Baum, Supply Chain Management
Davis Matthew Benz, Mechanical Engineering
Allison Marie Betley, Applied Mathematics
Srinjita Bhaduri, Computer Science
*Patrick Anders Billington, Accounting
Nicholas Thomas Blum, Chemical Engineering
Erica Jayne Board, Supply Chain Management
Spencer Boone, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Soorya Vamsee Boppana, Telecommunications
Kyle Borg, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Mary K. Bowannie, Information and Communication Technology for Development
*Olivia Bowden, Accounting
Brandon William Bowman, Civil Engineering
Emily Anne Boyer, Business Analytics
*Joseph Ethan Brachfeld, Accounting
*Nicolas Charles Broekking, Computer Science
Carson Ellis Brown, Aternal Engineering
*Thomas Kadel Brunsgaard, Mechanical Engineering
*Matthew Paul Rubenbark, Computer Science
Blake Kieran Buckley, Taxation
*Nicole Zhou Buggy, Accounting
*Matthew Robert Busby, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Brendan Michael Busi, Civil Engineering
Cameron Bybee, Finance
Coral Janine Cabrera Montalvo, Integrative Physiology
Charles Cain, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Robert Harold Callahan, Telecommunications
Angela Suzanne Callahan, Environmental Studies
Jorge Canardo Alastuey, Electrical Engineering
Brittany Carl, Architectural Engineering
Graham Carson, Mechanical Engineering
Samuel Lee Carty, Telecommunications
Daniel Evan Case, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Rohan Chadha, Telecommunications
Christine Marie Chamberlain, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
John Harold Chamberlin, Computer Science
*Luke Alexander Charbonneau, Physics
Rajarshi Chattaraj, Mechanical Engineering
Swathi Chaturvedi, Business Analytics
Niketa Sunil Chellani, Telecommunications
Hao Chen, Electrical Engineering
Simeng Chen, Electrical Engineering
Zixi Chen, Business Analytics

*Recipient of a double degree.
Sesha Sailendra Chetlur, Computer Science
Stanley Chu, Chemical Engineering
Cassiane Frances Cladis, Information and Communication Technology for Development
Timothy James Clarkin, Civil Engineering
*Tyler James Clayton, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Albert Como, Mechanical Engineering
*Robert Devan Corona, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Andrew Bandura Cowley, Electrical Engineering
Karen Marie Crofton, Business Analytics
*Elizabeth Fulton Cross, Accounting
Nathan Thomas Curry, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Andrew Dahir, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kelsey Rae Dailey, Environmental Studies
Louis J. Dankovich IV, Mechanical Engineering
Nikhitha Reddy Dasari, Computer Science
Subh Luiash Dash, Telecommunications
Rahul Ashim De, Telecommunications
Gaspard De Roucy, Civil Engineering
*Taylor Stanton Dean, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kevin Michael Dease, Electrical Engineering
Paula Del Rey Bajo, Chemistry
*Max Marvin Denby, Accounting
Blair Denman, Integrative Physiology
Kaushal Sharad Deodhar, Telecommunications
Vanessa Marie Diaz, Museum and Field Studies
Kevin J. Dimond, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Nathan Andrew Dostart, Electrical Engineering
*Michael T. Driscoll, Accounting
Derrick Denis D'Souza, Telecommunications
Ruo Du, Business Analytics
Alan Duan, Supply Chain Management
Puneet Girish Durve, Telecommunications
Jesse Lee Dutton-Kenny, Museum and Field Studies
*Theodore John Eberts, Applied Mathematics
Brianné Danielle Eby, Environmental Studies
Drew Ellison, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Daniel Joseph Everding, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
David Walter Fackler, Business Analytics
Jose Luis Falla, Chemistry
David Faulon Maruecos, Chemical Engineering
Christopher J. Feller, Business Analytics
*Angelina Jean Ferrera, Accounting
*Scott David Fiedler, Applied Mathematics
Catherine Fitch, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Nicholas Benjamin Flood, Mechanical Engineering
James Michael Folberth, Applied Mathematics
*Gregory Carlton Francis, Accounting
Travis Daniel Frazer, Physics
*Corbin Patrick Fromm, Accounting
Mia Spalding Fuhrman, Computer Science
Deep Hetavakumar Gajjar, Telecommunications
Deric Gallagher, Supply Chain Management
Sindhuja Ganguly, Telecommunications
Dylan Gardner, Supply Chain Management
Andrew Christopher Gaylo, Electrical Engineering
*Ethan Paul Gehring, Mechanical Engineering
Alexandra Gendreau, Computer Science
*Nathan Michael Genrich, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Matthew Ryan Gess, Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin Thomas Gleichert, Business Analytics
Kelly Elizabeth Goodman, Electrical Engineering
*Maithreyi Gopalakrishnan, Physics
*Jamie Patricia Green, Accounting
*Thomas Green, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jennika Greer, Geology
*Thea Grosvold, Accounting
*Nate Bradley Grush, Accounting
Praniti Gupta, Telecommunications
Nathan Gust, Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Guza, Telecommunications
Finley Claire Haines, Materials Science and Engineering
Prashant Hari, Telecommunications
*James Frederick Harris, Mechanical Engineering
*Eric William Heichelheim, Civil Engineering
Ritesh Hemnani, Telecommunications
Steven Ragan Henning, Geology
Leah Alexandra Santiago Hernandez, Civil Engineering
Alec Fulton Herr, Electrical Engineering
*Franklin Hinkley, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Ariel Christene Hoffman, Electrical Engineering
*Brenden James Hogan, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Ross Michael Holland, Computer Science
Nolan Hollis, Business Analytics
Aaron Holt, Computer Science
*Kyle Curtis Howell, Computer Science
Joshua Bevan Howie, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Sara Joanna Hrbek, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Timothy Donald Hreha, Civil Engineering
Ya-Lin Huang, Supply Chain Management
Moiz Hussain, Telecommunications
Tiffany Huynh, Electrical Engineering
Muhammad Hamza Iram, Materials Science and Engineering
Tauseef Rafaeqahmed Indikar, Electrical Engineering
Leah Atkinson Isaman, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Harini Iyer, Electrical Engineering
Kerrie Lynn Iyoob, Museum and Field Studies
Alan Izar Castillo, Chemical Engineering
Varshini Jagannath, Computer Science
Nilesh Jagnik, Computer Science
Saad Ayub Jaja, Mechanical Engineering
*Pawel Wiktor Janas, Applied Mathematics
*Alexandra Estelle Jankovsky, Accounting
*Curtis M. Jensen, Accounting
*Yusen Ji, Mechanical Engineering
Karlie Michelle Johansen, Integrative Physiology
*David Lavern Johnson, Electrical Engineering
Rohit Jose, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Hardik Harsukh Joshi, Telecommunications
Sindhura Josypala, Telecommunications
Mayank Juneja, Telecommunications
Gautam Kadri, Telecommunications
Hristina Dimitrova Kalcheva, Applied Mathematics
Zachary Kannan, Civil Engineering
Sarveswaran Karppusamy, Mechanical Engineering
*Jonathan Peter Kasemir, Physics
Philip Kavlich, Integrative Physiology
John Kears II, Mechanical Engineering
Jeremy Michael Cook Keaveny, Real Estate
*Jesse Keefer, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Patrick Kenneally, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Akshit Khanna, Telecommunications
Hui Soon Kim, Computer Science
*Donald Kirby, Accounting
Jonathan Daigle, Telecommunications
*Masami Alexandra Kondo-Pavish, Civil Engineering
*Quinn Michael Kostelecky, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Harsh Rohit Kotak, Telecommunications
Matthew Kramer, Accounting
Prabhash Krishnan, Electrical Engineering
Sreyas Krishnan, Mechanical Engineering
Manikantan Krishnaswamy
Ramakrishna, Telecommunications
Mandar Nandkumar Kulkarni, Telecommunications

*Recipient of a double degree.
Recipient of a double degree.

Noah McCreight, Aerospace Engineering
Katherine McCormick, Physics
Molly May, Physics
Katherine McCormick, Physics
Noah McCreight, Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Stephen McGuire, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Colin Brian McHugh, Electrical Engineering
Kaitlin Theresa McIntosh, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Anna Marie McKenna, Civil Engineering
*Brian McNiff, Accounting
*Gavin Christopher Medley, Applied Mathematics
Russell Benedict Mehring, Computer Science
Shawn Kieran Meier, Computer Science
Anirudh Menon, Telecommunications
Kathleen Menyhart, Architectural Engineering

Tarun Metta, Telecommunications
John Alexander Meyer, Civil Engineering
*Ryan Daniel Millazzo, Accounting
James Ryan Milvenan, Computer Science
*Roshan Misra, Mechanical Engineering
Wayne Mitchell, Applied Mathematics
Dharmesh Sudhir Mithbavkar, Telecommunications
Sushant Mittal, Electrical Engineering
Vivek Mittal, Telecommunications
Madelyn Meryl Mohr, Accounting
*Grace Lincenberg, Integrative Physiology

Yiang Li, Business Analytics

*Recipient of a double degree.

Wenming Li, Accounting

Vivek Mittal, Telecommunications

Michael Patrick O'Shea, Accounting
Nick Cirilo Ortiz, Mechanical Engineering
Joan Ortega Alcaide, Mechanical Engineering
*John Thomas Nyvold, Accounting
*Rene Nsanzineza, Mechanical Engineering
*Zachary Thomas Lane, Mechanical Engineering
*Matthew Erik Lakey, Accounting
*Zachary Thomas Lane, Mechanical Engineering
*Burke Lelynn Larsen, Mechanical Engineering
*Jonathan Lassonde, Integrative Physiology
*Gregory Crawford Leeds, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Mark Anthony Lefebvre, Business Analytics

Hanyang Li, Mechanical Engineering
Jingwei Li, Applied Mathematics
Meng Li, Business Analytics
Wenning Li, Accounting
Yang Li, Business Analytics
*Austin J. Lin, Chemical Engineering
*Grace Linckenberg, Integrative Physiology
*Ryan John Lipinski, Accounting
Michael Lippert, Mechanical Engineering
Carley Elizabeth Little, Chemistry
Lu Liu, Business Analytics
Jordan Seiji Lum, Mechanical Engineering
*Rebecca Mae Luoma, Accounting
Kevin Casey Lynch, Business Analytics
Joseph Harrison Lyon, Information and Communication Technology for Development
*Huikang Ma, Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Daniel Patrick Maguire III, Mechanical Engineering
*Samantha Suzanne Maierhofer, Mechanical Engineering
Fabien Maillard, Civil Engineering
Shraddha Jayant Majithia, Telecommunications
Dia Majumdar, Business Analytics
Amanda Makowiecki, Mechanical Engineering
Vishnuu Mallik, Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Vishnuu Mallik, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Savithru Mallikarjuna Durga Lokanath, Telecommunications
Daniel Alexander Malmer, Computer Science
Karthikeyan Mani, Electrical Engineering

Prithvi Nath Manikonda, Telecommunications
*Gabrielle Ann Massone, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Harshiva Matcha, Telecommunications
Denise Mauney, Architectural Engineering
Molly May, Physics
Katherine McCormick, Physics
Noah McCreight, Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Naga Venkata Sivaprapt Palakurthi, Computer Science
Ross Bardwell Palmer, Business Analytics
Priya Prakash Parab, Telecommunications
Swapnali Paratey, Electrical Engineering
Parth Bharat Parekh, Electrical Engineering
Tanvi Milan Parikh, Computer Science
Dheeraj Chowdary Paruchuri, Mechanical Engineering
Mihir Patel, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Bhavesha Avinash Pawar, Telecommunications
Madhura Manoj Pendhaje, Telecommunications
Naveen Penmetsa, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Scott Peppet, Finance
Jesse Daniel Perlstein-Mizrachi, Accounting
Saad Pervaiz, Electrical Engineering
Daniel Vincent Pette, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Ashwin Shashank Phadke, Telecommunications
Harsha Avinash Phadke, Electrical Engineering
Bryant Pham, Integrative Physiology
Caroline Marie Pisani, Mechanical Engineering
John Colin Pistell, Business Analytics
Timothy Allan Plunkett, Business Analytics

*Madeline Polmear, Civil Engineering
Pavani Potluri, Telecommunications
*Alexander Dzakovic Potter, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Faith Marion Prager, Accounting
Prasanth Prahladan, Electrical Engineering
Sara Catherine Preston, Taxation
*Paige M. Pruisner, Civil Engineering
Zhen Qu, Mechanical Engineering
Sushansh Rahimizadeh, Electrical Engineering
*Joshua Allen Rahm, Computer Science
Anirudh Rajaseshan, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Ashwin Ramam, Electrical Engineering
*Zachary Steele Ramey, Accounting
Dheeraj Chinni Ranga, Computer Science
Matthew Rankins, Architectural Engineering
Emily Alyssa Ranquist, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Nicholas Ravago, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kavya Ravikumar, Computer Science
*Kaitlyn Anne Regan, Accounting
Joseph Henry Reichert, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Roxanne Claire Reimer, Civil Engineering

*Alexis Elizabeth Vickery Richard, Accounting
James Jeff Richey IV, Integrative Physiology
Nicole Marie Ridgwell, Museum and Field Studies
Hannah Kent Ritchie, Integrative Physiology
Dennice Michelle Roberts, Mechanical Engineering
Stephanie Danielle Rodriguez, Information and Communication Technology for Development
Vincent Tyler Rosanova, Accounting
Whitney Victoria Rucker, Civil Engineering
Brent Steven Ruttle, Jr., Aerospace Engineering Sciences
George Ryan, Finance
Upendra Vijay Sabnis, Computer Science
Anas Salamah, Computer Science
Priyanka Sanghavi, Chemical Engineering
*Jessica Scanlon, Architectural Engineering
*Marshall Payton Scheifele, Accounting
Katherine Rebecca Schell, Supply Chain Management
*John Schenderlein, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Karen Jean Schlatter, Environmental Studies
*Christopher James Schneider, Accounting
*Benjamin Dean Schroeder, Electrical Engineering
Allyson Schumacher, Integrative Physiology
Mark Paul Schutte, Civil Engineering
Richard A. Schweizer, Applied Mathematics
Jaimin Harish Shah, Telecommunications
Rohan Shah, Business Analytics
Hannah Louise Shapero, Integrative Engineering Sciences
Adarshya Sharadha, Civil Engineering
Vinay Shekar, Architectural Engineering
Stephen Andrew Sheler, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Suzhen Shen, Accounting
Sanketh Sukumar Shetty, Electrical Engineering
Gaurav Ajit Shukla, Electrical Engineering
Tushar Singh, Computer Science
Aravindram Sivaraman, Electrical Engineering
*Matthew Christopher Slavik, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Michael Gennaro Smeriglio, Accounting
Alan Smith, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Tyler Edward Smith, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kang-Ho Song, Mechanical Engineering
Madhumitha Soundararajan, Computer Science
Stuart Spackman, Mechanical Engineering
*Donnie Robb Sparks, Civil Engineering
Keith David Speckman, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Mark Spowart, Mechanical Engineering
Garrett Sprouse, Civil Engineering
Krishna Chaitanya Sripathi, Computer Science
*Mio Jane Stanley, Architectural Engineering
Austin Alan Steffen, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Stephen Stefik III, Real Estate
*Joseph Dylan Stewart, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
James Stewart-Moore, Geology
*Matthew David Sturm, Mechanical Engineering
Luke Stuyvenberg, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kannan Subramanian, Computer Science
Jacob James Sullivan, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Samantha Ruth Summers, Chemical Engineering
Krishna Prabhu Sundharan, Telecommunications
Nicholas Sweet, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Mathew Cousins Tabor, Mechanical Engineering
Julia Taussig, Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Nicholas Te, Supply Chain Management
Prateek Tejpal, Telecommunications
Phoebe Tengdin, Electrical Engineering
Jenna Tesla, Architectural Engineering
Kunj Anand Thacker, Telecommunications
*Kathryn Elizabeth Thellman, Integrative Physiology
Sai Sindhuja Thirumala Aravamudan, Electrical Engineering
*Ian Bruce Thom, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*David Matthew Thomas, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Paul Thomas, Telecommunications
Alexander Terrell Thompson, Finance
Samantha Leigh Thompson, Chemistry
Ryan Christopher Thorpe, Business Analytics
William Lloyd Tiff, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
*Jake Nicholas Toretto, Accounting
Michael Ryan Tuchband, Physics
Rachel Suzanne Tutmaher, Applied Mathematics
Sydney Louise Ulliman, Civil Engineering
Benjamin James Urban, Supply Chain Management
Kyle Vacca, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Nicholas Valcourt, Civil Engineering
*Peter Bernhard Van Blerkom, Physics
Robert VanCleave, Mechanical Engineering
Anuj Sarma Vanguri, Business Analytics
Aditi Laxmikant Vejare, Electrical Engineering
Jeanette Lillian Veldman, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Sai Ram Anand Vempati, Electrical Engineering
Pravin Venkatesh Venkataraman, Computer Science
*Landon Verce, Accounting
*Jose Gilberto Vieitez, Computer Science
*Michael A. Von Hendy, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kahini Wadhawan, Computer Science
Shane Walls, Chemistry
Xinyi Wang, Accounting
Jeffrey Ward-Bailey, Telecommunications
Stephanie Warren, Civil Engineering
Alexandra Wassenberg, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Daniel Watson, Chemistry
Michael Thomas Weiss, Environmental Studies
*Jason Lee West, Mechanical Engineering
Margaret Wheeler, Computer Science
Ryan Patrick Wienspahl, Civil Engineering
Benjamin Wiley, Applied Mathematics
Taylor Scott Winchell, Civil Engineering
*Hindrik James Wolda, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Yinlu Wu, Finance
Zenan Wu, Mechanical Engineering
Zhihao Wu, Computer Science
Jian Xing, Electrical Engineering
Rui Xu, Electrical Engineering
Xionghao Xu, Civil Engineering
Megha Sree Yadla, Electrical Engineering
Jinwu Yang, Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Yang, Civil Engineering
Ninglia Yang, Business Analytics
*Rena Yang, Mechanical Engineering
Xinshuo Yang, Computer Science
Edward Yoshiteru Yasutake, Applied Mathematics
*Emma Katharine Young, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Ye Yuan, Finance
Syed Daniel Zafar, Civil Engineering
Ismael Zarouali, Supply Chain Management
Erika Henning Zetterlund, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Beichen Zhang, Finance
Fan Zhang, Electrical Engineering
Jian Zhang, Mechanical Engineering
Chen Zhao, Electrical Engineering
*Adam Zika, Accounting
Daniel Zukowski, Computer Science
Students awarded honors by their respective college or school wear medallions on these colored ribbons:

**Summa cum laude**
- (with highest honors) Purple
- (with high honors) Red

**Cum laude**
- (with honors) Green
- Special honors Lavender
- Highest honors Rose

**Honors**
- High distinction Light blue
- Distinction White
- Burgundy Royal blue

Alexis Brooke Aaeng, magna cum laude, with distinction
Mark Cameron Adams, with distinction
Ayush Adhikari, magna cum laude, with distinction
Suffyanah Salem Al Gheithy, with distinction
Hasan Abdullah Al-khabbaz, magna cum laude
Drew Albee, with distinction
Abdulaziz Mohammed AlDossary, summa cum laude
Dkeema Verlia Alexis, with distinction
Afnan Ali Alghanam, summa cum laude
Abdulaziz Alherz, summa cum laude
Ahmed Malik A. Alismail, summa cum laude
Kelly Michael Allred, magna cum laude
*Udval Altangerel, magna cum laude
Thomas Daniel Alter Jr, with distinction
Maryam Amini, summa cum laude, with distinction
Zachary Dylan Amir, magna cum laude
Abby Kristina Anderson, with distinction
Emily L. Anderson, with distinction
Rythe Minshull Anderson, with distinction
Elizabeth Anna Angell, summa cum laude, with distinction
David Robert Anthony, with distinction
Ayathi M. Apostolopoulos, summa cum laude, with distinction
Solana Rose Archuleta, magna cum laude
Andrea Arreguin, with distinction
Katelyn Asa, with distinction
Kristina Olegovna Avery, summa cum laude, with distinction
Claire Elizabeth Babb, with distinction
Eric Richard Badovinatz, with distinction
* Aly Ahmed Badran, cum laude
Bronte Baer, with distinction
*Andrew Bainbridge, with high distinction
*David William Baird, cum laude
*Riccardo Balin, summa cum laude
*Courtney Lynn Ballard, cum laude
Giulia Barchenle, summa cum laude, with distinction
Julie Barstow, cum laude
Emily Sophia Bartolomiejczuk, with distinction
Sara Mayane Barudin, magna cum laude
Dilara Batan, summa cum laude, with distinction
Samantha Battis, with distinction
Danielle Beaty, magna cum laude

Jordan Nicole Becker, summa cum laude, with distinction
John L. Beddard, with distinction
Kristen Marie Bednar, with distinction
Zachary Ryan Begley, with highest honors
Mackenzie Ann Belden, with honors
Ryan Bell, magna cum laude
Adam W. Bell, cum laude
Benjamin William Bell, with honors
Samuel Philip Benavram, with distinction
Kelsey Alexandra Bennett, with honors
Lauren Bennett, magna cum laude
Joy Bergeron, with distinction
Arielle Berne, magna cum laude
Austen Christopher Bernier, summa cum laude, with distinction
Alexis Eve Berusch, cum laude
David Earle Bittle, magna cum laude
Hayley Grace Blair, with distinction
Morgan Paige Blaker cum laude
Salpi A. Bocchierian, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kathryn Marie Bodnar, summa cum laude, with distinction
Nicholas J. Bongiardina, magna cum laude
Spencer Richard Borison, summa cum laude, with distinction
William C. Bottoms, with distinction
Luke Thembia Boustrud, with honors
Alyssa Ann Boyle, with distinction
Timothy John Boyle, magna cum laude
Callie Janet Brennan, with honors
Ceire Brett, with distinction
Andrew Bristol, cum laude
John Logan Brock, summa cum laude, with distinction
Hayley Dawn Brown, magna cum laude, with distinction
Kirby London Brown, with distinction
Lauren Michelle Brown, with distinction
Rick Lee-Andell Rubbaker, with high distinction
*Thomas Kadel Brunsingard, magna cum laude
Andrew Bryson, with distinction
*Matthew Paul Bubelnak, magna cum laude
Mollie Buckland, summa cum laude, with distinction
Frances Purcell Buescher, with distinction
Larry Joseph Burkey, magna cum laude
Tessa Janelle Burkey, magna cum laude
Justice N. Burnauh, with distinction
Miranda Butler, with honors
Kayla Carey, magna cum laude

Aaron Michael Carpenter, magna cum laude, with distinction
Carly Renee Carrasco-Wyant, summa cum laude
Brandon Chase, cum laude
Christina Jane Chase, magna cum laude
Manna Chen, magna cum laude
Emily Ann Chesnut, cum laude
Kyle Robert Christianssen, magna cum laude
Melissa Neve Chumbley, with honors
Lakota Kaitlin Cleaver, summa cum laude, with distinction
Grace Cooper, with distinction
Madeleine Amy Cort, with highest honors
John Sayle Corte, magna cum laude, with distinction
Brianna Amanda Coventry, summa cum laude
Cole Alexander Cribari, with distinction
Natalie Paula Cristo, cum laude
Paige Virginia Crooks, with distinction
Sarah Elizabeth Cross, with distinction
Jenna Elisabeth Crouch, cum laude
Hannah Cruz, magna cum laude
Jaclyn Lydia Cunz, with honors
Phi Dang, summa cum laude
Hayley Laurel Darick, with distinction
Alaire Martin Davis, cum laude, with distinction
Brian Davis, magna cum laude, with distinction
Levi Chais Davis, summa cum laude
Matthew Walton Day, with distinction
Neal James DeBuhr, magna cum laude
Lukas Jedediah DeVries, with distinction
Ellyse Vittoria Dick, summa cum laude, with distinction
Bryan Alexander DiLaura, cum laude
Noah Christian Dillon, cum laude
Andrea Elise Doak, summa cum laude
Charles J. Douthit, with highest honors
Austin William Drake, magna cum laude
Cassandra Rose Duchan, cum laude
Andrea Marie Dumais, magna cum laude, with distinction
Wendy Rose Duran, with distinction
Evan Anthony Dyba, with distinction
Alexandra Brianne Eagle, cum laude, with distinction
Bryce Thomas Eaton, with distinction

*Recipient of a double degree.*
*Recipient of a double degree.

Clara Rose Grainger, magna cum laude
Molly Graber, magna cum laude
Maithreyi Gopalakrishnan, magna cum laude
Aliza Gayelle Gold, cum laude
Samuel Louis Girardeau, with distinction
*Jacob Henry Gillis, with distinction
Naveed R. Ghasem, with distinction
Aaron Jacob Fox, with distinction
Kyle Russell Ferguson, summa cum laude
Evan James Fernández, summa cum laude
Jimmy Francis Ferrara, with distinction
*Scott David Fiedler, summa cum laude
Dina Fieman, cum laude
Lucas David Flores, with distinction
Kelsey Flynn, with distinction
Cheryl Ann Foland, with distinction
Tyler Lloyd Fox, with distinction
Samuel Austin Frakes, cum laude
*Alexa Jaynie Friedman, with distinction
Madeline Fritz, summa cum laude, with distinction
Michelle Kathryn Gaffney, with honors
Alyssa Michelle Gallow, summa cum laude, with distinction
Caroline Gamwell, with distinction
Sarah Zahra Gandhi-Besbes, cum laude
Elizabeth Bernarda Gangware, cum laude
Amanda Gardner, with distinction
Laura Gaylord, with distinction
M. Tess Geiger, summa cum laude
*Kenzie Noelle Genest, with distinction
*Naveed R. Ghasem, with distinction
Natalie Jill Gillard, magna cum laude
*Jacob Henry Gillis, with distinction
*Jacob Henry Gillis, cum laude
Samuel Louis Girardeau, with distinction
Haley Kathleen Goddard, cum laude
Aliza Gayelle Gold, with distinction
Tengfei Gong, with distinction
Dakota William Gonring, with distinction
Danielle Lynn Gonzalez, with highest honors
Veronica Mercedes Gonzalez, magna cum laude, with distinction
Logan Mathew Goodrich, magna cum laude
*Maitreyi Gopalakrishnan, magna cum laude
Molly Graber, with distinction
Joseph Christopher Gradone, magna cum laude
Clara Rose Grainger, with distinction
Emilee Maye Greager, magna cum laude
Jamie Patricia Green, with distinction
*Jamie Patricia Green, with distinction
Thomas Green, summa cum laude
Dana Green, with distinction
Katharine Zein Gregory, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Thea Grossvold, with distinction
Jackson D. Gruver, with distinction
Patrick Victor Gucwa, with distinction
Emily Kathryn Gulick, magna cum laude
Katelyn Rose Haas, with distinction
Shayna Hamburg, with distinction
Christopher James Hamilton, with distinction
Jordan Randall Hamilton, with distinction
Daniel Hammerland, magna cum laude
Stephanie Frances Hamrick, with distinction
Madisen Haner, with distinction
*James Fredrick Harris, cum laude
Christian Alexander Harrison, cum laude
Ian Harryman, magna cum laude, with distinction
Hussam Falah Hasoon, cum laude
*Eric William Heichelheim, cum laude
Cody Heimann, with distinction
Zoey Jeanette Helgesen, with distinction
Timothy Brandon Helmut, summa cum laude, with distinction
Chelsey Hill, with distinction
Bailey Hilty, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Ariel Christene Hoffman, magna cum laude
Thomas Wendel Hoffmann, with honors
Haley Sue Holloway, cum laude
*Ross Michael Holland, summa cum laude
Dora Errebo Holland, summa cum laude
Spencer Robinson Holtz, summa cum laude, with distinction
Esther Hou, with highest honors
Garrett Howard, with distinction
Timothy Richmond Howard, with distinction
*Kyle Curtis Howell, magna cum laude
Yongyang Huang, magna cum laude
Kieran Hubber, with distinction
Rachel Morgan Hultquist, cum laude
Christopher Jackson Huth, cum laude
Declan Allan Hyde, with distinction
Alexis Taylor Ilyinsky, with distinction
Madeliene Ashton Ingino, magna cum laude
Justin Thomas Insee, magna cum laude
Daniel Cameron Ishmael, with distinction
*Sarah Josephine Israel, with distinction
*Sarah Josephine Israel, with distinction
*Mason Alexander Jackson, with highest honors
*Mason Alexander Jackson, with highest honors
Daniel Nelson Jackson, summa cum laude
Kayla Jackson, with distinction
Nica Jacobson, with distinction
Samuel Jahn, summa cum laude, with distinction
Aimee Renee Jakeman, summa cum laude
Alyssa James summa cum laude
Thomas William Jamieson-Lucy, magna cum laude
*Pawel Witkor Janas, magna cum laude, with distinction
*Pawel Witkor Janas, magna cum laude
Kayla Jade Jankowski, with distinction
Jesse Taylor Janzen, summa cum laude
Andrew Douglas Jensen, with distinction
Marley Lynn Jeranko, cum laude
Amanda Joy Johnson, with high honors
Austin Jamshed Jolly, with distinction
Madeline Reid Jones, cum laude
Casey King Jongewaard, cum laude
Stephanie Marian Junior, magna cum laude
*Alexandria Laura Kade, with distinction
*Alexandria Laura Kade, with distinction
Patrick Kane, with distinction
Rachael Elizabeth Kaspar, magna cum laude
Kristian Kates, magna cum laude
Alexis Markef Keating, cum laude
Andrew Jason Kee, summa cum laude
Elizabeth Christine Keil, with distinction
Sean Brian Kennedy, magna cum laude
Christopher Kline, summa cum laude, with distinction
Alexandra Klepitskaya, with honors
Deborah Kloecokker, summa cum laude
Alexander Thomas Knippenberg, with distinction
Athena Taylor Knudson, magna cum laude
Walter Anderson Koch, cum laude
Yuka Kodani, with distinction
Claire Elizabeth Koljack, magna cum laude
*Quinn Michael Kostelecky, cum laude
Loren Elizabeth Koszowski, with distinction
Bry Kring, with distinction
Johncarlo Louis Kristofich, summa cum laude, with distinction
Nattanai Kuangming, cum laude
Daniel Alexander Kurisko, magna cum laude
Avery Lajeunesse, magna cum laude, with honors
*Burke Lelynn Larsen, summa cum laude
*Hanna Le summa cum laude
*Shu Lee, with honors
Erin Elizabeth Lenci, with distinction
Pierce Lewien, with distinction
Fengxin Li, with distinction
*Austin J. Lin, summa cum laude
Yuming Liu, magna cum laude, with distinction
Clare Marie Livingston, summa cum laude
Andrew David Loeliger, summa cum laude, with distinction
Carly Jacobs Lombard, with high distinction
Louie Joseph Long, with honors
Gerardo Lopez Perez, magna cum laude
Benjamin Cook Lourie, with distinction
Jessica L. Lynch, cum laude
Joseph Javier Mabrey, summa cum laude, with distinction
Derek Miroslav Machalek, summa cum laude
Drew Maclaskey, with distinction
*Samantha Suzanne Maierhofer, with honors
Nikola Maksimovic, summa cum laude
Matthew Alexander Malofer, with high distinction
Joseph Malzbender, summa cum laude
Keegan Elliot Manion, cum laude
Michael Mann, with distinction
Alba Mariner Gonzalez, with distinction
Lindsay Lee Marker, summa cum laude, with distinction
Andrew Marshall, cum laude
Amedee Marchand Martella, summa cum laude, with distinction
Cameron Louis May, with highest honors
Ian James McClain, with distinction
Kayla Deane McClelland, with distinction
Mariel Karinne McCown, cum laude
Torin Nicolas McCue, magna cum laude
Ivy So-hee McDermott, magna cum laude, with distinction
Michael William McKenna, magna cum laude
Samuel Antony McMeley, with distinction
Patrick James McMullen, summa cum laude, with distinction
Nicole Elizabeth McNulty, with honors, with distinction
Caitlin McShane, cum laude
Hayley AC Moore, with distinction, with distinction
*Ganghua Mei, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Tessa Melli, with distinction
*Tessa Melli, cum laude
Danielle Nicole Meltz, cum laude
Jack Andrew Menzies, with distinction
Kevin Merrel, magna cum laude
Jamie Michal cum laude
Griffin Samuel Midler, with distinction
Andrea Miesnieks, with honors, with distinction
Brandon Michael Mikulka, cum laude
*Ryan Daniel Milinazzo, with high honors
Rebecca L. Miller, with distinction
*Roshan Misra, with honors
Eli A. Mogel, with distinction
Ahmed Mohammad, summa cum laude
Regina Molina Ochoa, with distinction
Alexandra Morgan, magna cum laude
Benjamin John Morgan, with high honors
Maria Tuite Morrish, with distinction
*Michael James Moy, magna cum laude
*Michael James Moy, with high honors
Hailey Taylor Muller, with distinction
Benjamin Michael Murphy, with distinction
Caitlin Ashley Murphy, with distinction
Matthew Robert Muszynski, with distinction
Mackenzie Naylor, with honors
Andrew Nelson summa cum laude
Leilani Nelson magna cum laude
Steven Perry Nelson, with honors, with distinction
*Jesse Brooke Nestler, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Jesse Brooke Nestler, magna cum laude
Saskia Marjorie Clementine Newkirk, with distinction
Brianna Lynn Newman, with distinction
Brian Lee Newsom, summa cum laude
*Amy Maria Nguyen, with distinction
Yiqi Ni, magna cum laude
John William Noonan summa cum laude
Sayoni Walah Nyakoon, magna cum laude
Colleen Shea O’Connor, with distinction
Stephen Charles David O’Connor, with honors
Mary Margaret O’Neill, summa cum laude
Zen J. Ogsbury, with distinction
Evan Thomas Oliver, magna cum laude
*Branden John Olson, summa cum laude
Gabrielle Doucett Onessimo, magna cum laude
*Joseph Orzynski, with distinction
*Joseph Orzynski, with honors, with distinction
Kyle Steven Ostrom, magna cum laude
Zachary Akira Rostam Ota, with distinction
Renée Marie Païement, with distinction
Ramya Solachi Palaniappan, magna cum laude
Megan Anne Paliwoda, cum laude
Sarah Park, with distinction
Hardik P. Patel, summa cum laude
Emily Patterson, magna cum laude
Meagan Paul summa cum laude
Cole Christian Pazar, summa cum laude
Elizabeth Joyce Peacock, with honors
Suzanne Elise Pedersen, with distinction
Steven Lawrence Peek, with distinction
Kelsea Jo Pellouchoud, cum laude
Benjamin Peterson, summa cum laude, with distinction
Haylie McKenzie Davis Petrick, summa cum laude, with distinction
Ahteron Phleger, with distinction
Kasey Lawrence Pickard, with distinction
Alexis Grace Pike, with honors, with distinction
Nicolas Hunter Pinkowski, summa cum laude
Maxwell Cord Plichta, cum laude
Anne Catherine Poiriot, with distinction
*Madeline Polmear, with honors
Barton Potenza, magna cum laude
Erik Wilber Powers, with distinction
Steve Powers, cum laude
Zoe Athanassiou Praggastis, magna cum laude
Nathaniel Lee Pressnall, summa cum laude, with distinction
Vincent Aldo Preti, summa cum laude, with distinction
Jordan Prosky, magna cum laude
*Elaine Sophia Proulx, with distinction
*Elaine Sophia Proulx, with distinction
Christian Faith Puig, with distinction
*Joshua Allen Rahm, summa cum laude
Rocio Mercedes Ramirez, with honors
Emily Marie Randall, summa cum laude
Carly Schade Ratekín, summa cum laude, with distinction
Will Benjamin Ulysses Rempel, magna cum laude
Ellen Yurie Rhodes, magna cum laude
Lauren Nicole Riney, summa cum laude
Patrick Ringsby, with distinction
Erik Gideon Rock, with distinction
Antonia Rodriguez cum laude
Estephen Rodriguez, summa cum laude
Heidi Louise Roeder, with distinction
Arnon Benjamin Rogers, with distinction
Rachel Roller, summa cum laude, with distinction
Evan Roncovich, cum laude
Emma Be Rosa, cum laude
Marguerite Elizabeth Rose, summa cum laude
Alyssa Roseman summa cum laude
Kathleen Brady Ross, summa cum laude
Maggalena Rost, with distinction
Mary Katherine Rosszel, magna cum laude
Taylor Colleen Roush, cum laude
*Samuel Richard Routher, magna cum laude, with distinction
*Samuel Richard Routher, with honors, with distinction
Jeffrey Rowe, with distinction
Eric Michael Rudat, cum laude
Nicole Linh Rumian, magna cum laude
Enkhtsogt Sainbayar, cum laude
Jacob Nathan Salzman, cum laude
Ruth M. Sanchez, summa cum laude, with distinction
Nicole Ruth Sandberg, with distinction
Pavao Santak, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kyle Logan Santi, with distinction
Allie Nicole Sarfaty, cum laude
Emma Rose Scales, with distinction
Paige Schavey, with honors
Kathryn M B Scheele, with distinction
Kyra C. Scheiterlein, with distinction
Jason Shenandoah, cum laude
Evan Alan Schlimann, magna cum laude
Megan Kara Schmader, with distinction
Lucas Schmoleysky, with distinction
Jessica Schneider, with honors, with distinction
*Benjamin Dean Schroeder, summa cum laude

*Recipient of a double degree.
Ashley Marie Schuett, magna cum laude
Meghan Schwabauer, with distinction
Emma Saiming Schwarz-Vacca, with distinction
Noah Seidenfeld, summa cum laude
Elana Seling, with distinction
Sydney Katherine Sharek, with honors, with distinction
Jhelene Raeann Shaw, summa cum laude, with distinction
Stephen Shelesky, summa cum laude, with distinction
Bomy J. Shim, with distinction
Elaine Shults, magna cum laude
Zoe H. Sigle, summa cum laude, with distinction
Summer Jo Sinsigalli, magna cum laude
Kaye Marie Sitterley magna cum laude
*Matthew Christopher Slavik, with honors
Valerie Slegesky, with distinction
Torrey Kim Slining, with honors
*Kelly Anne Smestad, with honors
*Kelly Anne Smestad, with honors
Connor Smith, with distinction
Ian Kyle Smith, summa cum laude
Jenna Nicole Smith, with distinction
Jessica Elizabeth Smith, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kristen Paige Smith, summa cum laude, with distinction
Emma Snively, with distinction
Charles Abraham Solberg, magna cum laude, with distinction
Adam Solon, magna cum laude
Subada Soti, with distinction
Kelsey Grace Spalding, magna cum laude
Shannon Spark, with high honors
*Donnie Robb Sparks, summa cum laude
Elliot Lloyd Spears magna cum laude
Jonathan Chandler Spoon, with high honors
Lucy Springett, with distinction
*Evam Spurrrell, with honors
Sophie Anne Staires, with distinction
John David Stearns, summa cum laude
Alexander Steinbach, magna cum laude
Jonathan Ian Steinhurst, with distinction
Kaylee Stephenson, with distinction
Alec Jeffrey Sterkel, with distinction
Stefanie Christen Sterngenel, summa cum laude, with distinction
Cristina Stief, with distinction
Jared Christopher Stock, cum laude
Emily Rhiania Stohl, with honors
*Krista Hallie Stonedahl, with distinction
*Krista Hallie Stonedahl, with honors, with distinction
Ryan Kevin Stoner, summa cum laude, with distinction
Iana Stoytcheva, with high distinction
Chloe Rose Strascina-Dower, with high honors
Asher Hamilton Straw, magna cum laude
*Matthew David Sturm, magna cum laude
Margaret Ruth Summerside, summa cum laude
Blair Swearingen, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kaitlyn Susanne Swearingen, cum laude
Kimberly Jean Swendson, summa cum laude
Keira Elizabeth Sztukowski, with distinction
Travis Max Tallent, with distinction
James Lyn Tao, cum laude
John Terricone, magna cum laude
Quy Le Tat, summa cum laude, with distinction
Anne Elizabeth Taylor, summa cum laude, with distinction
Justin Cody Tebbe with honors
Natalie Templeman, with distinction
John Jay Ternest, cum laude
Scott Edward Tettambel, with honors
Nicole Lynn Thatcher, with distinction
*Kathryn Elizabeth Thellman, with distinction
Varodom Theplerbtoon, summa cum laude
*Ian Bruce Thom, magna cum laude
*David Matthew Thomas, summa cum laude
Ann Elizabeth Thomas, with high honors
Whitney Thomas, with honors
Elizabeth M. Thompson, with distinction
Ashley Elizabeth Till, with distinction
Lauren Marie Troksa, magna cum laude
Henry Jay Trujillo, with distinction
Tyler Grace Turk, with distinction
Kathleen Mary Umphlett, magna cum laude
Emily Aida Valencia, magna cum laude
Thalía A. Valenzuela, with distinction
Fia Jeanette Maria Van Der Lee, with distinction
Jesse Van Divier summa cum laude
William Van Patten summa cum laude
*William John Van Patten, summa cum laude
*William John Van Patten, with highest honors
Sierra Elizabeth VanHouten, with distinction
Casey VanSise, magna cum laude

*Recipient of a double degree.
Candidates for Undergraduate Degrees

The following list of candidates is not an official record that all candidates have been awarded degrees.

College of Arts and Sciences

Steven R. Leigh, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Alexis Brooke Aaeng, magna cum laude, with distinction
Michael Chase Abdy
Gianna Nicole Aboujaoude
Allyssa Frances Adams
Noriando Adams
Victoria Adams
Amelia Chase Adenson
Gauri Adettwiar
Ayush Adhikari, magna cum laude, with distinction
Alicia Ann Adkins
Margaret Anne Aey
Fazir Afifi
Adam James Agostini
Marissa Nichole Agrinipo
Amalia Marie Aguilar
Boneth Aduago Ahaneku
Blake Christopher Ahnell
Adam Aker
Sufyanah Salem Al Gheithy, with distinction
Sara Naser Alamad
Trevor Alair
Austin Albin
Matthew William Enge Albrecht
Kushal Alete
Jacob Alexander
Trevor S. Alexander
Dkeama Verlia Alexis, with distinction
Sam Dalton Allford
Ali Adel Al-Haniby
Lina Alkarim
Blake Kippling Allen
Connor W. Allen
Daniel Timothy Allen
Mark Anthony Allen
Mallory Taylor Allen
Megan Allen
Mitchell Cabe Allen
Wesley Thomas Allen
Madeline Rachael Alm
Emad Kamel Al-Marzoog
Ahmed Almutawa
Stephanie Alonso
Lauren Emily Alper
David Grant Alpert

*Udval Altangerel, magna cum laude
Thomas Daniel Alter Jr, with distinction
Erin Sunday Alvarado
Juan Diego Alvarez Cordero
Yonas Gebremeskel Ambaye
Madeleine Amick-Kehoe
Maryam Amini, summa cum laude, with distinction
Zachary Dylan Amir, magna cum laude
Nina Amjjadi
Samantha Marie Andersen

Abby Kristina Anderson, with distinction
Emily L. Anderson, with distinction
Haley Anderson
Kira Mckenna Anderson
Lauren McKenzie Anderson
Molly Marie Anderson
Nicole Cutler Anderson
Ryther Minshull Anderson, with distinction
Trent William Anderson
Isabella Maria Andrade Guerst
*Taylor William Andrews
Elizabeth Anna Angell, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Sophia Julia Angleton
Henry James Anstice
David Robert Anthony, with distinction
Nicole Kristine Anzivino
Ayathi M. Apostolopoulos, summa cum laude, with distinction
Alexander Lawrence Appell
Kailynn Marie Apple
Noah Lev Applebaum
Sakina Rose Archuleta, magna cum laude
Jacob Michael Archuleta
Kara Ardaman
Danaith A. Arenga
Lauren Argueta
Victoria Arling
Mary Shope Armbuster
Eliah Armitano
Laura Renee Armstrong
Laura Kathleen Arndt
Richard Alden Arnett II
Danielle Aron
Andrea Arreguin, with distinction
Kyle Edward Arruda
Katelyn Asa, with distinction
Sandra Amponsah Asante
Carolyn Alisen Ashmun
McKenna Ashwill
Jahangeer Aslami
Marcos Assor
Christian Kent Atherton
Allison B. Atkin
Anne Rose Atkinson
Caroline Kaye Atesaves
Tyler Leighton Atwater
Emily Alana Atzen
Alexis Brianna Austin
Sarah Austin
Kristina Olegovna Avery, summa cum laude, with distinction
Morgan Avis
Marc Robert Axelrod
Timothy Joseph Ayers
Baccara Lucille Baca
Delaney Bacon
Christopher Nicholas Badger
Eric Richard Badovinatz, with distinction
Sung Jin Bae
Danielle Baer
Vanessa Maria Mahealani Rebecca Baggs

Miriam Djamila Bahar
Ariel Bailey
Cameron Bailey
Sebastian Douglas Bailey
Addison Charles Baker
Catherine Wright Baker
Gregory Racz Baker
Hale Marie Baker
Kyle Elizabeth Baker
Sterling Jameson Baker
Nataly Judith Banda
Samuel Stephen Banks
Emily Catherine Bannister
Andres Felipe Barandiaran
Jake Charles Barber
Mark Barckholtz
Laura Bardsley
Kourtney Michele Barish
Zachary Thomas Barkley
Kate E. Barner
Giulia Barnhisel, summa cum laude, with distinction
Madison Paige Baron
Dylan Barrett
Ashley Belle Barrow
Nico Yvonne Barsanti
Carson Wolfgang Bartels
Jordan Christopher Bartels
Leo Michael Barth
Kristen Barlett
Emily Sophia Bartlomiejczuk, with distinction
Sara Mayane Barudin, magna cum laude
Kaitlin Basta
Ameen Batah
Dilara Batan, summa cum laude, with distinction
Savannah Renee Batchke
Weston Battagliese
Colin Bauer
Amy Kristen Baum
Montana Chanel Baumann
Nicco Maxwell Baumann
Benjamin Raymond Bayless
Garrett Baylis
Devin Bazata
Shae McKenzie Beall
Dennis Anthony Beam IV
Meghan Mackenzie Beans
Patrick Bear Barber
Kierian Beasley
Danniel Beatty, magna cum laude
Alex Michael Beaudoin
Dylan William Bechill
Jordan Nicole Becker, summa cum laude, with distinction
Matthew Becker
Charles Tyler Beckett
John L. Bedard, with distinction
Turner Dylan Beeck
Shinoah Begay
Yashar Behnam
Emily Isabel Beiers

*Recipient of a double degree.
Kathryn Marie Bodnar, summa cum laude

Grant Matthew Bodnar

Kaitlyn Marie Bodkin

Charles Joshua Bodine

Avery Michael Benge

Tyler Byron Benjamin

Andrew Bennett

Lauren Bennett, magna cum laude

Jace Robert Bensch

Kyle Edward Benson

Taylor Benson

Brittani Ann Berardi

Nathaniel Tate Berenson

Rhacel Beres

Michelle Katherine Berezin

Alexa Caleigh Berg

Alec Jonathon Berger

Sara Elizabeth Bergmark

Justin Owen Berl

Michael David Bernatz

Arielle Berne, magna cum laude

Emily Joy Bernhardt

Ryan Leonard Bernhardt

Austen Christopher Bernier, summa cum laude, with distinction

Sydney Michelle Bernzott

Andrew Robert Berumen

Alexis Eve Berusch, cum laude

Camille Renee Bettencourt

Curtis Andregg Beutler

Nikesh Harshad Bhakta

Garima Bhandari

Usha Bhandary

Bhoomi Prakash Bhatt

Hannah Rose Biddle

McKenna Marie Biddle

Brittany Alicia Bieker

*Christopher Billham

Kyra Binaxas

Alison Renee Binch

Andrea Biniskiewicz

Cole Nelson Birdsey

Tori Alyssa Biren

Jessica Bishop

Pawan Bishwokarma

Erica Lynn Blais

Morgan Paige Blaker, cum laude

Michael Blascoe

Nicholas Guy Blasi

Kelsey Anne Blessing

David James Block

Dana Snowden Blumer

William Joseph Blust

Salpi A. Bocchieryian, summa cum laude, with distinction

Erin Bode

Charles Joshua Bodine

Kaitlyn Marie Bodkin

Grant Matthew Bodnar

Kathryn Marie Bodnar, summa cum laude, with distinction

Erin Boeger

Joseph Currie Bogan

Garrett Bogus

Bradley Joseph Boileau

Bryan Richard Bonack

Morgan Elizabeth Bond

Hunter Cole Bonge

Daniel M. Bonin

Jeremy Michael Bonnell

Melissa Booth

Savannah Booz

Spencer Richard Borisson, summa cum laude, with distinction

Lara Borrego

Cassandra Renee Borunda

Jesse Ray Bose

William C. Bottoms III, with distinction

Matthew James Bour

Kaitlyn Elizabeth Bove

Linsi Kathryn Bowers

Spencer Bowling

Brandon Eugene Bowman

Gordon Hall Bowman

Haley Carroll Boyd

Alyssa Ann Boyle, with distinction

Grant Jacob Boyle

Timothy John Boyle, magna cum laude

Kristin Elizabeth Brach

Lauren Elizabeth Bradley

Hunter Bradshaw

Lisa Sue Brandt

Margaret Ellen Brantley

Courtney Renee Bratina

Katherine Anne Braun

Chloe Braxton

Danielle Colleen Bren

John Eugene Breitenbach

Natalie Claire Bremer

Elliott Lyon Brenner

Ceire Brett, with distinction

Caroline Lorraine Brettmann

Samuel Bryce Bretz

Liesl Highbee Breuner

Gregory Daniel Brewer

Kai Brewer

Michael Barrett Brewster

Kaelie Anne Brice

Victoria Lynn Bridges

Taylor Madison Bright

Thomas Harford Brim-Edwards

Kaitlin Holland Bright

Alexander Reid Broberg Gomez

John Logan Brock, summa cum laude, with distinction

*Emily Ann Brocklander

Darby Caroline Broekema

Shanna Marie Bronswick

Cameron Milla Brooks

Michael Ray Brooks

Rebecca Blair Brough

Abigail M. Brown

Alexa Brown

Allison Carter Brown

Cal Stefan Brown

Carolyn Nicole Brown

*Emily Marie Brown

Geoffrey Kenneth Brown

Hayley Dawn Brown, magna cum laude, with distinction

Kirby London Brown, with distinction

Lauren Michelle Brown, with distinction

Nicholas Allen Brown

Timothy Joseph Brown

Zachary Alan Brown

Krystal Jule Brownfield

Caroline Brugge

Erin Brummer

Michael James Bryant

Andrew Bryson, with distinction

Kelly Ainslee Buchanan

Mollie Buckland, summa cum laude, with distinction

*Flaminia Maria Buda

Frances Purcell Buescher, with distinction

Blanca Simone Buium

Nathaniel Bukowski

Alexis Lynn Bulgajewski

Jeremy Thompson Bullock

Lionnel Zikwata Bumbakini

Jesse Bunce

Elizabeth Buncher

Rebecca E. Burd

Bria Kane Burgamy

Tessa Janelle Burman, with distinction

Kristen Leigh Burnett

Bridget Rene Burnett

Erin Burnett

Daniel Burney

Oliver William Burns

*Rylee Price Burrows

Michaela Cleo Busch

Nathaniel Lee Bush

Carli Buske

Giselle Bustamante

Roberto Antonio Bustios

Kellie Mackenzie Butler

Beckett Campbell Butterfield

Lindsey May Byers

Julie Bye

Amanda Caban

Danielle Caccamise

Timothy Hayden Cadwallader

Lia Nicole Cadby

Tanner Ryan Cahoon

Lu Cai

Rachel Laura Cailes

Carly Angelina Cain

David Elliott Cairns

Samuel Calahan

Jenna Bernice Caldwell

Gaelen Kresser Calhoun

James Calvert

Zoe Suzanne Calvin

Caroline Cameron

Peter Ben Cameron

Alex Campbell

Jamie Elizabeth Campbell

Luke Robert Campbell

Yessica George Canas

Patric Addison Cannedy

*Catherine Josephine Capace

Caleb James Capalbo

Kayla Carey, magna cum laude

Sara Carl

Eric David Carlson

Michael Charles Carlson

Timothy Olcott Carlson
Spencer William Carnes
Nicholas Carosella
Aaron Michael Carpenter, magna cum laude, with distinction
Chris Carpenter
Frederick Lawerence Carpenter
James Michael Carpenter
James Carr, Jr.
Landon Clifford Carr
Carly Renee Carrasco-Wyant, summa cum laude
Matthew David Carrico
Cristina Thalia Carrillo
Randall Carroll
David Leo Carskie
Savanna Carson
Katie Cartee
Chelsea Renee Carter
Christopher Douglas Carter
Margot Louise Caruso
Trevor James Carver
Justin Alexander Casanova
Katerina Casas
Kristi Marie Cascio
Abby Elizabeth Case
Kaylee A. Case
Ashley Casella
Thomas Liam Casey
Joan Audrey Cashen
Grant Michael Cassell
Kelly Susan Cassidy
Grant Michael Cassell
Nicole Anna Castagneri
Carmen Lucia Castillo
Jasmin Castillo
Franco Xavier Castillo Quimbiulco
Maranda Keaten Castle
Emily Calbagan
Michael Carroll Cates
Cathryn Caveney
Kate Deanna Cedars
Gregory Paul Cenac
Mykolas Cepulis
Miguel Angel Cerezo
Scott James Cerick
Austin Cerny
Landon Clifford Carr
Griffin Benjamin Cook
Dennis Cook
Conor Kala’iloa Salazar Cook
Brian Cook
Diana Coohill
Hannah Taylor Conwell
Liliana Contreras
Joshua Dylan Conroy
Laura Mary Conner
Kevin Conlin
Lauren Anthony Chirico
Nicholas Anthony Chirico
Lauren Chmelik
Young-Saeng Kim Cho
John Chorbajan
Kelly Anne Helson Chow
Jeremy Chestionson
Rebekah Christensen
Sean Christie
Emily Ann Christoph
Todd Christy
Zoe Kathryn Chromzak
Sandy Chu
Lily Chuang
Kirsten Keltonanni Taniye Chun
Julia Paige Churchill
Katherine Isabella Cianghi
Anne Marie Ciccone
Nicholas Cifolloillo
Lindsay Susan Cink
Sydney Rebecca Citrin
Courtney M. Citrola
Kayla Marie Clancy
Seerie Elizabeth Katherine Clark
Colleen Rebecca Clay
Shannon Samantha Cleary
Lakota Kautiln Cleaver, summa cum laude
Benjamin Jon Clemens
Michael Clemens, with distinction
Tate Matthew Closion-Niese
Corinna Maire Cluckey
Eric Duane Cobb
Bradford William Coffey
Deanna Coffey
Claire Cohen, magna cum laude
Leah Shelby Cohen
Ron Cohen
Jacob Taylor Rosen Cohn
Alison Cole
Andrew Robert Cole
Jeffrey A. Cole
Mark Wood Cole
Sophia Caroline Cole
Kaleigh Elise Coleman
Ian Collett summa cum laude
Bonnie Heath Collins
Caitlin Eileen Collins
Caroline Lauren Collins
Markus Alan Collins
Nicholas S. Collins
Casey Susan Collinsworth
Jayne Palmer Colorado-Caldwell
Cody James Columna
Caitlin Marie Colvin
Rebecca Combest, summa cum laude
Benjamin Josiah Comden
Kelsey Common
Alexis Krachelle Condray
Charles Cone
Kamyria Coney
Nathan Dean Confer
Kevin Conlin
Laura Mary Conner
Joshua Dylan Conroy
Liliana Contreras
Hannah Taylor Conwell
Troy Kirkland Coody III, magna cum laude
Diana Coohill
Brian Cook
Conor Ka’ila’iloa Salazar Cook
Dennis Cook
Griffin Benjamin Cook
Katelyn Camille Cook, summa cum laude, with distinction
Rachel Nerys Cook
Riley Warner Cook
Shannon Elizabeth Cook
Tyler Mclean Cook
Tiffany Mae Cooley
David Thomas Coons
Grace Cooper, with distinction
Claire Olivia Copriviza
Corrine Cornell
Craig Turner Cornett
Briana Corso
John Sayle Cottner, magna cum laude, with distinction
Charles Landon Cossentine
Caitlin Megan Cottrill
Charlotte Coupe
Ian Michael Courtney
Meara Ann Courtney
Caitlyn Taylor Cover
Anne Dee Coyle
Andrew Whittier Cramer III
Nico Crane
Shannon McKenzie Crane
Danielle C. Craven
Jessica Elizabeth Craver
Breeana Rae Crawford
Elise Catherine Creighton
Brandon John Crespo
Natalie Paula Cristo, cum laude
Dylan Michael Cromwell
Paige Virginia Crooks, with distinction
Shane Poss Crosland
Sarah Elizabeth Cross, with distinction
Samantha Crow
Logan Roper Crum
Bailey Elizabeth Crompton
Amanda Nicole Cruz
Hannah Cruz, magna cum laude
Katlin Sophia Cruz
Austin Lloyd Culver
Eric Andrew Cummings
Hailey Curnute
Caitlin Curran
Kelsey Currier
Peter Robert Curry
Elisabeth Allison Cuseo
Arne Cvek
Walter Peter Czapar III
Kieran Arthur Czerwinski
Christopher Czura
Linda Andrea Dabit
Michael James Dail
Kimberly Ann Dalton
Brianna Mary Daly
Matthew Brian Danaher
Emera Anne Danos
Hayley Laurel Darick, with distinction
Layne Vega Darling
Donna Das
Carolyn Mary Daugherthy
Megyn Daughton
Jeanie Marie Davidovich
Gregory James Davies
Alaire Martin Davis, cum laude, with distinction
Ashon Anderson Davis
Austin Hamilton Davis

*Recipient of a double degree.
Blake Andrew Davis  
Brian Davis, magna cum laude, with distinction  
Connor William Davis  
Gus Tyler Davis  
Lauren Elizabeth Davis  
Levi Chais Davis, summa cum laude  
Timothy Davis  
Jordan David Dawson  
Matthew Walton Day, with distinction  
Rachel De Curnou  
Leslie Lauren De Haas  
Laura Christina De Luca  
Alexandra Nicole Dean  
Margaret Grace Deaver  
Erik Nicholas Debloois  
Taylor Kristen DeBord  
Christopher George Dehoyos  
Tyrha Kymberlie Delger  
Magdaliene Marie Kopriva DeLine  
Luca Mario DelPiccolo  
Jonathan R. DeMasi  
Brian DeMocker  
Salvatore DeMuro  
Courtney Lynn Happee Den Daas  
Nicole Denenberg  
Chengjun Deng  
Kathleen Denniston  
Alexander Enrique Denton  
Luke Daniel DeNuccio  
Jordan Alexandra DePaolis  
Kathleen Allison Deptowicz  
Benjamin Robert DeRidder  
Adam Christopher DeRosa  
Rebecca Emma Derryberry  
Danielle Patrice DeSalvo  
Adulis Tsada Desta  
Feyen D. Desta  
Helen D. Desta  
Audrey Nicole Detmer  
Margaret Ann Deveny  
Lukas Jedediah DeVries, with distinction  
Marisa Leah DeZara  
Chase B. Diamond  
Alexandra Isita Diaz  
Ellysse Vittoria Dick, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Jacob Cyrus Dickerson  
Sara Kristin Dickey  
Allison Nicole Dickman  
Brent David Diehl  
Layne Anne Diener  
Toni DiEcumenico  
Taylor Dignam  
Stephanie M. Dilorenzo  
Justin Elliott Dills  
Alisha Cherie Dion  
John Carl DiSanto  
Andrea Elise Doak, summa cum laude  
Chloe Cynthia Dodge  
Quinton Elgin Dodson  
Yoshiko Okura Dolbear  
Timothy Robert Dolquist  
Connor Josef Donahue  
*Kyle Jordan Donahue  
Julian Clay Donato  
P. Lennox Wolfe Donlon  
Shannon Jeanne Donovan  
Stephen E. Dorsey  
Bryan James Dougherty  
Shannon Marie Dougherty  
Hannah Douglass  
Larissa Janel Douglass  
*Sophia Elizabeth Dove  
Alexa Marie Dowlin  
Brian Walton Down  
*Megan Kathleen Doyle  
Chelsea Lynn Drake  
Samantha Drake  
Tasman Terzakes Drake  
Arnaud Du Pasquier  
Cassandra Rose Duchan, cum laude  
Claire Canfield Ducket  
Shannon Marie Duffy  
Thomas Anthony Duffy  
Andrea Marie Dumais, magna cum laude, with distinction  
Sean Michael Duncan  
Dana Louise Dunn  
Mitchell Jonathan Dunn  
Brandon Lee Duran  
Wendy Rose Duran, with distinction  
Julissa Chante Duran-Malle  
Jamie Nicole Duvall  
Carley Michelle Dvorak  
Rachel Erin Dyer  
Alexandra Brianne Eagle, cum laude, with distinction  
Bryce Thomas Eaton, with distinction  
Darius Paul Ebrahim, with distinction  
Rachel Lauren Echsner  
Kelle Eck  
Alexander Thomas Ecklund  
Erin Faith Eckstein  
Kieran Lang Edstrom  
Grace Kathryn Edwards, with distinction  
Savanna L. Egalite  
Maxwell William Eggleston  
Alida Rachelle Eide, magna cum laude  
Shana Pearl Eilers  
Josephine Rae Einsel  
*Nicole Genevieve Elia  
Brooke Marie Elliott  
Katherine Claire Elliott  
Shay Kara Elliott  
Jared Ellis  
Ryan Ellis  
Sianna Iman Elmanouzi  
Aaron Christopher Elsmore  
Christopher J. Elson  
Carolyn Jeanine Emery  
Hunter Emmons  
Hannah Claire Englbrecht  
Scout Daryn Ennis, summa cum laude, with distinction  
John Francis Enright  
Emily Jeanne Erbert  
Gereltuya Erdenejargal  
Danielle Louise Erickson  
Jade ShenHu Erisman  
Mitchell Ernster  
Andrew Christopher Ersek  
Shane Douglas Ertz  
Alana Nastasia Escalante  
Laila D. Eskin  
Aaron Estevez-Miller  
Kelsey Estrick  
Holly Rae Estrow  
*Recipient of a double degree.
Cheryl Ann Foland, with distinction
Hannah Lind Foote
Avery Dante Ford
Mary Ford
Cassidy Anne Forest
Chancee’ Lillyan Forestier
Cody James Forsyth
Brent Fodick
Nathan Stewart Foster
Aarón Jacob Fox, with distinction
*Brooke Fox
Kasey M. Fox
Tyler Lloyd Fox, with distinction
Claire Elizabeth France
Grace Middle France
Paul Theodore Frank
Morgan Svane Frankel
Chase Alexander Fraser
George Elder Louis Frazier III
Meriwether Lewis Frazier V
Ryan James Frazier
Alexandra Fay Freed
Kenneth Wayne Freeman III
Melissa Marie Fresques
*Alexa Jaymie Friedman
Timothy Friedman
Dillon James Connor Frisco
Cody Bowen Fritz
Madeline Fritz, summa cum laude, with distinction
Avery Beth Fromme
Karina Lynn Frush
Megan Elisabeth Fryer
Tianmeizi Fu
Xinyi Fu
Rachel Elizabeth Fugler
Rochelle Marie Fulkerson
Edwin Lauritz Fundingsland, Jr.
Russell William Furth
Douglas Gabbard
Kristine Lovise Gabrielsen
Tyler Gahl
Andrew Scott Gaines
Jordan Michael Gaines
William Griffin Ganges
Daniel Michael Gallagher
John R. Gallagher
Rory Gallagher
Sara Gallagher
Ty Aaron Gallaway
Jazmyne Gallegos
Michael Anthony Gallegos II
*Brittney Anne Galli
Dana Ann Gallup
Aldo Raul Galvagni
Jamal Y. Gamal
Berkley Gamble
Kevin Clifford Gamble
Esra Gamel
Caroline Gamwell, with distinction
Sarah Zahra Gandhi-Besbes, cum laude
Elizabeth Bernarda Gangware, cum laude
Jillian Baine Ganley
Ariunzaya Gansukh
Shenghao Gao
Alena Marie Garcia
Andy Alessandro Garcia
Maddison Skylar Garcia
Roderick E. Garcia, Jr.
Martin Garcia Castorena
Amanda Gardner, with distinction
Hannah Brea Garlick
Daniel DeMelle Garey
Kazimiera Garrison
Kathryn Rose Gaskin
Samantha Fay Gaspin
Gina Grace Gates
Emily Gavel
Daniel McEvoy Gavney
Christopher James Gavora
Whitney Lynn Gawlik
Jack Alexander Gawne
Laura Gaylord, with distinction
Hannah Gebrosky
Eileen Elizabeth Gehring
Jordan Gehrze
Morgan Kay Geiger
Shelbey Seaira Geisen
*Kenzie Noelle Genest, with distinction
Taggart James George
Skylar Theresa Georgiua
Celly Helen Geppert
Mitchele Thomas Gerk
Miguel Eduardo Gerov
*Jennifer Sylvie Gerson
Anna Constance Gex
Rajani Ghale
Andrew Robert Gianelli
William Gierach
Colin Robert Gilbert
Carina Anita Gilford
Addison Gillam
Natalie Jill Gillard, magna cum laude
*Jacob Henry Gillis, with distinction
Reghan Layne Gillman
Michael Christian Gilmore
Amber Karena Giltz
Samuel Louis Girardeau, with distinction
Nicholas Levi Giron
Myla Jade Giroue
Christopher Michael Glass
Ryan Henry Glavor
Garret Marshall Glazier
Matthew Ethan Gleason
Sophia Anne Glik
Lindsey Renae Glova
Mora Gluskin
Stephen Alexander Goddard
Jeffrey Gerardo Godinez
Patrick Goff
Aliza Gayelle Gold, with distinction
Eric Conrad Gold
Lindsey Jewell Golden
Aidan Kelman Goldie
Alexander Goldsmith
Audrey Leigh Gollan
Erika Alejandra Gomez
Tatum Gomez
Tengfei Gong, with distinction
Dakota Williams Gonring, with distinction
Alma Gonzalez
Carlos Alberto Gonzalez
Veronica Mercedes Gonzalez, magna cum laude, with distinction
Spencer David Gooding
Emily Erin Goodman
Emily Rose Goodman
William Ernest Goodman
Samuel Beckett Gookin
Morgan Francis Gopsill
Nicole Gordiyenko
Steven Charles Raymond Gordy II
John Gosnell
Anne Marie Gostling
Peter Frederick Goudy
Cameron Gourlay
Molly Graber, with distinction
William Ray Gracey
Joseph Christopher Gradone, magna cum laude
Kirsten Angalene Grafa
William Rushing Graffon
Austin James Gragg
Alison Marie Graham
Clara Rose Grainger, with distinction
*Sara Sorensen Grandone
Makena D. Granger
*John Lauterbach Grant
Andrew W. Granville
Melissa Rose Grassnick
Emily Anne Grasso
Emilee Maye Greager, magna cum laude
Clara Nellie Green
Dana Green, with distinction
Harry Green
*Jamie Patricia Green, with distinction
Jessica Lynn Green
Kendell Lee Green
Morgan Lynn Green
Nathan Charles Green
Lacey Marie Greenberg
Jessica L. Greene
Justin Andrew Greene
Allison Leigh Greer
Julia Greff
Katharine Vezin Gregory, summa cum laude, with distinction
Andrew Ryan Greig
Sophia Michele Grenier
Hannah Rose Grey
Katherine Emmet Gridley
Claire Griffith
Emily Lynne Griffith
Aleskander Daniel Grigoriev
Avery Fitzpatrick Grill
Grey Rebecca Grimm
Jordan M. Gringauz
Sharon Grinwald
Emily Paige Groh
Simone Minda Groper
Stephanie Michelle Grossart
Benjamin Grossman
Justine Danielle Grossman
Aaron C. Gruenert
James William Grundy
Jackson D. Gruber, with distinction
Laura Katherine Gudvangen
Molly Kathryn Guerin
Emily Kathryn Gallick, magna cum laude
Lauren Ashley Gulick
Rebecca Yasmin Gunberg
Gabriella Guncaratne
Nicole Gunther
Taylor Michelle Gunther
Christina Gurney
Abigail Danielle Gurska

*Recipient of a double degree.
Recipient of a double degree.

Gabrielle Nicole Hawkins
Kenneth John Haveman III
Ailani Leta Hause
Eric Hatlen
Jordan Connor Hathaway
Cody Hatcher
Samantha Celia Harvitt
Blaine Thomas Hartman
Daniel Hartley
Melanee Hart
Brianne Hart
with magna cum laude,
Ian Harryman,
Christian Alexander Harrison,
Nina Mary Harris
Merrick Sean Harris
Nina Mary Harris
Christian Alexander Harrison, cum laude
Maxwell Buck Harrison
Ian Harryman, magna cum laude, with distinction
Brianne Hart
Melanee Hart
Owen Wistar Hart
Daniel Hartley
Blaine Thomas Hartman
Samantha Celia Harvitt
Cody Hatcher
Jordan Connor Hathaway
Eric Hatlen
Allani Leta Hause
Kenneth John Haveman III
Gabrielle Nicole Hawkins
John Michael Hayes
Chandra Elyse Hays
Jacob Martin Hays
John Bernard Hazuka
Gregory James Healy
Matthew Thomas Heavey
Daniel Glenn Heck
Petra Hedrick
Kevin Thomas Heffernan
Elanna Rae Hegan
Shannon Hegemann
Gabrielle Jane Hehir
Hans Luther Heidmann
Garrett Matthew Heidrick
Cody Heimann, with distinction
Nicole E. Hein
Matthew Heinrich
Cameron Mark Heitmeier
Brett A. Heitshusen
Zoey Jeanette Helgesen, with distinction
Sean Coady Helmer
Timothy Brandon Helmuth, summa cum laude, with distinction
Nicholas John Phoenix Hemmant
Hannah Suzanne Hemming
Clinton Barlow Henderson
Colin Grant Hendrickson
Jamie Alison Henschel
Devin Herbstreit
Amy Hernandez
Ileana N. Hernandez
Martha Patricia Hernandez
Molly Paige Hernandez
Sara Veronica Hernandez
Yazmin Mercedes Hernandez
David B. Hernandez Rosa
Garrett Michael Hernandez-Rilmer
Noah Benjamin Herreid
Samantha Kelley Hertzog
Conor Barnard Hesen
Katherine Ellen Hesketh
Nieve Heskin
McKenna Marie Hester
Mackenzie Alexis Marta Hickey
Jeffrey Charles Higdon
Sarah Elizabeth Higgitt
Hannah Elena Hilden-Reid
Chelsey Hill, with distinction
Errick Andrew Hill
Justin Douglas Hill
Mackenzie Orion Hill
Sasha Helayne Hill
Tristan Hill
*Rachel Ann Hillen
Sarah Jane Hillson
James Hilser
Bailey Hilty, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kinsey Lynn Hindman
John Hines
Ashley Hinkle
Catherine Herrington Hinkle
Michael David Hinton
Julia Frances Hirsch
Dimitri Wael Hishmeh
Marcus Hjalber
Alexander Quoc Ho
Connie Phung Ho
Bradley Brendan Hochwald
Olive Hoedt
Ryan Christopher Hoenig
Zachary Nicholas Hoepfner
Michael Alexander Hoff
Cameron Dean Hoffman
Lukas Hoffman
Trevor Michael Hoffman
Jason Bose Hofmann
Kyle Lee Hofmeister
Zachary Hogan
Heather Erin Hogrefe
Wyatt A. Holey
Emily Kate Holl
Haley Sue Holladay, cum laude
Dora Errebo Holland, summa cum laude
Mia Jewell Holland
Ian Patrick Holloway
Kyleigh Jo Holloway
Nicolette Tara Holmes
Taryn Doll Holmes
Adam Brewster Holt
Spencer Robinson Holtz, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Jessica Honkonen
Nicholas E. Hooker
Brandie Hopek
*Peyton Neil Hopkins
Charles Michael Hopper
Sarah Anne Horan
Robert Lawrence Horn
Noah Hornbein
Emily Rodgers Hornberger
Abigail Horn
Aaron Zachary Horwich
Juncheng Hou
Ashley Lee Hougen
Taylor Hansen House
Benjamin Lance Howard
Timothy Richmond Howard, with distinction
Stephen M. Howe
Josephine Hsu
Yongyang Huang, magna cum laude
Kieran Huber, with distinction
Dorothy Ann Huber
Benjamin Leith Huddleston
Nikolas Peter Hueleber
James Joseph Huelskamp
Kelsey A. Huffer
Baylee Nicole Hughes
Nicholas Hamer Hulse
Rachel Morgan Hultquist, cum laude
Reilly Jordan Humphrey
Jake Alexander Hummell
Emily Lauren Hunt
Richard John Hunt
Samantha Marie Hunter
*Luke Huntington
Connor Kendall Hurd
Alexis Nicole Hutchings
Megan Erica Hutchison
Johnathon Tyler Hutton
Charlie Hyun
Kiet Hyuhn
Zachary Miller Hyden
Brent Charles Hyman
Lillian Frances Iacino
Thomas Joseph Iafrate
*Laeye Iafraite

*Recipient of a double degree.
Registrars
Commencement
May 2016

Clayton Allen Jones
Jared G. Jolton
Austin Jamshed Jolly,
with distinction
Xavier Johnson
Trevor Michael Johnson
Nicolas Ross Johnson
Nathan Johnson
Madison Terese Johnson
Lucille Johnson
Lindsay Johnson
Laura Alair Johnson
Kerry Colleen Johnson
Jordan Alexander Johnson
James Parker Johnson
Jordan Alexander Johnson
Kerry Colleen Johnson
Laura Alair Johnson
Lindsay Johnson
Lucille Johnson
Madison Terese Johnson
Nathan Johnson
Nicolas Ross Johnson
Trevor Michael Johnson
Vincent Joseph Johnson
Xavier Johnson
Austin Jamshed Jolly,
with distinction
Jared G. Jolton
Clayton Allen Jones

Hogan Jones
Kathryn Suzanne Jones
Mackenzie B. Jones
Madeline Reid Jones,
with distinction
Mark Jones
*Morgan Marie Jones
*Sierra Jones
George Theodore Jordan IV
Rachel Achamma Joseph
Jeena Joy
Samuel Rey Juarez
Philip Ulyman Juel-Berg
Hannah Hye Jung
Kurt Hubert Jungwirth
Stephanie Marian Junior,
with distinction
Matthew Anthony Jurado
Gyslaine Kadima Kabisa
*Alexandria Laura Kade,
with distinction
Julia Anne Kahn
Marisa Kaiser
Shelby Marie Kaminski
Sarah Elizabeth Kammeyer
Katharine May Kane
Nicholas Adam Kane
Patrick Kane,
with distinction
Nicolas Kang
Samuel H. Kang
Theodora Josephine Kanner
Mitra Zeinat Karami
Lydia Rose Karbum
Luke Dalton Karlovich
Lauren D. Karp
Christian Alexander Karubus
Nicholas Ryan Kasa
*Anthony Andrew Kascak
Lauren Kaser
Rachael Elizabeth Kaspar,
with distinction
Bryn Leigh Kastetter
Nicholas Peter Katsiotis
Sophie R. Katz
Benjamin Thomas Kaufhardt
Derek Todd Kaufman
Jordan Kaufman
Harshwinder Kaur
Jack McCaul Kaus
John Edward Kearney
Alexis Markel Keating,
with distinction
Jack Conway Keegan
Thayer W. Keel
Elizabeth Christine Keil,
with distinction
Michaela Victoria Keiter
Autumn Lyn Keller
Kathryn Anastasia Keller
Paige Alexandra Keller
Catherine Margaret Kelly
John Evert Kelly
Philip Kelly
Alix Yukiko Kelson
Damon Kelson
Megan Rose Kempa
Kristen Kennedy
Allison Kenney
Victoria Kent
Samuel Alfred Keosayan
Kevin David Keough
Spencer Julian Kerkhof
Paige Hooper Kerman

Lauren Shannon Kern
Jacqueline Leigh Kerr
Cory Richard Ketel
Lindsey Jean Ketterer
Ryan Adham Khamis
Yusuke Kibe
Jeleighna Killett
Alisha Kim
Annie Youngseun Kim
Benedictina Kim
Bum Hyun Kim
Darby David Kim
Hae Jin Kim
Sewan Kim,
with distinction
Shelly Kim
Stephen Sung Kim
Yune Kee Kim
Abigail K. Kimball,
with distinction
Kylee Kimball
*Laela Carrie King,
with distinction
Nicholas King
Ryan James King
Tennessee Louise King
Annabelle Kinney
David Alexander Kirby
Paul Nik Kirilchuk
Blake Kirschbaum
Jillian Jaguar Kiss
Kelsie Marie Kitz,
with distinction
Morgan Camille Kitzmiller
Nikolai Scott Klarich
Noah Klebanoff
Christina Mae Kleidon
Aaron Shields Klein
Anna June Klein,
with distinction
Harrison Klein
Jacy Catherine Klein
Madeline Anne Klein
Stephanie Morgan Klein
Kristin Marie Kleiman
Christopher Klene,
with distinction
Deborah Kloockner,
with distinction
Steven Knabe
Oliver August Knauer
Spencer Knierr
Katelynne Rose Knight
Lilah Joy Knight-Greenberg
Athena Taylor Knudson,
with distinction
Amy Mariale Knutson
Ross Phillip Knutson
Addison Elizabeth Koback
Walter Anderson Koch,
with distinction
Armaan Kochhar
Yuka Kodani,
with distinction
Bridgit Kodenkandath
Rebecca Koeppen
Dana Elizabeth Koerner
Michele Antoinette Kohl
Corey A. Kohn
Morgan Elizabeth Koiz
Paul Andrey Kolesnikov
Claire Elizabeth Koljack,
with distinction
Rada Kolmakova
Shelby L. Kofp

*Recipient of a double degree.
Loren Elizabeth Koszowski, with distinction
Gerrad Weston Kough
Kristen Irene Koundourakis
Kayla Dumitra Kouzougian
Briana May Kowal
Amye Koziel
Bradley Joseph Kraatz
Margaux Marie Krahe
Michael William Kramer
Danielle Marie Krause
Madison Taylor Krauser
Madeline Nicole Kreyger
Phillip James Krieg
Bry Kring, with distinction
Johncarlo Louis Kristofich, summa cum laude, with distinction
Andrew Steven Krodinger
Gabrielle Alexia Krupp
Scott Edward Kucharski
Natasha Marie Kuempel
Kristina Ferral Kuhn
Sara Kumbarji
Daniel Alexander Kusko, magna cum laude
Pierre Erik Kuttner
Eun Soo Kwon
Daniel Steven Kyger
Jenny Li
Peter James Ladley
Bailey Morgan LaFlame
Erin Edblom LaFortune
Sadie Kathryn Lahey
Avery LaJeunesse, magna cum laude
Bethany Nicole Lake
Waverley Lisa Laksman
Davis LaMair
Keric Lamb
Alexandra Rose Lambrose
Chase Ridgely Lamdin
Anna Lue Lanford
Brooks Langdon
Melissa Joy Lansen
Randa Laouar
Sergio Salvador Lara
Matthew Richard Larson
Nash Larson
Alec S. Lask
Abigayle Rose Lasky
*Reid Allen Lasley
Anissa Nicole Lassek
Aaron Christopher Lathrop-Melting
Sarah Lause
Emily Laurance
Mary Lauro
Melissa Danielle Lauro
Zachary J. Lautmann
Evie Lauren Lavoie
Thomas Edward Lawrence
Dylan Charles Lawson
Meghan E. Lay
Renzo Alejandro Laynes
Chau Uyen Le
David Connor Le
*Hanna Le, summa cum laude
Ngan U. Le
Thai Van Le
Thao Phuong Le
*Santiago Leal de la Puente
John Joseph Leary IV
Kelsey Ann Leary
Veronica Rose LeBrun
Paige Ledesma
Ashley Hana Lee
Charles Lee
Grant Lee
Holden T. Lee
Jenny Lee
*Shi Lee
Yun Young Lee
Marie E. Legrand
Blake Travis LeGrow
Zachary Edward Leins
Erin Elizabeth Lencioni, with distinction
Danielle Veronica Lendriet
Rachel Michelle Leonard
Christopher Leunig
Matthew Marc Levenson
Mikaylah Talore Levenson
*Max Levin
Samuel Levinbook
Jacob Carl Levine
Cameron J. Levis
Jonathan Levy
Pierce Lewien, with distinction
Kaitlin Anne Lewis
Tamara Lee Lewis
Nicholas Robert Leyh
Olivia Susan Leyshock
Fengxin Li, with distinction
Jinxin Li
Sijia Li
Tess Mikensie Libby
*Brynn Suzanne Lieberman
Eric Leonard Lieberman
Christopher John Liedtka
Cody Alan Lightsey
Sierra Nicholle Lillard
Ta-Hsun Lin
*Grace Linenberg
Chris Linder
David Jarrad Lindheim
Matthew Benjamin Lindman
Jonathan Clayton Lindner
Steven Jay Lindow
Victoria Lindsay
Kelly Linehan
Andrew Peter Linenfelser
Specker Link
Charles Linkenholt
Jackson Galbraith Lipps
Yuming Liu, magna cum laude, with distinction
Zeyu Liu
Ziqi Liu
Ashleigh Livingston
Hana Mei Le Livingston
Caitlin Lizza
Christian D. Lloyd
Charity Dawn Loar
Claire Marie Locascio
Victoria Rose Lockwood
Anna Marie LoDico
Andrew David Loeliger, summa cum laude, with distinction
Frederik Roland Lohner
Jackson Charles Long
Kate Lonner
Matthew Ari Lonner
Libby Taylor Loof
Gerdno Lopez Perez, magna cum laude
Elizabeth DeBell Lough
Katherine Ann Louie
Kacie Laine Louie
Benjamin Cook Lowrie, with distinction
Meghan Lowry
Rachael Jessica Loving
James Loveland
Jake Nathan Lowell
Jack Lowery
Jessica Carly Lowy
Hibaq Loyan
Helen Clothilde Lozier
Xiaojuan Lu
Sterling Mark Lubchenco
William Todd Luce
Charles Edward Luckhardt
Ryan Daniel Ludwig
Leslie Luk
Robert Anthony Lundin III
Abby Morgan Lundvall
Samantha May Lunsky
Cehong Luo
Le Luo
Max Cooper Lupo
Brooke Lutsch
Justin Keith Lutch
Jordan Siuhon Ly
Tina Ly
Richard N. Lyman
Amanda Lyons
William Bradford Lyons
Miller Lloyd Lyssikatos
Min Er Ma
Joseph Javier Mabrey, summa cum laude, with distinction
Samantha Macchiavera
William Kirkwood Macdonald
Cassidy Lynne Mackay
Jacqueline Alyssa Macke
Drew Maclaskey, with distinction
Kelsi C. Madden
Malia Gisele Madden
Michael Jens Madsen
Bridget Paulina Magana-Sandoval
Gina Magdaleno
Cole Mitchel Magnuson
Melissa Anne Magor
Hanna Grace Magstadt
Fiona Eileen Maguire
Michael Ignatius Mahle
Cammy Cristine Mahowald
*Jonathan Vuong Mai
Alexander Parker Mair
Lam Mak
Nikola Maksimovic, summa cum laude
Nathan James Malefyt
Joel Christopher Malinski
Jordan Lee Mallec
Kelly Elizabeth Mallon
Amanda I. Malone
Daniel Iselin Malone
Jackson Maloney
Madison Maloney
Joseph Malzbender, summa cum laude
Maxwell Michael Mandelstam
Laurie Carol Mann

*Recipient of a double degree.
Michael Mann, with distinction
Xena Mansfield
Andrea Mantilla
Katelyn Mackenzie Manzer
Jacqueline Mora Manzo
Brett Mapes
Catalina Mari Mapson
Emily Marie Marbas
Christopher Vincent Marcello
Jessica Ann Marcely
Emily Bond Marcheschi
Gregory Marcus
Lindsay Marcus
Andrea Mariani
Alba Mariner Gonzalez, with distinction
Adrianna Elizabeth Marini
Lindsay Lee Marker, summa cum laude, with distinction
Victoria Markowitz
Heather Marlow
Zachary Ross Marr
Carissa Eileen Marsh
Amedee Marchand Martella, summa cum laude, with distinction
Colin James Martin
Danielle Christine Martin
Hailey Elizabeth Martin
Jeffrey Hamilton Martin
Katherine Laura Yee Martinez
Andrea Raylnnjay Martinez
Andres Martinez
Katherine Rae Martinez
Payton Barrett Martinez
Lea Marie Mascarenas
Hannah Maschner
John Robert Mason
Esha Masood
Kathryn Mastellone
Haley K. Masterson
Jessi Marie Masucci
*Hailey Kay Mathieson
*Peter Daniel Mathys
Brian Stephen Mathis
Sara Matsui
Rose Hiroaki Matsumoto
Jeffrey Dean Matterson
Nicola Rae Louise Maude
Danielle Rae Maxey
Mitchell Tanner May
Austen Chase Mayemura
Cole D. Mayer
Kevin James Mayer
Joanalson Mazingo
Jean-Michel M’Bouroukounda
Brian James Mc Award
Taylor Rose Mc Gowan
Rachael McAllister
Justin Edward McBride
Cori Lyn McCaffrey
Derek William McCarthy
Kaitlyn Marie McCarty
Juliana Isabel McCausland
Ian James McClain, with distinction
Shawn T. McClain
Kayla Deane McClelland, with distinction
Cassandra Makay McClenaghan
Emily Christine McComas
Scott McComas
Katherine M. McCormack
Brian James McCoy
Taylor Jane McCray
William Francis McCreary
Daniel Alexander McCulley
Morgan Jane McCurdy
Maxwell S. McDade
Ivy So-hee McDermott, summa cum laude, with distinction
Alexander Caldwell McDonald
Sean Mcdonough
Lee McFarling
Makayla McGivern
Connor Flynn McGuinness
Lilian August McGuirke
Christopher Edward McKenna
Christopher Raymond McKenney
Trevor McKinney
Grace Noyes McLaughry
Taylor K. McLellan
Sean McManus
Samuel Antony McMealy, with distinction
Griffin McMullen
Patrick James McMullen, summa cum laude, with distinction
Michael Colin McNally
Laird Thomas McNeil
Avery Elizabeth McQuaid
Kevin Christopher McReynolds
Caitlin McShane, cum laude
Haley McTee, with distinction, with distinction
Hunter Zoe Meachum
Connor David Meade
*Jasmine Caroline Mecheri
Samantha Blake Medlyn
Allyson Nicole Medor
Shelby Mefford
Ryan Allan Megay
Naomi Megory-Cohen
*Ganghua Mei, summa cum laude, with distinction
Brandon Melara
Emmanuel Melgoza
*Tessa Melli, with distinction
Emily Meldrum
Danielle Nicole Melz, cum laude
Madison Anne Mendiola
Cynthia Vanessa Mendoza
Gabriela Mendoza Medina
Aubrey Nicole Menich
Kwabena Okeye Mensa
Jeiel Kojo Mensah
Robert Thomas Mensendike
Laura Elena Mercado
Garrett Merdinger
Eric John Merizon
Kevin Mermel, magna cum laude
Madison Elizabeth Merrill
Caroline Elizabeth Mersch
Ryan Messett
Eliza Maria Messig
Ryan Clifford Messinger
Martina Carolina Metles-Petrie
Ryan Emily Metz
Joseph Atom Meyer
Luke Meyer
Madison Delaney Meyer
Margaret Marie Meyer
*Haleema Nawab Mian
Sana Abbas Mian
Sabra Abraham Micale
Alexis Jordan Micle
Jamie Michal cum laude
Logan Michaels
Lowell George Michaels
Rahea Miersch
Monica Nagle Mikkelsen
Kayla Rae Miles
Mariah Alexandra Miles
Janine Marie Millensifer
Abigail Eva Miller
Daniel John Miller
Kaitlin Miller
Karl David Miller
Kurt Louis Miller
Kyle David Miller
Madeline Miller
Marissa Angela Miller
Matthew Daniel Miller
Rebecca L. Miller, with distinction
Dillon Mills
Lucas Patrick Milowsky
Andrew Min
Aimee Cecelia Minard
Alissa Renee Minatta
Amanda Keryl Minckley
Lily Corcoran Mindel
Frank Malcolm Minor
Andrew Scott Miscovich
*Abbie Nicole Mitchell
Jillian Claire Mitchell
Joshua Michael Mitchell
Lauren Anne Mitchell
Nicole Michelle Mitchell
Jessica Lauren Mkrchyan
Yasmine Moazami
Hannah Elita Caspari Moench
William Kenneth Moffat IV
Nicholas Moffitt
Eli A. Mogel, with distinction
Casey Patrick Moher-Crook
Alexandra Whitney Mohr
Reinaldo Andres Moleiro
Regina Molina Ochoa, with distinction
Sienna Michelle Moller
Hunter Ryan Molnar
Jared Michael Monroe
Harrison Michael Montag
Donald Aaron Montano
Ariane Montoya
Allison Moore
*Amanda Moore
Austin Moore
Kevin James Moore
Dakota Moran
Eleanor Anna Moran
Christopher Scott Moraros
John Edward Morella
Alexandra Morgan, magna cum laude
Zackry James Jefferson Morgan
Maddisen Morrell
Jenna Marie Morris
Nicole Marie Morris
Samantha Anne Morrison
Haley W. Morrisissette
Kathryn Claire Morse
*Sarah Jeanne Morton
Marques Tyrell Mosley

*Recipient of a double degree.
Emily Nightengale
Sarah W. Nies
Taylor Delano Nicholas
magna cum laude
Yiqi Ni,
Samantha Ai-Hwang Nguyen
Nhien Ngoc Quynh Nguyen
Kenny Van Nguyen
Khoa Dang Nguyen
Samantha Ai-Hwang Nguyen
Yiqi Ni, magna cum laude
Taylor Delano Nicholas
Michael Patrick Niehaus
Sarah W. Nies
Emily Nightengale
Alec Eugene Nimkoff
Lauren Victoria Nivens
Jordan Mackenzie Noda
Daniel Nolan
Zakkary Keegan Nolte
John William Noonan, summa cum laude
Michelle Ann Noonan
Kaci Lynn Norberg
Christopher Nordlund
Christian Clay Norgard
Taylor Kay Norman
Emily Marie Normandin
*Patrick Normile
Brenton Mark Nortman
Kira Sakurako Norton
Noah Novinska
Austin Michael Noyes
Jamie Alexandra Nudell
Salma Numan
Jamie T. Nuss
Sayoni Walah Nyakoon, magna cum laude
Ashley Danielle Nye
Thomas Buckley Oberto
Meghan O’Brien
Claire Andrea Ochsner
Naomi Elaine Ochwat
Mackenzie O’Connell
Colleen Shea O’Connor, with distinction
Elizabeth O’Connor
Emma Louise O’Connor
Patrick James O’Connor
Haley Morgan Oddo
Abdulrazak Odeh
Zen J. Ogbsby, with distinction
Peter Ohaver
Hannah Elizabeth Olds
Daisy Roberta O’Leary
Kathleen O’Leary
Jamie Lauren Oleksiew
Noemi Olivas
Catherine Elizabeth Oliver
Evan Thomas Oliver, magna cum laude
Augusta Olech
Joseph A. Oliver
Oluwadara Mary-Success Oloyede
Garrett Taylor Olson
Jared William Olszewski
Caroline Rose O’Malley
Leah Anne O’Malley
Kristin Margaret Fjelde Ondrejko
Mary Margaret O’Neill, summa cum laude
Gabrielle Doucett Onessimo, magna cum laude
Sophie Marie Onody
Keenan Ordon-Bakalian
Heather Grace O’Reilly
Oliver Attilo Orejola
David Orner
Andrew David Orr
Dustin Mathieu Ornattia
*Joseph Orzymski, with distinction
Grace McGregor Osberg
Zachary Akira Rostam Ota, with distinction
Alec Ottevanger
Alexander Alireza Outzen
Hannah Marie Owen
Blake Alexander Ozier
Jacob Tyler Pacheco
Janelle Leigh Pacheco
Hannah Kaur Kane Padda
Christian Padgett
Alec Antonio Padilla
Adam Page
Christina Marie Page
Lauren Ann Page
Alexa Pages
Renee Marie Paient, with distinction
Ramya Solachi Palaniappan, magna cum laude
Kara Palffy
Megan Anne Paliwoda, cum laude
Callie Anne Palmer
Sarah Teresa Palmer
Zachary Adam Palmer
Marlene Sulima Palmar
Sicheng Pan
Alexandra Pangilinan-Keller
Kevin Pankow
Anoush Elaine Papazian
Alexandra Jean Pappagelis
Olivia Rose Pappalardo
Jessica Lauren Pappas
Nikki Kimiyio Pappas
Taylor William Cass Pappas
Paris Rose Paquette
Alex Park
Justin Park
Sarah Park, with distinction
Nickolas Taras Parker
Robin Maxwell Baker Parkinson
Blanca Annabel Parra
Cassandra Nicole Parrish-Simpson
*Elizabeth Ellen Parsons
Amelia Louise Passer
Hardik P. Patel, summa cum laude
Karan Patel
Zachary J. Patinkin
Emily Patterson, magna cum laude
Eric Tyler Patterson
Heather Claire Patterson
Brandon Neoel Patton
Meagan Paul, summa cum laude
Samantha Jean Paul
Cayla Jo Paulson
Luke Paulus
James Anthony Pavlick
Emily Alexandra Paxton
Whitney Paige Paxton
Travis J. Payeur
Aaron Payne
Kristina S. Payne
Cole Christian Pazar, summa cum laude
Grant Edward Peacock
Lilly McLean Pearson
Morgan Cadwell Pearson
Blake Nicholas Pedersen
Suzanne Elise Pedersen, with distinction
Naomi Pederson
Lucas C. Peel
Kayla Jayne Pekarek
Kelsea Jo Peklow, cum laude
Michael Ronald Pelser
Michael T. Penner
Chase Kellogg Pennoyer
Michelle Heidi Pepper

*Recipient of a double degree.
Patricia Perales
*Brian Douglas Pereksta
Joel Perez
Austin Michael Perez-Mesa
Maxwell James Peters
Adriana Petersen
Abigail James Peterson
Benjamin Peterson, summa cum laude, with distinction
Jonathan Paul Peterson
Kristyn Monique Petracek
Haylie McKenzie Davis Petrick, summa cum laude, with distinction
Mackenzie Lee Petrides
Erin Pettis
Rebecca Lynn Petty
Sara Nicole Pfeiffer
Clint David Pflugrad
Lee Thi Phan
Lauren Phelps
Caitlin Aubrey Phillips
Constance Phillips
Atheron Phleger, with distinction
Brandie Pho
Marie Gabrielle Piccone
Kasey Lawrence Pickard, with distinction
*Benjamin James Pickett
Brittany Pettie
Michel Alexander Piggott
Eric C. Pihlstrom
Michael Alan Pimlott
Nicole Pisarczyk
Laura Allison Piccolo
Christina Marie Pitch
Amber M. Pixley
Sarah Louise Plath
Maxwell Cord Plichta, cum laude
Alexander Gavin Podreza
Anne Catherine Poirat, with distinction
Alexandra Kate Pollack
Remington Matthew Pollina
Samantha Polzin
Luca Pomerleau
Rebecca Leah Popowitz
Timothy Porcelli
Gia Rose Porreca
Zachary Christopher Porteous
Kendra Marie Porter
Byron Romeo Portillo
Matthew John Portner
Alexander Joseph Posen
Sarah Poteet
Alison Margaret Pott
Lee Yoon Ho Potter
Meredith Ellen Potter
Corbin Shae Potts
Sharwagya Poudyal
Christian Deshauan Powell
Dylan Scott Powers
Erik Wilber Powers, with distinction
Steve Powers, cum laude
Zoe Athanassiou Praggastis, magna cum laude
Jasmine Prasetyo
David Prater
Michael D. Prather
Alyssa Kay Pratt
Evan Michael Pratt
Morgan Pratt
Jack Arthur Presnell
Nathaniel Lee Pressnall, summa cum laude, with distinction
Elise Ann Pressprich
Vincent Aldo Premi, summa cum laude, with distinction
Gage Allen Price-Gaw
James Pritchard
*Alexander Martin Pronk
*Elaine Sophia Proulx, with distinction
Maggie Pritzker Pucker
Christian Faith Puig, with distinction
Brooke Katherine Pulliam
Chelsea Victoria Pyatt
Yiyang Qi
Stacey Lynn Quarles
Madeline S. Quartaro
Julian Killen Quattlebaum IV
Sally Carmela Quevedo
Elizabeth Brighton Quimby
Michaela Colleen Quinnan
Kevin Quinn
Joaquin Jose Quintana
Stephanie Quon
Hannah Grace Raab
Erim Marie Radlneck
Rytsa Raina
America Ramirez
Timothy Ramsberger
Kelsey Randa
Emily Randall summa cum laude
Stephen Randle
Jazzmyn Paige Randleman
*Amanda Raner
Sunaina Rangnekar
Katelyn Marie Rankins
Rohit Rao
Jennifer Gail Rapach
Diana Lauren Rapp
William Emerson Rapp
Rachel Brooke Rappaport
Hailey Michelle Raskovic
Carly Schade Ratekin, summa cum laude, with distinction
Zoe Amelia Raynor
James Thomas Read
Kaitlyn Rose Ready
Jameson Christian Reber
Toria Redig
Kenneth Craig Redmond
Emily Kathleen Reed
Haley Jinn Reed
*Kayla Donn Reed
Emily Jeanne Regaldo
Allison Marie Regan
Samara Katherine Rehfeld
Kara Jean Reichenbach
Jacquelyn Lee Reidner
Will Benjamin Ulysses Rempel, magna cum laude
Michelle Ren
Christian Rencken
Allison Kelly Retimer
Emily Patterson Rey
Aaron Mark Reynolds
Valerie Reynolds
Ellen Yurie Rhodes, magna cum laude
Annalise Christine Rico
Brooks Garrett Rice
*Recipients of a double degree.

Emily Ann Richard
Mariah Gale Rickert
Brandon Christopher Ridder
Mckinziey Rose Ridenour
Mikayla Joan Riley
Caitlin Elizabeth Rinehardt
*Jackson Lantz Rinehart
Lauren Nicole Riney, summa cum laude
Aaron Patrick Ringleby, with distinction
Alexis Whitney Rinker
Daniel Gareth Ropelle
Lindsay Ritz
Christian Rivas
Manuel Rivera
Amberly Brook Rivera-Morrell
Sabina Rizzo
John Samuel Robards
*Katharine Robbins
Sophia Louise Robbins
Madalyn Grace Robeg
Gregory Lawrence Robinson
Jessica Lindimore Robinson
Matthew Logan Robinson
Ryan Nicholas Robson
Jaymie Michelle Roche
Erik Gideon Rock, with distinction
Samuel Joseph Rock
Claire Rocken
Adam Peter Rockwell
Christopher Edward Rodell
Antonia Rodriguez cum laude
Christian Angelo Rodriguez
Gerardo Flores Rodriguez
Katherine Maria Rodriguez
María Del Carmen Rodríguez
Maria Teresa Rodriguez
Daniele Torres Rodrigues
Heidi Louise Roeder, with distinction
Aaron Elijah Rogers
Andriana Rogers
Arnon Benjamin Rogers, with distinction
Charlotte Rose Rogers
Rachel Roller, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kale Macaulay Rollins
Susan Elizabeth Romero
Maria Ronauli
Kyle Jacob Rooney
Emma Be Rosa, cum laude
Amanda Rose
Marguerite Elizabeth Rose, summa cum laude
*Keri Jinn Rosenblatt
Max Roschel
Alyssa Roseman summa cum laude
Rami Rosner
Ariana E. Ross
Kathleen Brady Ross, summa cum laude
Keaton John Ross
Magdalena Rost, with distinction
Mary Katherine Roszel, magna cum laude
Mark Anthony Rota
Sydney Rotante
Jacob Raymond Roth
Dylan Rothenberg
Taylor Marie Roudi
Megan Rouseville

*Recipient of a double degree.
Recipient of a double degree.

Johnathan Lees Saplis
Kelsey Santistevan
Aaliyah Lorena Santillanes
Meghana Rachel Austin Santhanam
Kyle Logan Santi,

Pavao Santak, with distinction

Antonella Scamarone Stiglich

Michelle Maire Scauzuzzo
Miriam Henry Schachtman
Richard Keith Schader
Jayne Deanne Schaeffer
Madison L. Schaffer
Wade Eugene Schamberger
Kathryn M B Scheele, with distinction
Alexander R. Scherer

Otto Thomas Schiffhauer

Daran Jaruwit Schiller

*Paul Schirmer

Garrett Schlag

Travis Schlueter

Megan Kara Schmauder, with distinction
Julie Ann Schmidt

Lucas Schmolesky, with distinction

Alexander Brooks Schneider

Elisabeth Marie Schneider

Samantha Brown Schneider

Amy Rae Schnicker

Riley Taylor Schoen

Christopher Aaron Schoening

Michelle Schol

Connor Allen Scholfield

Lauren Anne Scholz

Shane Schoolman

Lucas Michael Schornstein

Austin Edward Schrag

Ryan Jordan Schram

Brooke Schroder

Daniel J. Schroeder

Ashley Marie Schuetz, magna cum laude

Kevin James Schulte

Margaret Marie Schultz

Tara Margaret Schulz

Brian Andrew Schulze

Megan Schwabauer, with distinction

Calvin Arthur Schwadron

Naomi Trebourn Schware

Hailey Christine Schwartz

Zachary Lane Schwartz

Emma Saumig Schwarz-Vacca, with distinction

Christina Elizabeth Schwindt

Courtney Nicole Scott

Darren Lowell Scott

Joshua James Scott

Nathaniel Gray Scott

Caroline Struegas

Henry Sebasta

Colt Taylor Sedbrook

Benjamin Francis Segura

Devon Seibt

Leslie G. Selcer

*Nicole Anastasia Seles

Elana Selinger, with distinction

Sydney J. Sell

Brigitte Koehn Sellinger

Hayley Jane Seltz

Jordan Seneca

Hillary Sepanik

Troy Robert Seppala

Kathryn Anne Serniak

Hannah McCarthy Sexson

Katherine Agnes Sexton

Kylee Marie Sexton

Grant Anthony Seybold

Kristin Ikuko Shaffer

Kiana Shahidi

Stephanie Lewis Valdemosor Shar

Tyler Luke Shaklee

Collin Alexander Shampine

Alexander Dean Sharif

Blake Joseph Sharp

Danea Alexandria Sharp

Shannon Edward Sharpe

Jhelene Raeann Shaw, summa cum laude, with distinction

Steven Christian Shaw

Vishal Vedavayas Shea

Danielle Nicole Sheehan

Rachael Elizabeth Sheehy

Kayla Sheldon

Stephen Shelesky II, summa cum laude, with distinction

Dylan M. Shepard

Brandon James Shepherd

Ashley Louise Sherman

John Sherry

Joshua Adam Shettler

Bomy J. Shim, with distinction

Aria Shopbell

Andrew Travis Shortt

Bibhusan Shrestha

Nitesh Shrestha

Samin Shrestha

Michael Evan Shron

James Henry Shuford

Elaine Shults, magna cum laude

Jessica Joy Shuster

Jessica Shuai

Bryce William Sidney

Jason Siegel

Samantha Leigh Siegel

Stephanie Paige Siegel

Jake Anthony Siekmann

Leonnel Sielatchom

Zoe H. Sigle, summa cum laude, with distinction

Daniel Darin Zak Sikora

Patrik Sikora

Erika Silbert

*Carly Siliman

Mikyla Elizabeth Silva

Ryan James Silver

Alexander Paul Silverman

Erin Silverman

Jeffrey Michael Silverstein

Michael Emilio Silvestri

Joshua Alexander Simkin

Amanda Julia Simkins

*Jessica Margaret Simms

Karina Anne Simon

Matthew James Simonson

Jonathon Simpson

*Recipient of a double degree.
Naureen Singh
Summer Jo Sinsigalli, magna cum laude
Kaye Marie Sitterley, magna cum laude
Stephanie Sjoroos
Live Christine Skarbo
Shalia Marie Skjong
Christopher James Slay
Valerie Slegesky, with distinction
Victoria Small
Hayden Mark Smed
Caitlin Marie Smely
Anna Melissa Smile-Kallas
Allyx Kayleigh Smith
Avalon A. Smith
Brigitte L. Smith
Cameron Livingston Smith
Hallie Inga Smith
Harrison Joseph Smith
Ian Kyle Smith, summa cum laude
Jenna Nicole Smith, with distinction
Jenna Raye Smith
Jessica Elizabeth Smith, summa cum laude, with distinction
Jordan Travis Smith
Kristen Paige Smith, summa cum laude, with distinction
Lillian R. Smith
Madison Laneine Smith
Merton Vincent Smith
Paul Aaron Smith
Robert James Smith
Ruby Marina Smith
Ryan Michael Smith
Taylor Sanders Smith
Warren Smith
Zachary Willis Smith
Cassandra Lynn Snapp
Apichart Snivongs Na Ayudhya
Emma Snively, with distinction
*Taylor Nicole Snow
Madison Alexandre Snyder
Charles Abraham Solberg, magna cum laude, with distinction
Emily Paige Solem
Nicholas M. Solideo
Robin Sollner
Adam Solon, magna cum laude
Yekaterin Soloyeva
Joshua Song
Talia Paige Soorenko
Daniel Joseph Sorge
Jonathan Sosa
Subada Soti, with distinction
Jessica Elizabeth Soto
Joseph Michael Soto
Samantha Elise Soto
*Anthony Edward Souders Jr
Shelby Soulia
Conn Gentry Sousa
Kelsey Grace Spalding, magna cum laude
Cameron T. Sparough
Elliot Lloyd Spears magna cum laude
Aaron Donner Spencer
Kaila Bruck Spencer
Cameron Spies
Richard Spinoso
Connor Lee Sprague
Alissa Bri Spratt
Jacoy Nicole Springer
Lucy Springer, with distinction
Leanna Rose Spungen
*Evans Spurrell
Christina Marie St James
Jillian Marie St. Geme
Katherine Stagnaro
Paul Stephen Stahike
Sophie Anne Staires, with distinction
Alexander Davis Staples
Kelli Starbuck
Megan Stark
Stephanie Ruth Starr
Kimberly Michelle Statler
Lindsey Stearns
Sydney Steele
Katherine Marie Steffen
Haley Paula Stein
Jordan Leigh Stein
Randall Nobu Stein
Alexander Steinbach, magna cum laude
Mitchell Joseph Steinberg
Jason Steiner
Jonathan Ian Steinhurst, with distinction
Katrina MarieSTEMLEY
Kayelee Stephenson, with distinction
Alec Jeffrey Sterkel, with distinction
Andrew James Sterling
John Alexander Sterling
Stefanie Christen Sternagel, summa cum laude, with distinction
Guy Thomas Steuart
Madison Marie Stevens
Rachel Elizabeth Stevens
Ryan Jesse Stevenson
*Jacob Timothy Stewart
Kelly Jane Stewart
Cristina Stief, with distinction
Courtney Stifler
Sadey D’ann Stillman
Kelsey Jean Simson
Jonathan Stirk
Jennifer Mary Stodgell
Taylor Lynn Stoller
Alexandra Rebecca Stone
*Krista Hallie Stonedahl, with distinction
Ryan Kevin Stoner, summa cum laude, with distinction
Carly Strong
Dixie Jane Strange
Evon George Strasser
Maggie Straub
Hannah Rachel Strauss
Asher Hamilton Straw, magna cum laude
Kristopher Lee Strawser
Brian Streeter
Bryce Aaron Strickland
Kimberly Sheridan Strong
Nancy Alexandra Strong
Ryan Strzepa
Jaydon Rae Stuart
Shannon Penny Stubbeindick
Samantha Nicole Stuber
Jacob Grady Stufflebeam
Ashlyn Rachel Stull
Chelsea Ann Sturgill
Benjamin Sugg
Fadhil Fathurrahman Suhendi
Andrew Mace Sullivan
Donald Leo Sullivan
Demetrius Davon Sumler
Margaret Ruth Summers, summa cum laude
Jacob Sunter
Staycée Surmeier
 Zachary Warner William Sutton
Jamee Irene Swan-Ford
Natalie Swartley
Blair Swearengen, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kaitlyn Susanne Swearengen, cum laude
Kimberly Jean Swendsen, summa cum laude
*Sean Thomas Swierczewski
Johnathan Maness Swihart
Megan Swope
Keira Elizabeth Sztkowski, with distinction
Amanda Tadla
Amy Michelle Takacs
Travis Max Tallent, with distinction
Jonathan Cameron Talley
Noah Tandowsky
Poojashree Tandukar
Tianchang Tang
James Lyn Tao, cum laude
Sydney Cecchi Tappin
Priscilla Gabriela Tarrau
John Tarricone, magna cum laude
Tyler Ali Tasci
Quy Le Tat, summa cum laude, with distinction
Drew Tatman
Andrew Nizar Tawil
Abeve Tayachow
Anne Elizabeth Taylor, summa cum laude, with distinction
Bria Taylor
Dustin Taylor
Sydney Ann Taylor
Edward Teague
Robert Tedoldi
Rory Halsey Teehan
Shreya Tekumalla
Sasha Tekwani
Laura Nicole Telles
Robert Tellez
Thazin Su Telling
Natalie Templeman, with distinction
Damion Troy Templeton
John Jay Ternest, cum laude
Sadye Lee Terre
Nicole Lynn Thacher, with distinction
Sara Grace Thawerboy
*Kathryn Elizabeth Thellman, with distinction
Varodom Theplertboon, summa cum laude
Dylan Therwanger
Alec Grey Thilenius
Sophie Thilenius
Prianka Thirumalai
*Brionna Nicole Thomas
Matthew Paul Revere Thomas
Caroline Abel Thomoff
Jagr A. Thompkins
Drew Thompson
Elizabeth M. Thompson, with distinction

*Recipient of a double degree.
Recipient of a double degree.

Alexander Vail
Jessica Ann Vahrenhorst
Ashlyn Racquel Vahey
Taylor Turner
Henry Paul Turner
Michael Turner
August Louis Turner

With distinction

Tyler Grace Turk, with distinction
August Louis Turner

Magna cum laude

Kathryn Vaile
Josie Valadez
Yadira Valadez
Sarah Valdez
Emily Aida Valencia, magna cum laude
Kristen Elizabeth Valente
Cory Joseph Valenti
Brittany Lynn Valentine
Thalia A. Valenzuela, with distinction
Katherine Page Van Amson
Kaitlyn Van Bockern
Allison Taylor Van Crey
Fia Jeanette Maria Van Der Lee, with distinction
Jessica Ann Van Der Linden
Jesse Van Divier magna cum laude
Maximilian Maria Van Doorn
Stephanie Van Dorn
Anna Margaret Van Keuren
William Van Patten, magna cum laude
Megan Vance
Dallin Erik Vanderhyden
*Asher Bond Vandevort
Zesha Jolie Yang
Sierra Elizabeth VanHouten, with distinction
Shady Claire VanMatre
Casey VanSise, magna cum laude
Ariana Mitra Varasteh
William Vardell
Chasen Varga
Andres Vargas-Johnson
Michelle Christine Vargo
Sara Jean Vargo
Maggie J. Varuska
Alice Vejins
Leslie Jasmine Velasque
Brianna Rachel Vendetti, with distinction
*Bernadette Jolie Venters-Sefic
Grace Anne Ventimiglia
Víctor Armando Vera Morales
Kelsey Verdi
Stephanie Lee Verheyen
Thomas Z. Vesely
William Parker Vicars
Vanessa Vidal
Nicholas Anderson Vidulich
Patricia Michelle Villalobos
Jordan Paul Vinciguerra
Brandi Vinger
Lucius John Vinnola
Marko Vismjic
Carl G. Vitale
Savana Vivas
Nhi Yo
Emma Frances Vogel
David Christopher Vogt
*Samuel Volin
Dana Jean Voll
*Kevin Lee Vu
Linh D. Vu
Jasper Jinneng Vue
Alexa Wach, cum laude
Kelsey Devan Wade
Jessica Waggoner
Alexander Jack Wagner
Christopher George Wagner
Magdalene Mae Wagner, magna cum laude
Thomas Wagner

Brian Wahl, cum laude
Adrienne Marie Wahlstrom
Emily Kate Waldman
Hannah Leigh Waldner
Connor Walinder
Bolan Walker
Jackee Walker
John Walker
Savannah L. Walker
Connor Thomas Wall
McKenna Marie Wall
Athena Dawn Wallace
Natalie Ellen Waller
Chelsea Lynn Walls
Katherine Ann Walsh
Elizabeth Walsh
John Henry Walsh
Julie Walsh
Natalie Lynn Walter, magna cum laude, with distinction
Joy Ann Walters, magna cum laude, with distinction
Nathan Wang
Zhun Wang
Destiny Nieha Ward
*Heather Michelle Ward
Graham Alexander Wardle
Brett Condon Warner
Jackson Sofo Warrick
Matthew Aaron Washburn
Aliah Nichole Wasserman
Lillian Kelly Waters, magna cum laude
Ryan Patrick Waters
Cassandra Jean Watts
Christine Nicole Webb
Jessica Rose Webb
Myles Webb
Kyle Guy Webber, magna cum laude
Meagan Jean Webber, with distinction
Michaela Marie Weber, magna cum laude
Samantha Michelle Webster, magna cum laude, with distinction
Alexander Richard Weed
Laura Janine Wegleitner
Allison Wehling
William Maxwell Wehr, magna cum laude
Irene Eugenie Wehrwein
Dakan Wei
Cerriese Weblen, magna cum laude, with distinction
Alanna Marie Weidner
Gailt Shil Weinfeld
Heidi Marie Weingardt, magna cum laude
Vanessa Weingarten
Naomi Weingast magna cum laude
*Elizabeth Nicole Weis
Daniel Grice Weisell
Joshua Ryan Weiss
Connor Eugene Weisser
Zita Marie Wendtner
Andrew Richard Wenner
Timothia Wernsdorfer
Jack Tobias Werthimer
Brooke Marynh West, with distinction
Cheldon West
Jessie Westbrook

*Recipient of a double degree.
Jacob Andrew West-Roberts, with distinction
Tristan Wetherbee, with distinction
Madison Wetmiller
Lauren Alane Wetzel
Patrick Wetzel
Haylee Wexler
Courtney Diane Wham
Raleigh Colston Baxter Wheeler
Virginia Grace Whelihan
Laura Whitsaker, with distinction
Henry White
Natalie Christine White
Haley Marie White-Ballowe, with distinction
Millicent Clare Whitmore
Colin Parish Wichman
Heidi Rae Wicklund
Tyler A. Wieman, with distinction
Annika Christina Wigert, with distinction
Audry Wiggs
Tracy Frances Wigmore
Ramsey Wilcox
David Lee Wilde
Kayla R. Wildeman
Eric Wilderman
Christian James Wilhelm
Alexandria Christine Wilk
Shannon Maureen Wilkes
*Samantha Will
Autumn Kendra Williams
Brooke Nicole Williams
Chelsey Darlene Williams
Danielle Rae Williams
Darian Williams
Duncan Callum Williams
Emily Mae Williams
Jazmine Rae Williams
Jill Suzanne Williams
Justin Joseph Williams
Lauren Williams
Lisa Williams
Samantha Renee Williams
Shelby Williams
Benjamin Jalenak Williamson
Lauren Crisstine Williamson
Anelleise Geneaver Wilson, summa cum laude
De’ jon Lamont Wilson
Jacob Blake Wilson
Nicole Taylor Wilson
Susanne Fayle Windeler
Jennifer Isadora Winer, with distinction
Kyle Winje
Erica Witter
Sarah Bell Winter
Evon Spencer Wirick
Jesse Paul Wisniewski, with distinction
Marina Avery Witt
Glenn Wojcik
Matthew Alex Wojcinowicz
Sydney Wolak
Elliott G. Wolf
Haley Elizabeth Wolf
Kelly Jean Wolf
Alyssa Christine Wolfe
Jaclyn Melissa Wolff
Sachi Dayle Wong
Charles Robert Wood
Christopher Mathew Wood
Dacci Rose Wood, with distinction
Laurel Wood, with distinction
Melissa Woodring
Luke Woodruff
Taylor A. Woods
Emma Woodyard, with distinction
Katherine Woolley
Katherine Vail Woolley
Steven Leo Wortmann
Sean Wraith
Abigail Wright
Jessa Raquel Wright
Paul Samuel Wright
Steven Michael Wright, Jr.
Yuri Shaquille Wright
Brittany Wunderlich
Xavier Brian Wurttele-Brissolesi
Joseph Kamal Wuthrich
Ashley Elizabeth Wynne
Xuefeng Xu
Saikham Xiong
Yutitham Livnyuy Xiong
Andrew Mark Xitco
Shaoeng Xu
Keying Yan
Hanning Yang, with distinction
Dylan Russell Yawger
Henry Yen, Jr.
Olivia Marianna Yerardi
Bryan Andrew Yoeiin
*Samantha Nicole Yoho, with distinction
Atticus Yondorf
Jon Christian Yonge
Eunice Hyemin Yoo
Jacob Phillip Yoss
Brigid Eadie Youple
Alexander Charles Young
Christina Young
Kendall Elizabeth Youngman
Aram Yu
Saeko Yuda
Hanne Yufu
Bernarditya Aldwin Yusgiantoro
Alexandra Zabelski
Igor Zakharievich
Jesse Zamora
Isabella Noelle Zangerle
Nicholas Paul Zaring
Giordian Marc Zaro
Lauren Michelle Zavala
John Paul Zavidniak
Alleman Faye Zech, magna cum laude
Ryan Henry Zehner, summa cum laude
Raquel Sharon Zeitlin
Sarah Millet Zemach, with distinction
Christopher Michael Zeren
Ethan Daniel Zepa-Blanco
Aron Zhang
Jessica Claire Zhivotovsky, cum laude
Yu J. Zhou
Chenggu Zhu
Nicole Patricia Zielinski
Zachary Zeitlin
Kathryn Michele Zigray
George Gian Zimmermann
Emma Ziborznyski
Seth Zingue
Nathan Robert Zirlen
Haley Zitzmann
Onilaa Nicole Zorio
Cindy Ling Zou, with distinction
Bridgette Alexandra Zuckerman
Camille Zwaan, summa cum laude
Nicole Sara Zwirn
Troy Lawrence Zwolinski
Zachary Drumm Zyskowski
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Sarah Joy Joy
Jessica Taylor Akselrad
*Udval Allanger
Belynn Tiya Babb
Emily Brent Bankston
James Gavin Bedford
Joy Bergeron, with distinction
Sarah Elizabeth Bowers
David Clay Bridges
Kenneth Buchler
Keena Rene Cowden
Nathaniel Emerson Crabb
Charles Boyd Crawford III
*Shane Poss Crosland
Megan Leigh Dawdy
Joseph Lorenzo De La Rosa
Robert DeRoo
Leah Rachael Feingold
Lucas David Flores, with distinction
Forest Rayne Fowler
Lucas John Fox
Kellani Christine Fuqua
Allysa Michelle Gallotte, summa cum laude, with distinction
Zoe Rae Goldsmith
Douglas James Graves
James Halterman
Haley Isley
Harry R. James-Roxby
Philip Janikowski
*Anthony Andrew Kascak
*Rachel Jo Kois
*Hanna Le
*Dina Liptsen
Christian Matthew Marano
Phoebe Mattoon
Sarah May
Mariel Karrine McCown, with distinction
Jack Andrew Menzies, with distinction
Jacob Micklin
Zack Missioreck
Tela Moss
Jenevieve Rose Norris
Jesse Lee Paceco
Nicole Juliet Payne
*Benjamin James Pickett
Amy Sarah Richman
*Katharine Robbins
Ryan Henry Zehner, with distinction
Andrew Warkentin
Adrienne Janette Way
*Samantha Will
John Walker Wittbrodt
Brittany Lynn Wolff
*Shane Poss Crosland
Zachary Drumm Zyskowski
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Sarah Joy Joy
Jessica Taylor Akselrad
*Udval Allanger
Belynn Tiya Babb
Emily Brent Bankston
James Gavin Bedford
Joy Bergeron, with distinction
Sarah Elizabeth Bowers
David Clay Bridges
Kenneth Buchler
Keena Rene Cowden
Nathaniel Emerson Crabb
Charles Boyd Crawford III
*Shane Poss Crosland
Megan Leigh Dawdy
Joseph Lorenzo De La Rosa
Robert DeRoo
Leah Rachael Feingold
Lucas David Flores, with distinction
Forest Rayne Fowler
Lucas John Fox
Kellani Christine Fuqua
Allysa Michelle Gallotte, summa cum laude, with distinction
Zoe Rae Goldsmith
Douglas James Graves
James Halterman
Haley Isley
Harry R. James-Roxby
Philip Janikowski
*Anthony Andrew Kascak
*Rachel Jo Kois
*Hanna Le
*Dina Liptsen
Christian Matthew Marano
Phoebe Mattoon
Sarah May
Mariel Karrine McCown, with distinction
Jack Andrew Menzies, with distinction
Jacob Micklin
Zack Missioreck
Tela Moss
Jenevieve Rose Norris
Jesse Lee Paceco
Nicole Juliet Payne
*Benjamin James Pickett
Amy Sarah Richman
*Katharine Robbins
Ryan Henry Zehner, with distinction
Andrew Warkentin
Adrienne Janette Way
*Samantha Will
John Walker Wittbrodt
*Recipient of a double degree. 45
*Recipient of a double degree.
Leeds School of Business
David L. Ikenberry, Dean

Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Corinne Abele
Ryan Patrick Ackinston
Karl Huntington Adams
Mark Cameron Adams, with distinction
Michael Raynold Adkins II
Mary Claire Agan
*Monica Agsam
Dylan Thaine Ahasic
Shazil Ameer Ahmed
Anchal Ahuja
Noor Hani Al Jassim
Alexander Albert
Tara Patrice Albrecht
Dina Ayman Al-khadhra
Ahmed Ali Alshamsi
Rasha A. Alshehre
Brian Neal Ambron
April Desiree Anderson
*Taylor William Andrews
Melissa Angelatos
Olivia Jane Anselmo
Samuel Arthur
*Raymond Au Yeung
Sofia Avila-Brewster
Claire Elizabeth Babb, with distinction
*Jason Alan Baer
Daniel Patrick Bailey
*Andrew Bainbridge, with high distinction
Nicholas Baker
Kathryn Balsley
Ye Bao
Melissa Marie Barr
Danielle M. Barry
Samantha Battis, with distinction
Sarah Hughes Beardsley
Caroline Constance Beck
Michael John Bedell
Kristen Marie Bednar, with distinction
Samuel Philip Benavram, with distinction
Katherine Bennett
Elizabeth Rose Benz
Marni Blazenka Bergstrom
Eric Andrew Bertelson
Alexa Taylor Bierl
*Patrick Anders Billington
Mary Catherine Jennings Blackburn
Connor Hamilton Bonerb
Emily Marie Bonham
Brian Borbely
Erica Shea Borden
Derek Robert Bouthilette
*Olivia Bowden
Robert Richard Boyer
*Joseph Ethan Brachfeld
George Louie Brauneq
Kyle D. Breslau
Kory William Breiwick
Clementina Briceño
Arden Karl Bring
Caleb Alexander Britt
Brian Eric Brothers
Charles Edward Brown III

Jay Peter Brown
Matthew Leonard Brown
Peter Dunbar Brown
Rick Lee-Randell Brubaker, with high distinction
Nicolle Marie Bruderer
Tara Buck
*Nicole Zhou Buggy
Allie Paige Burgess
Benjamin Clark Burgoon
Ricco Burkhardt
*Rylee Price Burrows
Brian Jae Hyuk Byon
Nicole Renae Byrne
Leonardo Cabrera
Ian Michael Cadger
Trentin Cady
*Cristina Thalia Carrillo
*Christopher Douglas Carter
Matthew Cartwright
Matson Dylan Carver
Elisabeth Cashman
Elizabeth Ann Chamberlain
Hannah Elizabeth Chandler
Christine Choi
Kelvin Chow
Cassidy Ann Clark
Heather Rebecca Clark
John William Clayton
Kelly Michelle Clemmons
Thomas Neal Clukies
Matthew B. Coats
Samuel Hayes Cochran
*Bradford William Coffey
Logan Alexander Coffman
Darlyn Coll
Sara Anne Condon
Casey Price Conlan
Tyler James Cool
William Sebastian Corbett
Quinn William Cosgrove
Megan DeLee Couper
Cory Hughes Courtney, Jr.
Matthew Cox
Ryan Harrison Crane
Luis Enrique Creel
Cole Alexander Cribari, with distinction
Dillon Alexander Charles Cromwell
*Elizabeth Fulton Cross
Zachary Adam Crouse
William Blair Curnow
Brendan Michael Cusack
James Dalton
McKenzie Dana Dalton
Melissa Leigh Dauer
*Carlynn Mary Daugherty
Sean Kelsey Daugherty
Danielle Davies
Paige Marie Davis
Taylor Davis
Yasmine Dawud
Slater Dean
Douglas Miyashiro DeBlasi
Jill Maxine Delman
*Max Marvin Demby
Margaret Fletcher DesCombes
James DeSisto
Andrea Di Falco
Timothy Michael Diaz

Austin Mitchell Dien
Hannah Dixon
Malak Doss
Nicklaus Gregg Downing
Jennifer Downum
Alexander David Dragten
Tanner Dale Drake
*Michael T. Driscoll
Tyler Scott Driver
Nicholas Adam Dropinski
Xiaodong Duan
Zachary Glen Duckworth
Thomas Duggan
Evan James Dworman
Evan Anthony Dyba, with distinction
Austin Christopher Eames
Nicole Edelman
Curtis Montgomery Eggleston
Sarah Carroll Eldred
John Ellis
Jacob Michael Elmore
Ethan Enriquez
Blake Travis Erwin
Andrew Lee Espinoza
Paola Nabilb Etter, with distinction
Mary Evans
Kate McKenna Everhart
Braden Fauer
Madison S. Feauto
Jonathan Forbes Fecko
Jack S. Feldman
*Angelina Jean Ferrera
Eric Finzer
Sydney Firman
Lauren Marie Fish
Nigel Lee Flak
Casey Lee Fleming
Nichole Charlotte Foreman
Austin Daniel Foster
Anna Fowler
*Brooke Fox
Augustino Armando Framarini
*Gregory Carlton Francis
Braden Fraser
James Frey
*Corbin Patrick Fromm
Kaia Elisabeth Gaard
Daniel Gordon Gaddis
Kain Ray Garthwaite
Hannah E. Garvin
Jeffrey Mark Gaskin
Ryan Paul Gaynor
Christopher Dean George
Naveed R. Ghasem, with distinction
Ryan Stephen Ghiglieri
Joshua Thomas Giger
Caroline Gilbert
Kristen Ikuyo Gillett
Tyler Gilliland
Stephanie Lynn Gilmer
Olivia Gittens
Tyler Andrew Glatch
Benjamin L. Gleason
Kylie Katelin Golden
Sabrina Rachel Golden
Jake Ryder Golm
Diego Alfonso Gonzalez Garza
Amanda Juliette Goode
Adyson Marx Gorischek
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*Recipient of a double degree.
William W. Goss
*Jamie Patricia Green, with distinction
Garrett David Gregory
Albert Blake Greslo
Carly Angeline Grier
Brian Thomas Grieve
Amy Nicole Groat
Thea Grosvold, with distinction
*Nate Bradley Gruh
Meredith Shea Guay
Patrick Victor Guca, with distinction
Steven Guerra
Tanner Alan Guise
Juliana Marie Gupta
*John Vincent Guth
Rebekah Jody Haban
Ryan Christopher Haight
Kailley Hak
Cory Alexander Hall
Taylor Joseph Hall
Eva-Marie Hamilton
Eric Henry Hammond
Andrew Owens Hanna
Josh Harden
Haley Harder
Austin Herbert Hasche
Sinijan Tyler Hathoot
Reilly Hauptman
Anne Elizabeth Haveman
Trevor Sherman Hazlett
Matthew Joseph Healy
Paige Heather Heideman
Mitchell Heinzeroth
Patrick Herbert
Katie Lynn Hermosillo
Hannah Lauren Hernandez
Krya Marie Hewes
Janae M. Hill
Rachel Ann Hillen
Janae M. Hill
Kyra Marie Hewes
*Sierra Jones
Josephine Marie Judy
James Martin Kade, Jr.
Shieda Helen Kadkhodaian
Mariah Rose Kaercher
F Ethan Wolcott Kahn
Joanna Kahan Matthew Kahl
Jenna M. Kamil
Michael Karl Kapatayes
Mollie Brianna Karlson
Brian Thomas Keesling
Conlan Joseph Keller
Jaclyn Michelle Kessler
Clayton Brodie Kettelkamp
Holden Killeen
Joo Ho Kim
Molly Alexandra King
Jenna Lea Kinsinger
Stephen Kipp
Nicholas Kipproff
*Donald Kirby
William Joseph Kirscher
Dillan Michael Kizer
Kelsey Sarah Klitchman
Alexander Thomas Knippenberg, with distinction
Michael Koenig
Rachel Jo Kois
Nicholas Koller
*Masami Alexandra Kondo-Pavish
Lindsey Ann Koppel
Justin Kreindler
Kaylee Michelle Krough
Varyk Kutnick
*Nicholas Deane La Rue
*Matthew Erik Lakey
Dillon Maxwell Landman
Scott Laner
Edward Frederic Lang IV
curran Patrick Lavery
*Santiago Leal de la Puente
Andrew Lee
DaHee Joanne Lee
Kelsey Cody Lee
Lindsay Allie Lee
Stephanie Michele Leimbach
BreAnna Leimbach
Jenna Claire Lester
Brad Lewis
Katherine Lewis
Matthew Ryan Lezak
Timothy Charles Licciardi
*Ryan John Lipinski
Zachary Little
Alex Michael Livian
*Kathryn Loewenstein
Carly Jacobs Lombard, with high distinction
Nathaniel Kirk Lonski
Courtney Elizabeth Loomis
Santiago Lens Lopera
Jesse Bryan Lopez
Carla Meli Lores
Ashley Marie Love
Amirah Navaja Loza
Deanna Jennifer Lueck
Andrew R. Luft
Keaton Lund
Eric Andersen Lundgren
*Rebecca Mae Luoma
Carli Luxner
Yucen Ma
Zekun Ma
Ian Summers Maclin
Ben Magnuson
Brendan Thomas Maguire
Alicia Christine Mahowald
Neal Thomas Mallon
Matthias Alexander Malofer, with high distinction
Jasjit Kaur Mangat
Natalie Marovich
Ivy Lenet Marshall
John L. Maslin
Kaja Mathiesen
Christopher James Matthews
Christian ELISE Maury
Luke Norman Mause
Kyle May
Zachary Raymond Maycock
Meghan Aimee McClure
*Vincent McComb
Riley McCormick
Kevin Anthony McGowan
Ian McLaughlin
Timothy Leighton Bates McLaughlin
*Liam Brian McNiff
Dalen Thomas Dario Medina
*Ganghua Mei
James Thomas Melaragno
Anna Mercer
Corey Edward Mercer
Andrew Meyers
Derek S. Michelson
Griffin Samuel Milmer, with distinction
Phillip Gregory Scott Mihlstin
*Ryan Daniel Milinazzo, with distinction
Christopher Clarke Miller
Hilarie Bret Miller
Megan Ashley Miller
Zachary Tyler Miller
Paige Meghan Minana
Nicholas Christopher Mogelvang
Connor James Monahan
*Amanda Moore
Tyler J. Moore
Jessika Jean Lynn Moorhead
Elizabeth Kate Moosburner
Carson Scout Morford
Catherine G. Morgan
Lauren Eileen Morell
Maria-Tuie Morris
with distinction
Kelsey Jean Mosbarger
Matthew Thomas Mrva
Joseph Michael Muckler
Amin Muderres
Dakota Eric Muench
Hailey Taylor Mullen, with distinction
Alexa Hope Murphy
Jackson Hayes Murphy
Kevin George Murphy
Shannon Carrie Murphy
Dusti Murray
Sean D. Murray
Joshua Musler
Michael Anthony Najera, Jr.
George Joseph Nausha

*Recipient of a double degree.
James Douglas Reynolds
*Alexis Elizabeth Vickery Richard
Nicholas Lee Richards
Connor Richardson
David Michael Roach
Madison Zuzu Roberts-Newman
Hannah Elise Robertson
Hailey Jane Rochio
Luis Carlos Rodriguez
James Stephen Roennau
Jolie Rogers
Brandon Rohrbaugh
Roy Romero
Analiene Ross
Brittany Rose Ross
Jeffery Rowe,  with distinction
Zachary William Ruebesam
Kathryn Lee Rueger
Emma Anne Rush
Kylee Brooke Russell
Emery Campbell Rust
Kelly M. Ryan
Kyle Ryan
Andrew Robert Sady
Hannah Kay Safari
Clark Adam Salamie
Shonnehya Sallis
Monica Beatriz Sanchez
Thomas David Sanderson
Nathan Goldaper Sanfacon
Sallie Louisa Sangiorgio
Natassja Marie Savidge
Samantha Lynne Scharnshinganus
Matt Schechter
*Marshall Payton Scheifele
Kyra C. Scheiterlein,  with distinction
Natalie Janae Schmille
*Christopher James Schneider
Scott Schneier
Dylan Thomas Schott
Michael Tyler Schroeder
Charles Kingery Schueler
Hunter Robert Schultheis
Daniel Segal
Rilee Rockelle Sellers
Trent Bradley Sessions
Jeannette Foster Sharp Oakes
Amreet Kaur Shergill
Chelsea Nicole Shettler
Matthew Siegert
Lukas Walter Singer
Summer Raye Smalley
Shianne Nicole Smelker
Austin T. Smith
Conor Smith,  with distinction
Connor Jameson Smith
Merissa Danielle Smith
Nolan Smith
Blaec Somaaang
Paul Reed Sorensen
Cody Lee Southard
Matthew Sparkman
Jessie Spears
Waverly Spink
Mike Harrison Stafford
Jonathan Steigerwald
Brandt Robert Steinmetz
David E. Stephens
*Jacob Timothy Stewart
Tobias Georg Thorsten Stockhausen
Emily Ann Stowall
Iana Stoytcheva,  with high distinction
Georgios Stratigis
Abby Rae Stroup
Kristen Mary Ann Sullivan
Patrick John Sullivan
Steven Christopher Summers
Lily E. Summers
Mitchell Ryan Sunderhuse
Isaak Sutton
Brendan William Sweeney
Caillen A. Sweeney
Jenna Samantha Swiec
*Sean Thomas Swiertczevski
Luke Swigart
Ryan Michael Sypher
Jordan Renee Tallitsch
Xavier Paul Talton
Anthony Cosmo Taormina
Jessie Rachel Taylor
Madison Lauren Taylor
Julia Christina Teta
Lauren Elizabeth Thomas
Kayla Nicole Thompson
Ryan Thompson
Ross Parker Thornton
Aubra Rene Tidewell
Nicholas Tompkins
Evan Elias Tompros
*Jake Nicholas Toretto
Gerald Toribio
Joanna Michelle Toro
Joshua Hartley Torrison
Andrew David Trattler
Jonathan Tyler Troeger
Taylor Hays Tuke
Elizabeth Turnburke
Megan Elisabeth Turner
Andrew Joseph Udvari
Austin J. Ulrich
Mathew Philip Urabe
Nicole Angela Valiga
*Asher Bond Vandevort
Taylor Vann
Rejill Caguioa Vardon
Connor Joseph Ventura
*Landon Verce
Brian Vernaza
Anthony M. Victor
Christian Frederick Vieth
Alexandra Klara Viski-Hanka
Ryan Tyler Vonderach
Tazmii D. van Walker
Weston Edward Wanchick
Peng Wang
Easton Watumull
Cassandra Loren Wauer
Taylor Mclane Weathers
Demian Kelly Weaver
Ryan Dimitri John Wehner
Matthew Ryan Weinberg
Benjamin Samuel Werner
Thomas Charles Welsh
John Everett Wharton VI
Cody Wheat
Luke Andrew Wheeler
Jack Wiegand
Natalie Estelle Wieser

*Recipient of a double degree.
Kyle James Willis
Rachel Winston
Victoria Kelly Wisniewski
Zackery Withrow
Alexander Steven Witte
Clara Prudence Wolff
Andrea Christina Wong
Jon Harrison Wood
Lauren E. Wood
Natalie Jeanne Woolley
Tyler Woolsey
Michael Joseph Worthington
Deanna Tember Wrangham
Megan Elizabeth Wuebbolt
Mark Allan Carlos Yabut
Mengdan Yan
Katelin Ann Yearesley
Zoe Yeros
Kais Wael Zeiadal
Kevin Joseph Zell
Weiye Zhang
Yuan Zhang
Xuan Zhou
Bradley Konrad Ziegler
Peter James Ziel, with high distinction
*Adam Zikas
William Frederick Zimmerman
Abigail Christine Zingraf
Timothy Quinn Zumalt

College of Engineering and Applied Science
Robert H. Davis, Dean

Bachelor of Science
Applied Mathematics
*Raymond Au Yeung
Brett Thomas Brady
Zachary Cole Britt
Dominic Emanuel Dobis
*Theodore John Eberts, cum laude
*Scott David Fiedler, summa cum laude
Jordan Harris Finchenberg
Mario A. Gjurekovec
Anna Rockeford
Samuel Austin Ivester
*Pawel Witktor Janas, magna cum laude
*Shu Lee, with honors
Ryan Edward Leonard
Christopher LeSueur
*Gavin Christopher Medley
*Michael James Moy, magna cum laude
Adam Mraz
*Branden John Olson, summa cum laude
Harrison Francis Pielke-Lombardo
Jordan Proskey, magna cum laude
Noah Seidenfeld, summa cum laude
Emily Rhianna Stohl, with honors

Bachelor of Science
Architectural Engineering
David Eberling
Sebastian Gadzina
Lauren Anastasia Gresh
Shaun Michael Hackett
Cody Dale Hegwer
*Erin William Heichelheim, cum laude
Yusung Jeong
Davis Kigin
Amy Elizabeth Leder
Al-Meqdad Mohammad, summa cum laude
Jesse Patzer-Coleta
Sebastian Nicolas Payanett
Josiane McGinn Proaux
*Jessica Sionton
Kyle Kevin Seppala
Mark Henry Snell
*Mio Jane Stanley
Jared Christopher Stock, cum laude
Whitney Thomas, with honors
Helena Ton
Ryan Van Mierlo
Victoria Merrill Wallis, magna cum laude
Alexandra Catherine Zinn

Bachelor of Science
Aerospace Engineering
Sciences
Kelly Michael Allred, magna cum laude
Adam Archuleta
*Riccardo Balin, summa cum laude
*Courtney Lynn Ballard, cum laude
Cameron Boyd Brown III
Larry Joseph Burke, magna cum laude
*Matthew Robert Busby
Erick Chweskin
*Tyler James Clayton
Darren Daniel Combs
Dylan Keith Cooper
*Robert Devan Corona
*Taylor Stanton Dean
*Nicole Genevieve Ela
Max Lee Feldman
*Nathan Michael Genrich
Nicholas Gilland
Jacqueline Godina
Kevin Alexander Gomez
*Sara Sorensen Grandone
*Thomas Green, summa cum laude
Colton Hall
*Franklin Hinckley
*Brendon James Hogan
Matt Joo Won Hong
Kevin Frederick Horn
Megan Muldoon Howard
Kristian Kates, magna cum laude
Jesse Keefer
*Quinn Michael Kostelecky, cum laude
*Gregory Crawford Leeds
Nicholas Andrew Lindholm
*Hui Kang Ma
Andrew Marshall, cum laude
Carolyn Edna Mason
*Gabrielle Ann Massone
Ryan Matheson
Taylor Maurer
Peter EugeneMichael Merrick
Andrew Moorman
Kevin Patrick Mulcair
Jacob Nickless
Ryan Vaughn Niedzinski
Colin James Peterson
Davis Allen Peterson
*Alexander Dzakovk Potter

Esteben Rodriguez, summa cum laude
*John Schenderlein
Kyle Haakon Skjerven
*Matthew Christopher Slavik, with honors
*Tyler Edward Smith
Jonathan Sobol
*Joseph Dylan Stewart
*Ian Bruce Thom, magna cum laude
*David Matthew Thomas, summa cum laude
Elizabeth Ann Thomas
Johnathan Patrick Thompson
*Michael A. Von Hendy
Anna Briar Waltzmeth
*Hindrik James Wolda
*Emma Katharine Young, with honors
Colin Naysan Zohouri

Bachelor of Science
Chemical and Biological Engineering
Charles Patrick Barry
Luke Thamba Boustred, with honors
Ashlee Dalton
Ciera Nicole Dolechek
Austin William Drake, magna cum laude
Daniel Emmerling, with honors
Patricia Rose Finnegan
Samuel Austin Frakes, cum laude
*Jacob Henry Gillis, cum laude
Cole Elliott Heggem
Anna Kaarina Iisa
Justin Thomas Inslee, magna cum laude
Andrea Isby
Robert Kurt James
Alexander Leo Janos
Cara Krier Jennings
Emily Oakley Jennings-Fast
Victoria N. Keller
Angela Kim Kwak
Margaret Valina Kwiat
Sarah Marie Lautman
Caine Austin Leuschner
Kasey Lewis
Jeffrey Runmei Li
*Austin J. Lin, summa cum laude
Isabelle LiVigni
Clare Marie Livingston, summa cum laude
Nikola Sally Machalek
Andrea Marks
Robert Neil McGugan
Michael William McKenna, magna cum laude
*Jasmine Caroline Mecheri
*Hindrik James Wolda
*Matthew Christopher Slavik, with honors
*Recipients of a double degree.

Bachelor of Science
Chemical and Biological Engineering
Charles Patrick Barry
Luke Thamba Boustred, with honors
Ashlee Dalton
Ciera Nicole Dolechek
Austin William Drake, magna cum laude
Daniel Emmerling, with honors
Patricia Rose Finnegan
Samuel Austin Frakes, cum laude
*Jacob Henry Gillis, cum laude
Cole Elliott Heggem
Anna Kaarina Iisa
Justin Thomas Inslee, magna cum laude
Andrea Isby
Robert Kurt James
Alexander Leo Janos
Cara Krier Jennings
Emily Oakley Jennings-Fast
Victoria N. Keller
Angela Kim Kwak
Margaret Valina Kwiat
Sarah Marie Lautman
Caine Austin Leuschner
Kasey Lewis
Jeffrey Runmei Li
*Austin J. Lin, summa cum laude
Isabelle LiVigni
Clare Marie Livingston, summa cum laude
Nikola Sally Machalek
Andrea Marks
Robert Neil McGugan
Michael William McKenna, magna cum laude
*Jasmine Caroline Mecheri
*Hindrik James Wolda
*Matthew Christopher Slavik, with honors
*Recipients of a double degree.
Alfred Emory Smith III
Dakota Benjamin Smith
Jacob Souther
Abigail Christine Stover
Travis Scott Van De Veer
Garrison James Vigil
Cameron Whiteside
Clare Wise, magna cum laude
John Zilverberg
Olivia Zinobile

Bachelor of Science
Chemical Engineering
Hamed Saleh Saif Al Foori
Nawaf Ahmad Albasri
Afnan Ali Alghanmam, summa cum laude
Abdulaziz Alhez, summa cum laude
Saem Wajih Altaweel
Brandon Joel Atwood
Samuel Skinner Bacon
*Christopher Bilham
Alexander Joseph Bisping
Samuel Wolf Boiseau
Nicholas J. Bongiardina, magna cum laude
Bernard Britt
Edward Spencer Caldwell
Brian Scott Chamberlain
Alexander Chen
Brian Adam Coventry, summa cum laude
Haley Rae Dambach
Josie Lynn Dean
Isaac Johann Dillon
Hoang Tien Dinh
Dylan Michael Disney
Tyler DuVendack
Jacob Bailey Dysart
Kayla Michelle Emmons
Drew D. Fairbanks
Seth Alexander Falkinburg, magna cum laude
Megan Whitley Garrison
Mattias Alexander Greer
Elise Grilliths
Benjamin Dean Grote
Rachel Mary Gudenz
Hussam Falah Hasoon, cum laude
Treven Lee Hunter
Christopher Jackson Huth, cum laude
Jared Jeselnick
Thatssine Phueaksuk Johnson
Casey King Jongewaard, cum laude
Mark Christopher Kelsic
Marwah Abdullah Y Khan
Rafay Khan
Hannah Caroline Kim
Derek Miroslav Machalek, summa cum laude
Ryan Thomas Maes
Jordan Faye McNally
Rami Mehrarzi
Moham Mukhils Mohamad Jamatolail
Christopher Douglas Moody
Benjamin R. Mouisseau
*Michael Henry Mulder III
Michael Patrick Mullen
Richard Maximilian Noack
Christina Danielle Nuss-Brill
Cady Lynn Owen
Jorge Luis Osorio Perez
*Amanda Ranero
Charity Elise Riesgraf
Kyle Jordan Rojas
Trevor Rosensohn
Julianne Rutenbeck
Nora L. Schweitz
Jordan Fara Soldano
Seina Soufani
Dan Sriratanasatham
Sarah Stocke
Jasmine Tabatabai
Rowa Hattan Z Tawfiq
Scott Edward Tettambel, with honors
Veronica Wegzryn
Andrew Ross Weidner, summa cum laude
Andrew Michael Willett
Vanefel Fantaye Woldegiorgis
Eric Zoellner

Bachelor of Science
Computer Science
Olivia Anne Abrant
Abdulaziz Fouad H Aldayel
Yousef Mubarak Alsabr
Ahmed Shaker Alshakh
Johnlee Almazan Alvarez
Patrick August Andreussen
Andrew Arinopoulos
Christopher Kyle Audette
Brady Timothy Auene
*David William Baird, cum laude
Matthew John Binsfeld
David Earle Bittle, magna cum laude
Dawson Botsford
Vianney Louis Francois Bouddhou
Michelle Davis Bray
*Nicolas Charles Broekling
Michael Scott Brughelli
*Matthew Paul Bubernak, magna cum laude
Alexander Scott Campbell
Michael Chung
Stephen Andrew Clark
Zachariah Miles Collins
Bryan Paul Connelly
Alexander Luis Cordero
Edward Downing Crawford
Phu Dang, summa cum laude
Ellie Marie Daw
Ryan Wesley Denzel
Deep Niranjan Desai
Catherine Margaret Dewerd
Noah Christian Dillon, cum laude
Joshua Richard Ferge
Joshua Michael Fermín
Callan Fisher
Anthony Michael Gagliardi
Brian William Gaydon
Andrew Bebie Gordon
Christopher Alex Gray
Ali Alvin Hakimi
Calvin Hicks
Thomas Wendel Hoffmann, with honors
*Ross Michael Holland, summa cum laude

Samuel Horton
*Kyle Curtis Howell, magna cum laude
Jonathan Chi-En Huang
Alixandria Stephanie Jimenez
Annie Kathleen Kelly
Pradyumna Satyanarayana Kikkeri
Roberto Kingsley
Brionna Juarez Lopez
Jessica L. Lynch, cum laude
*Jonathan Vuong Mai
Alec Martin
Christian M. Meyer
Brandon Michael Mikulka, cum laude
Ian Andrew Moore
David Charles Morris
Brian Lee Newsom, summa cum laude
Nicholas Mark Nocella
Luis Olivas
Daniel William Palmer
Cy Parker
*Joshua Allen Rahm, summa cum laude
Jacob Thomas Resman
Madison Maria Rockwell
Evan Roncevich, cum laude
Stephen Quentin Rowell Jr
Eric Michael Rudat, cum laude
Miles George Rufat-Latre
Matthias Ray Sainz
Cristobal Salazar
Lincoln Samelson
Marc Townsend Simpson
Jack Skinner
Nicholas Steven Smith
Jonathan Dongwha Song
Tyler Joseph Tafoya
Steven Tang
Falconer Liam Taylor-Carter
Jean-Luc Tendler
Sheefali Tewari
Stephen Eugene Thoma
Dominic Dragonette Tonozzi
*Samuel Vinon
Lucas Christopher Woodruff
Edward Renxi Zhu, cum laude
Irakli Zhuzhunashvili
Daniel Zurawski

Bachelor of Science
Civil Engineering
Grayson Otis Bender
Parker Robert Bly
Andrew Michael Boeckman
Kaitlin Nicole Callanan
Israel Carreon
Seo Hyung Choi
Cassidy Rain Cineros
Christopher Ross Condiotti
Christopher David Conrad
Danielle Nicole Dorr
Matthew Paul Egelar, cum laude
Craig Patrick Fontana
Donato James Garcia
David Gonzalez Arechaga-Aguirre
Adam Granath
Keegan Michael Griebel
Jacob William Elas Hebert
Ryan Daniel Holschuh
Tyler S. Hunt

*Recipient of a double degree.
Bachelor of Science
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Matthew Antonucci
Stephen Rane Brown
Alexander Bruski
Adrian Bruce Chen
Bryan Alexander DiLaura, magna cum laude
Michael Neal Eller
Parker Evans, magna cum laude
Erik Nathaniel Feller
Patrick Healy Fuees
M. Tess Geiger, magna cum laude
Cords Weidner Hall
Brook Serra Hernandez
Ariel Cristhene Hoffman, magna cum laude
Andrew Huang
David Laverin Johnson
Andrew Jason Kee, magna cum laude
Connor Robert Kelleher
Rudolf Thomas Klucik
Samuel Michael Korn
Alexander James Mault
Anthony Osmany
Victor Manuel Palacios Rivera
Soo Rin Park
Gregory Charles Perrin
Justin Michael Purcell
David Justin Rappaport
Matthew Alan Roby
Evan Alan Schliomann, magna cum laude
Katherine Lynn Schneider
Connor William Schrader
Xiaohan Shi
Erin Simons-Brown
Taylor Evan Smith
Ryan Elden Talley
Casey Michael Zahorik
Bachelor of Science
Engineering Physics
*Avi Samantha Ashby
Jan William Collett, magna cum laude
Nicolas Cosca
Kyle Russel Ferguson, magna cum laude
Jackson Macgregor Foote
*Malthreyi Gopalakrishnan, magna cum laude
Russel Conrad Hill
*Jonathan Peter Kasemir
Eliot James Kersgaard, magna cum laude
Jeffen Michael Kross
Louie Joseph Long, with honors
Nikola Maksimovic, magna cum laude
Caelan Richard Morrison
Andrew Oakleigh Nelson
*William Howard Oldham
Kailyn Ann Parsons
Emily Marie Randall, magna cum laude
May Blossom see
John David Stearns, magna cum laude
Phillip Daniel Temple
*Peter Bernhard Van Blerkom
*William John Van Patton, magna cum laude
Amel Laher Whitwer
Bachelor of Science
Environmental Engineering
Abdulaziz Mohammed AlDossary, magna cum laude
Cole Anthony
Julie Barstow, magna cum laude
Kelsey Alexandra Bennett, with honors
Grant Crist
Jenna Elisabeth Crouch, magna cum laude
Jaclyn Lydia Cunlitz, with honors
Devin DePalmer
Melinie Ane Dickson
Kristy Feng
Alexandra Kirsten Fitzsenry
Cole Glommen
Haley Kathleen Goddard, magna cum laude
Wade Godman
Nicholas Griffith
Nina Assal Khanzadeh
Nicolelle Laroco
Nicolies Lozano-Ordonez
Andrew Moscovitch
*Jesse Brooke Nestler, magna cum laude
Jessica Lynn Ognibene
William John Pevec
*Madeline Polmeir, with honors
*Paige M. Pruliner
Ryan William Rubino
Jason Schenandoah, magna cum laude
Christella Suwongsro
Jack Joseph Vultaggio
Erica Akari Wiener, magna cum laude
Bachelor of Science
Mechanical Engineering
Anfal Abdulla Farah Abdulrahman
Luke William Adams
Suhail Mohamed Al Lawati
Zac Alexander
Chad Dean Alvarez
Kelsea Anneline Anderson
Thomas Walter Andress
Nicholas P. Andrews
Christopher Andriwij
Alexander Archuleta
Hayley Hannah Armbruster
*Gunnar Vigeland Ashton
Brian Redmer Atkinson
*Ahmed Ahmed Badran, magna cum laude
Dane Miller Ballou
Rishav Banerjee
Kenneth Banning
Mackenzie Ann Belden, with honors
Benjamin James Blandina
Sawyer Fredrick Bluhm
Christopher Boatright
Brandon Wei Boiko
Daniel Eliasha Bosnich
Cody Frederick Brady
Andrew Bristol, magna cum laude
Megan Allyse Brown
Michael Anthony Bruha
*Thomas Kadel Brunsgaard, magna cum laude
Edward Orion Burch
Miranda Butler, with honors
Dennis Can
Thomas Edward Carroll
Gibran Chavez
Alec Matthew Chesire
Emily Ann Chesnut, magna cum laude
Kyle Robert Christiansen, magna cum laude
Michael Paul Clarke
Chris Coffman
Eric Charles Collins
Jonathan Dylan Cook
John Alexander Cronk
Matthew David Cysner
Keith Jonathan Dahl
Victoria Danner
Christopher Miller Davidson
Riley Wood Dean
Neal James DeBuhr, magna cum laude
Sutherland Detweiler
Thomas Andrew Dobrot
Zachary Don Douglas
Gavin Downey
Kevin Allen Erickson
Luke Patrick Farny, summa cum laude
Holly Noel Flinchbaugh
*Nicholas Benjamin Flood
Jared Foland
Clancy dalton Garoutte
Jeffrey Michael Gay
*Ethan Paul Gehring
*Matthew Ryan Gess
Nathaniel Walker Gilmore
Noah William Glaisher
*Nathan Allen Gonzales
Logan Mathew Goodrich, magna cum laude
Quyncie Grenis
Rachel Christina Grosskrueger
Hannah Hall
Colin Joseph Harkins
*James Fredrick Harris, cum laude
Peter Wolfgang Hausle
Zachary T. Henderson
Lillian Shea Herrick Reynolds
Dylan Thomas Highland
Katherine Ross Hortik
Aaron Howell
Jesse Taylor Janzen, summa cum laude
*Yusen Ji
Kristopher Vernon Lee Jones
Zachary D. Jones
Tyler R. Joy
Keegan Dale Kaiser
Christopher Curtis Keale
Sean Brian Kennedy, magna cum laude
Dylan J. Klomhaus
Isaac Scott Koch
Matthew Kottenstette
Casey Brynn Kuchta
Aleksie Redstone La Rue
Karina Rose LaGuardia
Suroj Lamichhane
*Zachary Thomas Lane
Danae Lanigan
Scott Michael Lanning
*Burke Lelynn Lansen, summa cum laude
Brendan Min-Wei Lee
Michael B. Leon
Brett Hamilton Lively
Thomas Erik Lund
Andrew Alanson Lusty
Robert Landis MacMillan
*Samantha Suzanne Maiherhofer, with honors
Keegan Elliot Manion, cum laude
Rafael Jaime Macias Marquez
Kevin Peter Martin
Jacob Charles McCormick
Kevin McDermott
Johnny Anthony Melendez
Lucas Frederick Migliorini
Addison Donald Miller
Matthew Christian Minkler
*Roshan Misra, with honors
Benjamin Tyler Molnar
Brendan James Moon
Matthew J. Moore
Malcolm Niall Moreno
Cameron Drew Morley
Daniel Guillermo Navarro
Gardner Joseph Nichols
Charles Ellis Norwood
Lauren Jessica Oliva
Elizabeth Anne Olsen
Jakob Anthony Oreskovich
Finn Ostrem
David Iluspak
Vignesh Patel
Madeleine Kate Paulson
Isis Jennifer Peguero
Erick S. Pena
Alex Jenson Peters
Kyle Wayne Peterson
Bogdan B. Petkov
Kevin James Pickard
Nicolas Hunter Pinkowski, summa cum laude
Barton Potenzo, magna cum laude
Erik John Ringler
Jacob Nathan Salzman, cum laude
Kyle Samples
Shiva L. Sapkota
Stefan Eric Schultz
Shen Shu
Derek Lee Sikora
Paul Robert Silva
Stephen John Skiffington
Tyler Jonathon Smyth
Matthew Mark Stailey
Vincent Thomas Staverosky
Peter Micheal Strand
*Matthew David Sturm, magna cum laude
Kyle Sukseli
Jack Conner Swanson
Andre Jan Szlendak
*Mathew Cousins Tabor
Faye Simone Titchenal
John Elliott Toth
Aaron Eugene Troxel
*Stefan Conner Ulrich
Robert Joseph Van Roosendaal
William Vennard
Catherine Anne Villa
Samuel Douglas Viseur
Michael Jacob Vissers
Brittany Warly
Erik Warnenhoven
Brendan William Warren
*Jason Lee West
Elizabeth Whitman
Blake Skyler Wiebe, cum laude
Clayton Wiltscheck
Conner Robert Winter
Christopher Dale Womack
Anndy Bohdan Wybacznysky, magna cum laude
*Rena Yang
Benjamin Michael Yorkey
Yibo Yuan
Scott Colby Ziebelman
Ashley Lauren Zimmerer

Environmental Design
Russell Moore, Provost

Bachelor of Environmental Design
Marissa Lindy Ahern
Brendan Allen
Farvaneh Amir Ahmadi
Erin Nicole Anderson
Lizzy Caroline Archibeque
Brandon J. Arellano
Hannah Elizabeth Bader
Casey Robert Baker
Christian James Bernal Balan, with special honors
Susan Barnes
Sarah Bartosh
Thomas Edgar Becherer
Benjamin William Bell, with honors
Rebecca Sarah Borowieckie, with special honors
Diana Borrego
Jared Anthony Bravo
Cameron David Brown
Merritt Randolph Burnham
John Carlile
Jenna Rose Catalano, with special honors
Tin Trong Chau
Melissa Neve Chumbley, with honors
John D. Coats, with honors
Paige Collins, with special honors
Mackenzie Wallace Combs
Robert Theodore Connolly-Siben
James Michael Cook
Austin Wells Cuthbert
Evan Andrew Dale
Jose Ricardo Dengel Mestres
Alexis O’Deai Dentino
Matthew Gerard DeNuccio
Nicholas John DeSordi
Nicholas James Dewey
Lauren Taylor Dody
Amber Blake Donnelly
David Allar Anders
Jonathan James Fenton
Colin John Fisher
Thomas E. Foy, with special honors
Emilien Simon Fritsch
Bryce Jordon Gaber
Jacob Mitchell Graie
Imani Haupt
Colin Anders Hazlett
Brandon Michael Heald
Eric Hesketh
Harry Justin Highfill
Clare S. Hogan
Keegan MaKade Horstman
Ming-Shao Hsu
Morgan Molly Huber
Lance Hunter
Andru Josef Ighi
Kristy Lee Karner
Kolin Vincent Keenan
Jared Joseph Keschi
Alexandra Elizabeth Konieczny
Molly Elizabeth Kostoff, with special honors
Avery Lajeunesse, with honors

*Recipient of a double degree.
Kathryn Suzanne Matthews
Sean Bradley McElhenny
Shakari Darnell McGill
Tyler Clinton McIntosh
Ivan Medina
Nayeli Medina
JoAnna Mendoza
Nicole Gabrielle Micalizzi
Jamie Emma Michal
Mackenzie Naylor, with honors
Leilani Becker Nelson
Miko Angelo Newell
Stephen Charles David O’Connor, with honors
*Alexander Jordan Pappas
Elizabeth Joyce Peacock, with honors
Joshua Elias Perrin, with special honors
Benjamin Axel Plummer
John Quigley
Rocio Mercedes Ramirez, with honors
Preston Edward Reed
Alyssa Nicole Rivas
Keenan Robles, with special honors
Guy Anthony Roman
Darren Ray Rutledge
Shelby Nicole Salem-Frech
Ariadne Christine Salvetti
Paige Schavey, with honors
Mathew Schmalhorst
Torrey Kim Slininger, with honors
Jacob Michael Spatz
Brett Renard Spencer
*Evans Spurrell, with honors
Erin Swaney
Edward Connor Sweeney
Lauren Tatusko, with special honors
Nicholas Ryan Tobey
Samantha Jean Van Way
*Kevin Lee Yu
Chase Michael Walman
Ryan Daniel Walters
Britnee Kay Wentworth
George Louis Whitley
Lucas Ian Wolff
Yashmin Adama Yacubu
Chi Zhang
James Carey Zidell

Bronte Baer, with distinction
Kelly Susan Baines
Tristan Matthew Bambauer
Nicole Elise Barbera
Carl Barnes
Reid Barton-Golden
Tanner Michael Bergamo
Danielle Frances Bergen
Hayley Grace Blair, with distinction
Bailey Jane Boese
Brandon Boland
Samara Borcic
Charlotte ‘evelyn Brace
Cody Frederick Brady
Oliver D. Brady
Casey Amanda Britts
*Emily Ann Brocklander
*Emily Marie Brown
Kelsey Elizabeth Brunner
Elliot Christopher Brunwin
Allison Jane Bucheleres
*Flaminia Marie Buda
Jenny Alissa Bufa
Justice N. Burnaugh, with distinction
Emily Grace Burns
Amy Butler
Jennifer Cage
Brittney Marie Camacho
*Catherine Josephine Capace
Wyatt Henry Carlson
*Kelly Susan Cassidy
John Ryan Cheney
Andrew Chowbay
*Zoe Kathryn Chromzak
Scott Cleveland
Julia Grace Coats
Aidan James Cocetti
Olivia Carmen Conroy
William Coyle
Garrett James Creamer
Emily Cullen
Graeme Quan Cunningham
Mia Anne Cupido
Alexander Stanfield Curry
Megan Leigh Curry
Hunter Scott Curtis
Christopher Miller Davidson
Abigail Willson De La Motte
Nicolas Wayne DeCotlis
Marissa Michelle Delgado
Arely Mora Domínguez
Alanna Beth Donahue
*Megan Kathleen Doyle
Peri N. Duncan
Taylor Dunn
Morgan Kesley Edwards
Austin Colt Elmore
Catherine Elizabeth Erath
Carly Anne Everett
*Madelyn JoAnn Falk
*Tamarra Jean Fernandez
Peter Michael Ferrante
Tyler Matthew Fields
*Dean Fiorese
*Kalie Raquel Fischer
Sean Flynn
*Alexa Jaymie Friedman, with distinction
Jared Joseph Funk-Breay

Michael James Gabriel
Katie Erin Garry
Erin Geis
*Kenzie Noelle Genest, with distinction
*Jennifer Sylvie Gerson
*John Lauterbach Grant
Katelyn Rose Haas, with distinction
Megan Kay Haase
Peyton Hammerstein
Olivia Hanlon
Vanessa Nadia Harmouch
Rachel Ayn Haroldson
Alexandra Harris
Andrew Joseph Anthony Haubner
Emily Ann Headden
Max Francis Heidt
Chad Paley Henderson
Winston Heuga
Gregory Hill
Dillon Kenneth Hogan
*Jessica Honkonen
*Peyton Neil Hopkins
John Mitchell Houston
*Luke Huntington
Robert Ralph Hyllon III
*Hayne Iafrati
*Sarah Josephine Israel, with distinction
Kate Izenstark
Max Harry Jaffee
Emily Jahn
Andi K. Janicki
Megan Jansson
Carden Elizabeth Jennings
Charlotte Francis Johnson
*Morgan Marie Jones
Coleon Russell Joos
Alexander Michael Joyce
Kevin Francis Joyce
*Alexandria Laura Kade, with distinction
Kelsey Anna Karst
Madalyn Kereszturi
Nicholas Robert Kern
Alec SaisseVil Killion
Anstice Brooks King
JoLyn Grace King
*Leala Carrie King, with distinction
Alexandra Klepitskaya, with honors
Dalila Krouchkova
Daniel Robert Krum
Laura Pearl Kuczkowski
Nicoie Rae Lederman
Matthew Thomas LeMieux
Justin Collins Levin
*Max Levin
Emily C. Lewis
*Brynn Suzanne Lieberman
Nicole Lilienfeld
*Dina Liptsen
*Kathryn Lovenstein
Prosper Duncan Loza
Gaojuan Lu
Louise Aileen Macdonald
Jessica Lynn Maliknecht
Thomas Miles Mallory
Courtney Nicole Martin
*Hailey Kay Mathieson
*Vincent McComb
Alea McFarlane
Ian McKenzie

*Recipient of a double degree.
Nicole Elizabeth McNulty, with honors, with distinction
Hafidha Chaima Mennana
*Haleema Nawab Mian
Andrea Miesnieskas, with honors, with distinction
Gelvan Miller
Natasha Millman
Laura Marie Mishkind
*Abbie Nicole Mitchell
Henry James Monahan
Alec Moylan
*Elizabeth Muirhead
Natalie Claire Munio
Steven Perry Nelson, with honors, with distinction
Abbey Hope Nugent
Jane E. O’Connor
*Joseph Orzynski, with honors, with distinction
Samantha Keikilani O’Sullivan
Christopher Lawrence Paige
Eileen M. Parker
Joseph Parris
Alexis Grace Pike, with honors, with distinction
Ashley Rose Piondexter
Andrea Danielle Popescu
*Alexander Martin Pronk
Grace Alan Rahi
Morgan Rajai
Brandon Micheal Randash
Meher Randhawa
Cortney Nicole Ratashak
Mallory Marie Rawson
*Kayla Donn Reed
Markeis Reed
*Courtney Lee Richard
*Jackson Lantz Rinehart
Maximilian Ritter
Molly Rosen
Zachary Michael Rosenfeld
*Samuel Richard Routhier, with honors, with distinction
Bryce Joshua Rudnick
Anna Russo
Elisabeth Jean Rybecky
Samantha Nicole Sadowski
Alyx Elise Sause
Samuel Ryan Schanfarber
Gavin Scharig
Courtney Jane Schellenger
Jessica Schneider, with honors, with distinction
*Nicole Anastasia Seles
Sarah Shalviri
Sydney Katherine Sharek, with honors, with distinction
*Samantha Rae Sharpe
*Carly Silliman
*Jessica Margaret Simms
Matthew Davis Sisneros
Kory J. Skattum
Sam Porter Skelton
Paige Warner Slaught
Kate Elizabeth Smart
Wyatt Tucker Smith
*Taylor Nicole Snow
Nicholas Richard Sokoloff
Kayla Soskin
Meredith Anne Soychak
Betsy Sparks
Conner Ellis Stoesser
*Krista Hallie Stonedahl, with honors, with distinction
Elizabeth Ann Strazza
Erin Gray Taylor
Megan Anne Teevens
Halley Elizabeth Terleski
Alexa Kathryn Thomas
*BrieAnna Nicole Thomas
Ryan William Tilbitts
Elena Tift
Ian Bryce Troyan
Emma Elise Turetsky
Jacob Gregory Ullman
Elizabeth Wm Vogel
*Heather Michelle Ward
Jonathan Paul Whitehead
Charles Connor Wikens
Betsy Alexandra Wiegand
Thomas Christopher Wood
Dallas John Yenos
Wyatt David Zetterholm
Alayna Zidek

College of Music
Robert Shay, Dean
Bachelor of Arts in Music
Hannah Joy Bloom
*Brittney Anne Galli
Brooke Noelle Murray
Tori Michelle Porritt
*Faith Marion Prager
*Paul Schirmer
*Anthony Edward Souders Jr
Eli Thomas Stalzer
Chloe Rose Strascina-Dower, with high honors
*William John Van Patten, with highest honors

Bachelor of Music
Nicholas Alvin Balderston
Zachary Ryan Begley, with highest honors
Brandon Tyler Bird
Callie Janet Brennan, with honors
Kimberly Joy Bridges
Shea Georgia Brown
Julianna Chairez
Michael Angelo Coduto
*Sophia Elizabeth Dove
Ryan Dakota Farris, with high honors
Michelle Kathryn Gaffney, with honors
*Nathan Allen Gonzales
Danielle Lynn Gonzalez, with highest honors
Kayla M. Goodison
Megan Michelle Gore
Esther Hou, with highest honors
*Mason Alexander Jackson, with highest honors
Aron Tucker Smith
Nicholas Richard Sokoloff
Kayla Soskin
Meredith Anne Soychak
Betsy Sparks
Conner Ellis Stoesser
Krista Hallie Stonedahl, with honors, with distinction
Elizabeth Ann Strazza
Erin Gray Taylor
Megan Anne Teevens
Halley Elizabeth Terleski
Alexa Kathryn Thomas
BrieAnna Nicole Thomas
Ryan William Tilbitts
Elena Tift
Ian Bryce Troyan
Emma Elise Turetsky
Jacob Gregory Ullman
Elizabeth Wm Vogel
Heather Michelle Ward
Jonathan Paul Whitehead
Charles Connor Wikens
Betsy Alexandra Wiegand
Thomas Christopher Wood
Dallas John Yenos
Wyatt David Zetterholm
Alayna Zidek

Bachelor of Music Education
Zachary Adam Brake
Alexandra Eraria Chavez
Madeleine Amy Cort, with highest honors
Charles J. Douthit, with highest honors
Hannah Karyn Harris
*Mason Alexander Jackson, with highest honors
Amada Joy Johnson, with high honors
Cameron Louis May, with highest honors
*Kevin Quang Nguyen
*Kelly Anne Smestad, with honors
Ann Elizabeth Thomas, with high honors

*Bachelor of Music in Education
Nicholas Alvin Balderston
Zachary Ryan Begley, with highest honors
Brandon Tyler Bird
Callie Janet Brennan, with honors
Kimberly Joy Bridges
Shea Georgia Brown
Julianna Chairez
Michael Angelo Coduto
Sophia Elizabeth Dove
Ryan Dakota Farris, with high honors
Michelle Kathryn Gaffney, with honors
Nathan Allen Gonzales
Danielle Lynn Gonzalez, with highest honors
Kayla M. Goodison
Megan Michelle Gore
Esther Hou, with highest honors
Mason Alexander Jackson, with highest honors
Aaron Tucker Smith

College of Music
Robert Shay, Dean
Bachelor of Arts in Music
Hannah Joy Bloom
*Brittney Anne Galli
Brooke Noelle Murray
Tori Michelle Porritt
*Faith Marion Prager
*Paul Schirmer
*Anthony Edward Souders Jr
Eli Thomas Stalzer
Chloe Rose Strascina-Dower, with high honors
William John Van Patten, with highest honors

Bachelor of Music
Nicholas Alvin Balderston
Zachary Ryan Begley, with highest honors
Brandon Tyler Bird
Callie Janet Brennan, with honors
Kimberly Joy Bridges
Shea Georgia Brown
Julianna Chairez
Michael Angelo Coduto
Sophia Elizabeth Dove
Ryan Dakota Farris, with high honors
Michelle Kathryn Gaffney, with honors
Nathan Allen Gonzales
Danielle Lynn Gonzalez, with highest honors
Kayla M. Goodison
Megan Michelle Gore
Esther Hou, with highest honors
Mason Alexander Jackson, with highest honors
Aaron Tucker Smith
School of Education
Lorrie Shepard, Dean

Diploma in Education
Emily Chatburn
Corrine Cornell
Luke DeGregori
Sean Duncan
Casey Finkel
Aaron Fox
Amanda Gardner
Hannah Gebrosky
Veronica Gonzalez
Raegan Guinn
Gabrielle Hehir
Martha Hernandez
Nicholas Hooker
Christina Kleidon
Margaux Krahe
Marie Legrand
Carissa Eileen Marsh
Caroline Mersch
Alissa Minatta
Jillian Mitchell
Madeleine Ours
Marie Piccone
Kendra Porter
Katlyn Ready
Michelle Scavuzzo
Leslie Seler
Danielle Sheehan
Brooke West
Millicent Whitemore
Nicole Wilson
Eunice Yoo
Zachary Brake
Alexandra Chavez
Madeleine Cort
Charles Douthit
Hannah Harris
Mason Jackson
Amanda Johnson
Cameron May
Kevin Nguyen
Kelly Smestad
Ann Thomas

Candidates for Commission

Commanding Officers
Professor of Aerospace Studies,
Colonel John C. Cairney, U.S. Air Force

Professor of Military Science,
Lieutenant Colonel Aaron K. Roof,
U.S. Army

Professor of Naval Science,
Colonel Michael J. Gough, U.S. Marine Corps

Second Lieutenant, United States Air Force
Addison C. Baker
Zachary T. Barkley
Cameron D. Brown
Devin M. DePalmer
Rachel C. Grosskrueger
Matthew D. Heinrich
Ashley L. Hinkle
Matthew R. Kottenstette
Daniel S. Kyyer
Andrew J. Marshall
Amanda M. Olguin
Vincent T. Staverosky
Ryan M. Sypher
Aliah N. Wasserman

Ensign, United States Navy
Chad D. Alvarez
Alec M. Chesire
Russell C. Hill
Samuel A. Keoseyan
Jacob C. McCormick
Phillip D. Temple
Candace M. Yengst
Amber K. Giltz (August graduate)
Jennifer G. Rapach (August graduate)

Second Lieutenant, United States Army
Austin Edward Albin, MI
Emily Ann Brocklander, SC
Jesse Bunce, FA
Robert Temple Faass, MP
Grant Junbin Lee, MI
Madison Ross Maloney, MI
John Robert Mason, AV
Logan Augustus Michaels, AR
Zachary Akira Rostam Ota, QM
Stephanie Maija-liisa Sjoroos, OD
Hayden Mark Smed, AR
Kyle James Willis, FA
Bridgette Alexandra Zuckerman, MS
Lauren Ashley Gulick, FA
Alexander Ryan Jessen, EN
Jake Thomas Johnson, IN
Benjamin Thomas Kaufhardt, IN

*Recipient of a double degree.
Assisting in the Ceremonies

Marshals
Mary Alfords, Facilities Management Administration
Bill Anderson, Mailing Services
Elise Anderson
Jimmie Baker, University Memorial Center
Janet Baker, Planning, Budget & Analysis
Omaira Bankston, Human Resources
Amaury Batista, Facilities Management
Lisa Bechard, Facilities Management
Jeanie Bell, Admissions
Larry Bell, International Education
Bryan Birosak, Facilities Management
Scott Bocim, Office of the Chancellor
Gayle Boething, Music
Joyce Bograd, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Laurel Boni, Chemistry & Biochemistry
Jeri Bonnes, Office of the Registrar
Rae Brendelke, Engineering Career Counselor
Daren Brown, Facilities Management
Cory Campanella, Facilities Management
Carole Capsalis, Chancellor
Denise Chartrand, Retired
Larry Chartrand, Retired
Kati Clendening, Business, Dean’s office
Barb Clines, Registrar
Terry Cooper, Facilities Management
Charlotte Corbridge, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Linda Cross-Hagar, Dominique de Vangel, Engineering
Cynthia DePizzo-Martin, Admissions
Erin Dewese, University Memorial Center
Bill Eberle, Chemistry & Biochemistry
Corey Edwards, Athletics
Ellen Edwards, Facilities Management
Lisa Engelking, Transfer Credit Evaluator
Paula Erez, Retired
Jerry Essex, Facilities Management
Wendy Fiedler, Alumni
Linda Finnrock, Art and Art History
Rodney Floyd, Office of the Registrar
Lisa Forman, Office of the Registrar
Erin Frazier, University Communications
Danny Gallegos, Facilities Management
Elizabeth Garfield, Student Affairs
Janet Garrett, Office of the Registrar
Adam Garrett, Facilities Management
Pat Gillmartin, Office of the Registrar
Peggy Gordon, Architecture and Planning
Sid Gustafson, Physics—retired
Jim Hagar
Joann Hall, Admissions—east campus
M. Susan Harvey, Alumni
Ted Harvey, Alumni
Wes Henson, Office of the Registrar
George Hoey, Career Services
Richard Husser, Graduate School
Nate Jones, Environmental Design
Reid Kallman, Office of the Registrar
Josephine Kapatayes, Residential Academic Program
Melissa Keller, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Deborah Keyek-Franssen, Academic Affairs
Lisa Kippur, Dean of Libraries
Jennifer Kirschke, Environmental Design
Cheryl Koelling, Library
Sheryl Koutsis
Pam Leland, JILA
Crystal Ligon, Career Services
Jamey Lockley, University Memorial Center
Paul Longfellow, Facilities Management
Crystal Lopez, Alum
Henry Lopez, Alum
Nancy Mars, Bursar’s Office
Chad McCue, Facilities Management
John McKee, Facilities Management

Bagpipes
Northern Colorado Caledonia Pipe Band

Boulder Brass

Ceremony Coordinator
Sarah Adderholt, Executive Director of Events and Outreach

Graduation Specialist and Program Editor
Katie Stubberfield, Office of the Registrar

Interpreters for the Deaf
Disability Services

Production Assistance
Alphonse Keasley, Announcer

Medford Moorer, Athletics
Johnnie Norris, Facilities Management
Emilia Noutet, OIT Administration
Julio Ortega, Facilities Management
Danae Patterson, Bursar’s Office
Craig Perez, Facilities Management
Steve Pflipsen, Facilities Management
Brent Phillips, OIT Administration
Deb Renshaw, Chemical Engineering
Jenny Richardson, Environmental Design
Jacque Richardson, CHEM
Alea Richmond, Environmental Design
Dave Rolston, Facilities Management
Debra Rowley, Treasurer’s Office
Kristen Roy, Biochemistry Teaching
Susan Rundell, Civil Engineering
Adam Scott
Lisa Severy, Career Services
Kathie Sharp, Contracts & Grants
Susi Siders, Libraries-Dean’s Office
Maggie Simms, University Counsel
Colin Spaulding, Student Involvement
Katie Stubberfield, Registrar
Sierra Swearengen, BFA office
Terry Swindell, Facilities Management
Lisa Valencia, Advising
Araceli Warren, Engineering
Dylan West, ENV Design and studies
Michelle Wiese
Kristin Williams, Career Services
Hopeton Willis, Facilities Management
Diana Wilson, Music
Kristi Wold-McCormick, Office of the Registrar
Wayne Yano, Facilities Management
Andrea Zeilinko, University Memorial Center

Buffvision
CU Property Services
Mile High Sound
Event Rents
Sturtz and Copeland Florists

Technical Assistant to the Marshal
Alan Nelson, Facilities Management

Technical Producer
Jason DePaepe, Associate AD Facilities and Game Day Operations

Video Production
Julie Willson, Senior Class Council President
Will Schaa and Katy Zeigler, Senior Class Council Video Chairs
Since 1990, graduating seniors at CU Boulder have been creating an infinite impact through the Senior Class Gift Program. It is an honor to recognize those who are wearing a blue contribution cord today. They have personally donated to the Seniors Creating Future Buffs Scholarship. The Senior Class has come together this year to make a lasting difference at the university by providing prospective students with the chance to attend CU. This scholarship provides graduating seniors with the opportunity to give back to the heart of the university, its students. Because of the generosity of our students, the scholarship will forever ensure the quality of the university that we are so lucky to call our alma mater. This is our chance to make an infinite impact. Thank you and Congratulations to the Class of 2016!

The CU Parents Association created the CU Proud Award to honor students who, by an act of courage, compassion, character, service, integrity and/or initiative, set the standard for their peers and make us proud to call them one of our own. Students earning this honor are wearing a silver cord.

Daniels Scholars are well-rounded leaders who are committed to working hard to earn a bachelor’s degree. They embrace the chance to learn, adhere to high ethical standards, and enjoy giving back to their communities and families. CU-Boulder Daniels Scholars have created a strong community for supporting one another throughout their journey. This graduation cord acknowledges all of the challenges each scholar has overcome and celebrates all of their successes. It is an honor to wear this teal and white cord that pays tribute to a man, Bill Daniels, who has made their dream of achieving a college degree an attainable reality.

CU-Boulder is proud to recognize those students graduating today who have served in our country’s armed forces (veterans) as well as those who will serve upon graduation (ROTC commissionees). These students can be identified by the red, white and blue cords they are wearing with their graduation regalia.

The idea of Forever Buffs, and a continuing lifelong relationship with the University of Colorado, is particularly special for graduates of CU Legacy families. The CU-Boulder Alumni Association proudly presents a black and gold cord in recognition of the tradition and generational bonds to CU represented by these graduates and their families.

The royal purple cords are given to the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) leadership team. AIChE is the world’s leading organization of chemical engineers, which consists of student members to industry professionals. These cords signify the honor and pride associated with leading the AIChE membership at CU.
For Your Safety

The University of Colorado Boulder works diligently to provide for the safety of our graduates, their families and their friends during the spring 2016 Commencement Exercises. You can do your part by noting the following:

- Once you are seated in Folsom Stadium, locate the nearest exit to your seat. If you are seated on the field level, you should exit north (toward Dal Ward Athletic Center).
- Listen carefully and follow any instructions which may be issued by the master of ceremonies or other public safety authority.
- Parents should keep their children with them at all times.
- Pay particular attention to the safety of any elderly persons or persons with disabilities.
- If directed to evacuate Folsom Stadium, please move away from the stadium and remain outside until you have been given an “all-clear” by a public safety authority.
- If necessary, seek assistance from a robed commencement marshal, uniformed police officer, or designated security guard.

Thank you, and congratulations to our spring 2016 graduates!
Diplomas and Diploma Covers
In addition to the general commencement ceremony, many programs, colleges and schools hold recognition ceremonies for graduates and their families. Diploma covers typically are made available during these recognition events. If you are not attending a college, school or departmental ceremony, you may pick up a diploma cover at the Office of the Registrar, Regent Administrative Center 101, weekdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Diplomas are mailed to most graduates who satisfactorily complete all degree requirements approximately eight weeks after final grades are posted. However, doctoral degree recipients may pick up their diplomas on Monday, May 9, between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. in Graduate Student Services, Regent Administrative Center 1B53 (lower level). If you are not able to pick up your diploma on that day, it will be mailed to your diploma address as listed in MyCUInfo by the Office of the Registrar.

New for spring 2016 graduates, the University of Colorado Boulder is offering a digitally secure certified electronic diploma (CeDiploma). CeDiplomas may be reserved now through MyCUInfo. See www.colorado.edu/registrar/diplomas/electronic-diplomas.

Key Dates
June 13  Transcripts with degrees available for order
July 8  Diplomas mailed to students

Social Media
Join the conversation and celebrate the accomplishments of our newest alumni on social media! Use #ForeverBuffs on your photos and stories, follow @CUBoulder and @CUBoulderAlumni on Twitter and Instagram, and check out the highlights of commencement at colorado.edu/social.

International Flags
The international flags on display represent the countries of many of our international students graduating today. Graduating students may request to have the flag of their country represented at the ceremony through the Office of International Education. While the Office of International Education makes every effort to honor requests, there is limited display space and not all country flags are available.

View more commencement information at colorado.edu/commencement.

This program is produced jointly by the Office of the Registrar and Strategic Relations, and is printed on recycled paper.

Map Legend
- Women’s Restroom
- Men’s Restroom
- Mobility/Impaired SeatFlag
- First Aid
- Men and Women’s restrooms at this gate
- Family Restroom with changing area